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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERAL TRAE COMMISSION 

) 
In the Matter of ) 

) 
INTEL CORPORATION, ) Docket No. 9341 

) 
Respondent. ) PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

) 

MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF NON-PARTY HEWLETT-PACKARD 
DUCES TECUMCOMPANY'S MOTION TO QUASH SUBPOENA 

SERVED BY INTEL CORPORATION 

I. INTRODUCTION
 

The Federal Trade Commission ("FTC") brought this administrative adjudicative 

the Federal Trade 
proceeding against Intel Corporation ("Intel") for alleged violations of § 5 of 


Commission Act. The FTC alleges that Intel holds improper monopoly power in the markets for 

central processing units ("CPUs"), microprocessors specifically, and graphics processing units 

("GPUs"). Intel has served several document subpoenas on thid-parties, including one on 

Hewlett-Packard Co. ("HP") that includes fifty-eight (58) separate requests for documents that, 

in some instances, seek documents regarding subjects about which HP already produced over 

200,000 pages of documents and nine (9) deposition witnesses in private anti-trust litigation 

against Intel. Because Intel's subpoena is unduly burdensome, it should be quashed and Intel 

ordered to sere a new subpoena that is not unduly burdensome and instead narowly tailored to 

seek only infonnation/documents necesar to its defenses. If the Intel Subpoena is not quashed 

in its entirety, Intel should be required to reimburse HP for all of its costs and expenses incured 

in responding to its subpoena. 



HP had been engaged in discussions with Intel in an attempt to reach an agreement 

narrowing the scope of its subpoena. On Thursday, April 
 29, 2010, however, Intel informed HP 

that it would not agree (as it had in the past) to extend HP's deadline to move to quash its 

subpoena while those discussions continued. Intel changed its stance the following Monday. 

Nonetheless, despite furter discussions, the paries could not reach an agreement that obviated
 

the need for HP's present motion. 

II. BACKGROUND
 

A. UP's Discovery In Intel's Private Anti-Trust Litigation 

Advanced Micro Devices, Inc. ("AMD") brought an anti-trst action against Intel (now 

settled) that alleged Intel wilfully maintained an improper monopoly in the microprocessor 

market in violation of § 2 of the Sheran Act. Class action plaintiffs also brought a similar 

action against InteL. AMD, Intel and the class plaintiffs all served third-party discovery requests 

on non-party HP that generally sought documents and information relating to microprocessor 

competition and pricing. In response, HP produced over 230,000 pages of documents 

(approximately 23,544 documents) and nine (9) deposition witnesses who were subject to 

questioning by Intel, among others. 1 AMD naturally also produce a voluminous amount of 

documents and deposition testimony to Intel. The FTC received HP's document production and 

paricipated in most, ifnot all, of 
 the HP depsitions. HP agrees that its prior discovery can be 

treated as produce in this proceeding, subject to appropriate confidentiality protections. 

B. Discovery Requests To UP In This Proceeding
 

1. FTC Subpoena
 

HP produce documents from thirty-six (36) custodians - fifteen (i 5) of whom Intel 
identified. 
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Complaint Counsel served a document subpoena on HP ("FTC Subpoena"), attached as 

Ex. A, that includes sixteen (16) separate document requests. With four limited exceptions in 

specification numbers 3, 9, 10 and II in the FTC Subpoena, Complaint Counsel has confirmed 

for HP that it does not seek microprocessor related documents from HP, but instead is focused on 

GPU, bundling, benchmarking and stadards related information.2 

2. Intel Subpoena
 

HP accepted servce of a document subpoena from Intel on March 19, 2010, attached as 

Ex. B ("Intel Subpoena"), that according to Intel was a reaction to the information sought in the 

FTC Subpoena. The Intel Subpoena includes fifty-eight (58) separate requests for documents to 

HP that go beyond the categories of documents requested in the FTC Subpoena. At least twenty 

(20) seek microprocessor related information - the subject ofHP's prior document production 

and depositions. See, e.g., Ex. B at Requests 10, 11, 15 and 19. Still others seek documents Intel 

itself is better suited to have and information/documents it likely already received from HP or 

AMD in its prior litigation. See id. at Request 38 (seeking, inter alia, documents regarding 

Intel's "plans for development"); Request 40 (seeking documents regarding Intel's relationship 

with NVIDIA); Request 10 (seeking documents about agreements between HP and AMD). 

3. HP's Attempts To Facilitate A Resolution OUts Subpoenas
 

HP proposed to Complaint Counsel and Intel that the parties agree to a single document 

collection and search protocol for HP to resolve both the FTC and Intel Subpoenas and all paries 

agree to attempt to do so - with HP facilitating those discussions. Therefore, in late 

These four limited exceptions do not require that HP conduct additional custodian 
searches for microprocessor docuents of the typ produced by HP in the private antitrt
 

litigation. In addition, specification number 9 is not a pure microprocessor request and is instead 
a combined request for CPU and GPU related information from January 1,2007 through the 
present. 
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March/early April HP contacted Intel to solicit a proposal from Intel for narowed categories of 

information it sought as well as potential custodians. Intel provided a proposal on April 19, 

2010, attached as Ex. C, that sought, inter alia, microprocessor related documents, including 

from senior HP executives and custodians whose documents it already received in its private 

anti-trst litigation. On April 26,2010, HP contacted Intel and communicated its belief 
 that, 

given HP's prior document productions and depositions, the additional microprocessor related 

discovery Intel sought was neither appropriate nor necessar. On April 29, 2010 and May 6, 

2010, Intel informed HP that it would continue to seek the microprocessor related discovery 

generally as outlined in its Apnl19, 2010 proposal, notwithstanding HP's prior discovery 

production (albeit by deferng a handful of 
 the proposed custodians identified in its April 19, 

2010 proposal).3 Therefore, HP was forced to file this motion. 

III. ARGUMENT
 

"There are three tests for every subpoena duces tecum: is it definite, is it relevant, and is 

it reasonable." Fed. Trade Comm'n, Operating Manual (hereinafter "F. T.c. Manual') § 10.13.6. 

6.4.7.3, available at http://www.ftc.gov/foialadminstafftanuals.shtr (last accessed Ap'ril 29, 

2010). A subpoena is "reasonable" ifit is not unduly burdensome. !d. Where a document 

subpoena is not "reasonable" - i.e., is unduly burdensome - it should be quashed. The FTC 

Practice Rules specifically auihorize the Administrative Law Judge to limit discovery upon a 

deterination that, inter alia, it is "unreasonably cumulative or duplicative," is obtainable from a 

more convenient source or the ''burden and expense of the proposed discovery outweigh its 

On April 
 29, 2010, Intel infomied HP that it intended to sere deposition subpoenas for 
current and former HP employees. The next day, April 30, 2010, Intel sent HP depsition 
subpoenas for three (3) curent and five (5) former employees. Five (5) of 
 the eight (8) have 
already been deposed in Intel's private antitrt litigation. HP's curent deadline to move to
 

quash those subpoenas for which it accepted service is May 13,2010. 
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likely benefit." 16 C.F.R. § 3.31(c)(1) (2008) (emphasis added); see also 16 C.F.R. § 3.31(d)(1) 

(2008)(authorizing Administrative Law Judge to issue order protecting non-pary from unduly 

burdensome discovery). The Intel Subpoena and its fifty-eight (58) requests are unduly 

burdensome for HP because, among other reasons, it seeks document regarding subjects about 

which HP already produced hundreds of thousands of pages of documents and it otherise seeks
 

documents it is better suited to have or obtain from a more convenient source. 

A. The Intel Subpoena Is Unduly Burdensome For HP
 

Simply put, there is no reasonable justification for Intel's attempt to burden HP with 

discovery requests for subjects about which HP already produced more than 230,000 pages of 

documents and nine (9) depsition witnesses. Intel already sought and received documents from 

HP that it believed were necessar to defend against allegations of anti-trst violations with 

respect to the microprocessor market. Those are, of course, the nature of many of the FTC's 

allegations in the instat proceeding. Having already received discovery from HP on that very 

subject, no additional discovery from HP is appropriate. That is paricularly tre given HP's 

status as a non-pary to this proceding. See, e.g.. Katz v. Batavia Marine & Sporting Supplies, 

Inc., 984 F.2d 422, 424 (Fed. Cir. 1993) ("(TJhe fact of 
 nonparty status may be considered by the 

cour in weighing the burdens imposed in the circumstances."); Echostar Comm. Corp. v. News 

Corp., 180 F.R.D. 391, 394 (D. Colo. 1998) (non-par status is "a factor which weighs against 

disclosure") (citing 
 Katz v. Batavia Marine & Sporting Supplies. Inc., 984 F.2d 422, 424 (Fed. 

Cir. 1993)).
 

Intel has previously informed HP that the Intel Subpoena was a reaction to the FTC 

Subpoena. As HP explainw above, however, Complaint Counsel does not seek additional 

microprocesor related documents from HP (with four limited exceptions) beyond those it 
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already received. And, Intel wil naturally receive any documents Complaint Counsel receives. 

Therefore, Intel is not prejudiced by relying on the HP documents it previously sought and 

received in its private anti-trst litigation. Cf F. T.c. Manual § 10.13.6.4.7.3 ("(AJs the 

documents sought becme less clearly necessar, the All, the Commission, or the cours wil be 

likely to cut the subpoena back to reasonable limits."). 

Intel's duplicative microprocessor related document requests are not the only flaws in the 

Intel Subpoena. As explained above, the Intel Subpoena also seeks documents Intel itself is 

better suited to have and documents regarding topics that were the subject of AMD document 

productions in its prior litigation. There is no reason for Intel to burden HP with requests for that 

information.4 

B. If Not Quashed, Intel Should Be Required To ReimburseHP For All Of Its
 

Costs And Expenses Incurred In Responding To Its Subpoena. 

The FTC Operating Manual expressly authorizes an Order under appropriate 

circumstances requiring a party seeking discover to reimburse the subject of its discovery 

requests for its associated costs and expenses. F. TC. Manual § 10.13.6.4.7.8. HP believes the 

proper course is to quash the Intel Subpoena and require Intel to serve a new subpoena that is not 

unduly burdensome to HP and is instead narowly tailored to seek only documents that are 

necessary to Intel's defenses. If 
 the Intel Subpoena is not quashed in its entirety, Intel should be 

required to reimburse HP for all of its costs and cxpenscs incurred in responding to the Intel 

Subpoena. Intel previously agreed to reimburse HP for a portion of its 
 costs incurred in its 

private anti-trst litigation and, therefore, such a condition in ths proceeding would be equally 

HP's prior document production did not include a materal amount of GPU related 
documents. HP wil produce GPU relattl documents in rcsponsc to the FTC subpoena, and Intel 
will, of course, receive those documents. 
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appropriate. That is parcularly true given HP's prior discovery efforts and the exceptional
 

breadth of 
 the Intel Subpoena.s 

IV. CONCLUSION
 

The Intel Subpoena should be quashed and Intel required to serve another subpoena that 

is not unduly burdensoriie to HP and is narowly taìlored to seek only documents necessary to 

Intel's defenses. If 
 the Intel Subpoena is not quashed in its entirety, Intel should be required to 

reimburse HP for all costs and expenses incurred in responding to its Subpoena. 

Dated: May 10,2010 Respectfully submitted,-r~J~M-
Krstofor T. Henning 
Coleen M. Meehan 
Victoria L. Wesner 
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 
i 701 Market Street 
Philadelphia, P A i 91 03 
215-963-5882 
215-963-5001 (fax) 
khenning@morganlewis.com 
creehan@morganlewis.com 
vwesner@morganlewis.com 

Counsel for Hewlett-Packard Company 

HP has also prepared formal responses and objections to the Intel Subpoena, attached 
hereto as Ex. D, to preserve its rights in the event any porton of the Intel Subpoena is not 
quashed. 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERA TRADE COMMISSION
 

In the Matter of 
) 
) 

) 
INTEL CORPORA nON, ) Docket No. 9341 

) 
Respondent. ) PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

) 

STATEMENT OF KRSTOFOR T. HENNING PURSUANT TO FEDERAL TRADE 
COMMISSION RULE OF PRACTICE 3.22(G) 

I am an attorney with Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP and submit this statement pursuant 

to Federal Trade Commission Rule of 
 Practice 3.22(g), 16 CFR § 3.22(g), in connection with 

Non-Pary Hewlett-Packard Company's Motion to Quash Subpoena Duces Tecum Served by 

Intel Corpration. I spoke with David Emanuelson, counsel for Intel Corporation, in good faith 

in an attempt to resolve by agreement the issues raised by HP's Motion to Quash on at least 

March 30, 2010, April 19, 2010, April 
 26, 2010, April 29, 2010, April 30, 2010, May 5, 2010, 

May 6,2010, May 7,2010 and May 10,2010. During those conversations, the paries were 

unable to reach an agreement that obviated the need for HP's motion. 

Dated: May 10, 2010 Respectflly submitted,

f~J~/õt
 
Krstofor T. Henning 
MORGAN, LEWIS & BOCKIUS LLP 
1701 Market Street 
Philadelphia, P A 19103 
215-963-5882 
215-963-5001 (fax) 
khenùng@rorganlewis.com 

Counsel for Hewlett-Packard Company 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERA TRAE COMMISSION
 

In the Matter of 
) 

) 

INTEL CORPORATION, 
) 
) Docket No. 9341 

) 
Respondent. ) PUBLIC DOCUMENT 

) 

(PROPOSED) ORDER GRATING MOTION OF NON-PARTY HEWLETT-PACKARD 
COMPANY TO QUASU SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM SERVED BY INTEL 

CORPORATION 

Before the Administrative Law Judge is Non-Pary Hewlett-Packard Company's Motion 

to Quash Subpoena Duces Tecum Sered By Intel Corpration ("Motion to Quash"). Having 

considered the Motion to Quash and the supporting arguents and the responses by Intel . 

Corporation, this Cour finds that the motion should be, and hereby is, GRANTED. 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the Subpoena Duces Tecum issued to Hewlett-

Packard Corporation on March 19, 2010 by Intel Corporation, is hereby quashed in its entirety. 

ORDERED: 
D. Michael Chappell 
Administrative Law Judge 

Date: May _' 2010
 



EXHIBIT A
 



SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM. Provided by the Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission, and 
Issued Pursuant to Commission Rule 3.34(b), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(b)(2010)

1. TO Hewlett-Packard Company 2. FROM 
CLO Kristofor Henning, Esq.
 

Morgan, Lews & Bockius lLP 
UNITED STATES OF
1701 Market Street AMERICA 

Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921 FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

This subpona reuires you to prouce and permit inspection and copying of designated books, docments (as defined in 
Rule 3.34(b)). or tangibl things, at th date and time speced in Item 5, and at the request of Conse 


the proceeding descrbed in Item 6. 

3. PLACE OF PRODUCTION 

Federal Trade Commission 
601 New Jersey Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 326-3488 

6. SUBJECT OF PROCEEDING 

In the Matter of Intel Corporation, Docket No. 9341 

7. MATERIAL TO BE PRODUCED 

listed in Item 9, in 

4. MATERIA WILL BE PRODUCED TO 

Tem Martin 

5. DATE AND TIME OF PRODUCTION 

April 8, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m. 

Documents & material responsive to the attached Subpona Duces Tecum Requests for Production 

8. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 

The Honorable D. Michael Chappell 

APPEARANCE 

The delivery of this SUbpona to yo by any method
prescribed by the Comsion's Rult of Praetce is 
legal servce and may subject you to a penalt 
impos by jaw for failure to comply. 

MonON TO UMIT OR QUASH 
The Commison's Rule of Pract requir that any 
moti to limit or quash !h subp. must copl 
with Commison Rule 3.34(c), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(c), 
and in paicular mu be file wiin th earlíar of 1 0


days after servic or th tie fo copl Th 
original and te coes of tr petin must be filed
 

before th Adminis1atie law Judge and with th
 

Secetry of the CommiSSion, acompanied by an
 

àl1aVlt of service of tr doment up COnsel 
listed in Item 9, and upon all othr partes prcnbed 
by the Rules of Practce. 

FTC For 70.£ (rfl li!7) 

9. COUNSEL AND PARTY ISSUING SUBPOENA 

Thmas H. Brock 
601 New Jersey Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 326-2813 

TRVEL EXPENSES
 

The Commison's Rules of PraC1 rflujre that feEl and 
mileage be paid by th part tht requeed your
 

appeace. ¥oo should preset yor claim to consel 
listed In Item 9 for payment. If yo ¡¡rR pormanontl or 
temparly living somewhere other thn the addres on 
this subpona and it would iequire exC6ssiv trvel for 
you to apper, you must get prio appval fr counsel
liste in tte 9. 

This subpona does not require approval by OMS under 
th PapelWrk Redun Ac of 1980. 



RETURN OF SERVICE
 

I hereby ceTt that a duplite oriinal of the witin
 
subpona was duly sed: ("" in me us)
 

(' in person.
 

(è by restere mail.
 

r by leaving coy at principal offce or ptac of business, to wit: 

on th persn named herein on:
 

March 8, 2010 

(Mon, da. any..,
 

Tern Marin
 
¡Na Qt pe mM"l S8)
 

Litigation Support Specalist
lú ti) 



UNITED STATES OF AMRICA 
FEDERA TRAE COMMSSION
 

In the Matter of 
) 
) 

INTEL CORPORA nON, 
) 
) Docket No. 9341 

Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 

COMPLAI COUNSEL'S SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM
 
TO HEWLETT-PACKA COMPAN 

REQUESTS FOR PRODUCTION 

Pursuat to the Federal Trade Co~ission's Rules of 
 Prtice, 16 C.F.R. §3.34(b), and

the Definitions and Instrctions set fort below, Complaint Counel hereby requests that 
Hewlett-Packard Company ("HP") produce within 30 days all documents, electrnically stored 
informtion, and other things in its possession, custody, or control responsive to the following 
requests. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

In accordce with the Definitions and Intrctions attached below please provide the
 

following: 

i. AU DOCUMENTS relatig to INEL's representations of 
 its roadmps for its Nehalem 
family of 
 Microprocessors. 

2. All DOCUMENTS relating to INTEL's representations of 
 its roadaps for its Pemyn
family ofMkroprocessors. 

3. From Janua I, 1999 to the present, DOUMENTS SUFFICIENT TO SHOW the effect 
of any agreements betwee INTEL and HP for the purchase of MlCROPROCESSORS 
on: 

a. the total number of COMPUTER SYSTEMS sold by HP; and 
b. overal prfits eaed by HP. 

4. AU DOCUMENTS relating to HP's communications with Intel regarding the ability of 
NVIA, ATI, or other thd paries' products 10 iiteroperate with any INEL 
REEV MIT PRODUCT.
 

5. All DOCUMENTS relating to INEL's Larrbe project, including but not limted to 



externl and internl communicatons about any aspect of 
 Larabee, and documents 
relating to HP's curent and futu plans to utilize Larbee haware or softar. 

6. All DOCUMENTS relating to the use of 
 non-INTEL Graphics Hardware with INL's 
Nehalem famly of 
 MICROPROCESSORS or with successors to Nehalem, including but 
not limited to docùents relating to the dispute between l\'VIDIA and INL on 
connectig NVTDIA Chipsets with INTEL Nehalem MICROPROCESSORS. 

7. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's graphics strtegy, including but not limited to: 
a. All DOCUMS relating to HP's assessment of 
 INEL's grphics capabilities,

strtegy, and roamaps; 
b. All DOCUMENS relating to HP's assessmentofNVIDIA's grhics 

capabilities, strtegy, and roadmaps; and 
c. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's assessment of 
 the grphics capabilities,

strategy, an roadmap of A TI or other third pares. 

8. All DOCUMNTS relating to GPU COMPUTG, including but not limited to 
documents relatig to curnt and futue demand for applications or features utilizing 
GPU COMPUTING, hardware or softare requirements for GPU COMPUTG, and 
comparsons of hardware or softare platonns capable of 
 utilizig GPU COMPUTIG. 

9. All DOCUMENTS relatig to the bundled or kit pricing to OEMs of 
 INTEL 
MICROPROCESSORS for mobile COMPUTER SYSTEMS, including 
 Atom, Celeron,
and consumer ultra-low voltage CPUs, with any INEL CHIPSET or GRAPHICS 
HAWAR, such as the 945 and GS45 chipsets. including but not limited to price lists, 
communications on negotiated discounts, rebate strtegy presentations, and OEM usage 
retrction guidelines.
 

10. All executive or boar presentations, along with any accompanying minutes, relating to 
the use of benchmaks in the selection of 
 MICROPROCESSORS from Januar i, 1999 to 
the prest.
 

I i. DOUMNT SUFFICIENT TO SHOW the benchmars used in any of HP's 
MICROPROCESSOR purhasing decisions from Januar l, 1999 to the present. 

12. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's decision to use or not use any RELEVANT 
BENCHMARK in the marketing of HP's products, including communication of 
RELEVANT BENCHMS to HP customers from January I, 1999 to the presenl 

13. DOUMNTS SUFFICIENT TO SHOW HP's metho of obtaining the final fonn of 

the 

RELEVANT BENCHMS. includng but not limite to compilation of 
 bechmar
initialy distrbuted as source code such as Linpack and SPEC from Janua 1, 1999 to 
the present. 
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14. All DOUMENTS relating to or discussing the accurcy of 
 the RELEVANT 
BENCHMARKS from Janua I, 1999 to the present. 

is. All DOCUMENTS related to effects of IN SOFTARE DEVELOPMENT
 
PRODUCT on the ~donnan~ of any of the RELEVANT BENCHMS from
 
Janua I, 1999 to the prent. 

16. For any version of 
 the RELEVAN STANDARS from Janua I, 1999 to the present, 
all DOCUMENTS and COMMUNCATIONS from inception of 
 the stad though the

present tie referrng or related to: 

a. maret or conswner benefits from the stadard;
 

b. licensing of the stadad, including but not limite to Contrbutor Agreements and
 

Promoter Group agreements; 
c. the tiing of releass of the standad;
 

d. HP's COMMCA TlONS with INTEL regardin the stadard; 
e. compliance testing products to comply with the standa or
 

f. development and status of implementation of the standard on INEL products,
 

HP's product, an INL'S competitors' proucts. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

I. The Company shall submit documents as instrct below absent written consent signed 
by Brenda 1. McNamar or a designee. 

2. Unless modified by agreement with Complaint Counel, these Requests for Production 
reuire a complete search of all the fies of the Company. 

3. Unless otherise state each Request calls for the production of documents dated,
 

create preped, modified, received, circulated, or transmitted on or after January 1, 
2007. 

4. If any doent covered by thes Requests is witeld by rean of a claim of attorney-
client privilege, attorney work product proteon, or any other privilege or protection, 
plea fuish a log providing the followig infonnation with respet to each such
 

withheld document: docnt contrl number, date, na, positions and orgazations
 

of all authrs an recipients (including designtion of attornys), general subject matt, 
specific legal bais upon which the document has been witheld, and any other 
infonntion necesa to allow for asssment of 
 the clai uner Rule 3.38A.
 

5. In the Request, the preent tens shall be constred to include the past tens, and the pat 
tense shall be constred to include th present tene. Th singuar shall be constned to 
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include the plur, and the plurl shall be constred to include the singu. 

6. If documents reponsive to the Request no longer exist, but you have reason to believe 
have been in existence, state the circumstance uner which they were lost or destroyed, 
describe the documents to the fullest extent possible, state the Request(s) to which they 
ar responsive, and identify persns having knowledge of the content of such documents.
 

7. These requests shall be deemed continuing in natu so as to require fuer and
 

supplemental production. 

8. Forms of Production: The Compay shall submit documents as instrcted below: 
a. Documents stored in electrnic or hard copy formats in the ordiar coure of
 

business shall be submItted in electronic format provided that such copies are 
tre, correct, and complete copies of 
 the origial documents:
 

i. submit Microsoft Access, Excel, an PowerPoint in native format with 
extrcted text and metadta; and 

ii. submit aU documents other than those provided puruant to subpars (a)(i)
 

or (a)(iii) in image formt with extrcted text and metadata 
iii. electronic format: docuents stored in hard copy form may be submitted 

in image formt (i.e., pdt) accompanied by OCR. 
b. For each document submitted in electronic format, include the following metadata 

fields and information: 
i. for documents stored in electronic format other than email: begining 

Bates or document identification number, ending Bates or document 
identification number, page count, cutodian, creation date an time, 
modification date and time, last accessd date and time, siz, location or
 

path fie name, and SHA Hash value; 
ii. for emails: beginning Bates or doument identication number, ending 

Bates or document identification number, page cont, custodian, to, from, 
CC, BCC, subject, date and time sent, Outlook Message ID (if applicable), 
child records (the begining Bates or document identification number of 
attchments delimited by a semicolon); 

iii. for email atthments: beginnng Bates or document identfication 
number, ending Bates or document identification numbe, page count, 
custodan, creation date and time, modfication date and time, las 
acces~ date and time, size, location or path fie name, parnt record 
(bginning Bates or document identificaton number of parent emaO, and 
SHA Hash value; and 

iv. for had copy documents: beginning Bate or docment identification 
number, endi Bates or document identification number, page count, and 
custodian 

c. If the Company intens to utiize any de-duplication or email threadig softar
 

or services whe coHecting or reviewing inortion that is stored in the 
Company's computer syems or electronic storae media or if 
 the Company's 
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computer systems contain or utilize such softar, the Company must contact a 
Commission repreentative to detennne, with the assistance of the appropriate 
governent techncal offcials, wheter and in what maer the Company may 
use of such softar or services when producing materials in reponse to ths
 

Request. 
d. Submit data compilations in Excel spreadsheet or in delimited text formts, with 

all underlying data un-redacted and all underlying formulas and algorithms intact. 
e. Submit electrnic fies and images as follows:
 

i. for pructions over 10 gigabyt, use IDE and EIDE hard disk drves,
 

formtted in Microsoft Winows-compatible, uncompresse data; 
ii. for prodctions under i 0 gigayts, CD-R CD-ROMs and DVD.ROM for 

Windows-compatible personal computer, and USB 2.0 Flash Drves ar
 

also acceptable storage formts.; and 
iii. AD douments produced in electrnic fonnat shaD be scanned for and 

free of 
 viruses. The Commission win return any infeded media for 
replacement, which may affect the timing ofthe Company's 
compliance with this Request. 

9. AU docments responsive to this Request, regadles offormat or form and regadless of 
whether submitted in had copy or electronic fonnat: 

a. shall be proced in complete fonn, un-redcted unless privileged, and in the 
order in which they appear in the Company's fies, and shall not be shuffed or 
otherwise rearged. For exaple:
 

i. ifin their originl condition hard copy documents were stapled, clipped, or
 

otherise fased together or mantaned ir fie folders, binders, cover, 
or containers, they shaH be prouced in such fonn, and any documents that 
must be removed frm their origina folder, binders. covers, or containers 
in order to be pruced shall be identified in a manner so as to clealy 
specify the folder, binder, cover. or container from which such documents 
came; and 

ii. if in their original condition electronic docmnents were maintaed in 
folders or otherise orgaized, they shall be prouced in such fom an 
inormtion shall be proce so as to clealy speifY the folder or 
organization formt; 

b. shal be maked on each pae with corprate identification an consecutive 
document contrl numrs; 

c. shal be prouced in color where necessa to interpret the documnt (if the 
coloring of any doument communcates any substative information, or if black
and-white photopyig or converion to TIF formt of any document (e.g., a 
chart or grph), maes any substative information contained in the document
 

unntellgible. the Company must submit the originl document, a like-colored 
photoopy, or a JPEG for image);
 

d. shall be accompied by an affdavit of an offcer of the Company stating tht the 
copies are tr, corrct. and comlete copies of th original documents; and
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e. shan be accomped by an inex that identifies: (i) the name of each person 
from whom reponsive documents are submitted; and (ii) the corresponding 
consecutive document control number(s) used to identify 
 that person's 
documents, and if submitted in paper fonn the box number containing such 
douments. If 
 the inex exists as a computer file(s), provide the index both as a 
prited har copy and in machine-redable fon (provided that Commission
 

representatives detere prior to submision that the mahine-readable form 
would be in a formt that allows the agency to use the computer fies). The 
Commission representative wil provide a sample indx upon request. 

10. To fush a complete response to these Requests, th person suprvising compliance
 

must submit a signed and notazed copy of the attched verification form along with the 
responsive materials. 

1 l. Questions regarding this request for production may be direted to Brenda J. 
McNamar, at (202) 326-3703. The response to this reques for production should be 
directed to the attention of 
 Terr Mar and delivered between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. 
on any busine day to Feder Trade Commssion, Bureu of Competition, 60 I New 
Jery Avenue, NW, Room 7147, Washingtn, DC 2001 or to the address subsequently 
supplied Ha delivery by courer to Ms. Marin wil be acceptable. 
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DEFINITIONS 

1. "And" and "ot' have both conjunctive and disjunctive meaings. 

2. "AM" shall mean and refer to Advanced Micro Devices, Inc., including without 
limtaon all of its corprate locations, and all preecessors, subsidiares, parents, and 
affliate, and all pas or present offcers, directors, agents, representatives, employees,
 

consultats, attorneys, entities acting injoint-ventu or partership relatinships with 
defendats, and others acting on their behalf. 

3. "A TI" shall mean and refer to the currnt AMD Grahics Product Group, fonnedy A TI 
Technologies, Inc. including without limitation all of its corporate locations, and all 
predecessors, subsidiares, parents, and affliates, and all past or present offcers, 
directors, agents, representatives, employee, consultats, attrneys, entities actig in 
joint-venture or partnership relationships with A TI, and others actig on their behalf. 

4. "CHIPSET' shall mean and refer to all computer chips used on a COMPUTR
 
SYSTEM'S motherbard, whether individually or as par of a set, that are compatible
 
with any MICROPROCESSOR.
 

if 

5. "COMMUNICATION" shall mean any exchange, trsfer, or dissemination of 
infonnation, regardless of the means, including telephone, by which it is accomplished. 

6. "COMPUTER SYSTEM" shall mean and refer to any computer prouct that utilizes a
 
MICROPROCESSOR including, without limitation, deskop computers, laptop
 
computers, netbook computers, workstations, or server. 

7. "HP," "COMPANY," "YOU," and "YOUR" shall each mea and refer to Hewlett-
Packad Company including without limitation all of its corprate locations, and all 
predecesors, subsidiares, parents, and affliates, and all past or present offcers, 
directors, agents, representatives, employees, consultats, attorneys, entities acting in 
joint-ventu or parterhip relationships with defendants, and others actig on their
 

behalf. 

8. "Discu" and "discusing" shall mea in whole or in part constitutig, containing, 
describing, or ading the designated subjec matter, regadles of the length of the 
treatment or detal of anlysis of the subjec matt, but not merely refenig to the 
deignted subject matter without elaboration. A documen that "discusses" another 
documt includs the other document itself. 

9. "DOCUMS" shall mean all origil and nonidetica coies of 
 the ori of aU 
wrtt, recrde trribe or grhic matter of every tye and decription, however
 

and by whomever prered, produce reprodced, disseminate or mad, incluing but
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not limited to analyses, letter, telegr, memoranda, rerts, books, stuies, sureys, 
forecats, pamphlets, notes, graphs, taes, data sheets, printouts, websites, microfim, 
indices, calenda or diar entres, manuals, guides, outlines, abstrcts, histories, and 
agendas, miutes, or records of meetigs, conferences, electrnic mail and telephone or
 

other conversons or communcations, as well as films, tape or slides and all other data 
compilations or datbass in th possession, custody or contrl of HP or to which HP has
 

access. The term "DOUMNTS" also includes drft of documents, copies of 
documnts that ar not identical duplicat of 
 the originals, an copies of documents the 
originals of which ar not in th possession. custody or control of Intel. 

10. "DOCUMENTS SUFFICIE TO SHOW" shall mean documents that are necessar and 
sufcient to provide the spcified infonntion. Where "docnts suffcient to show" is 
speified, if summares, compilations, lists or synopses are available that provide the 
informtion, these should be provided in lieu of the underlying documents. 

11. "GPU" shall mea and refer to specialized integrte circuits or processors that offoads 
3D grphics rendeng or parllel intensive computational tasks from the microprocessor. 

12. "GPU COMPUTG" mean general purose computation on grhics hardware, such
 
as GPUs. The definition inludes, but is not limited to, GP-GPU, GPU compute, and
 
parallel computing. 

13. "GRAHICS HARDWAR" shall mean and refer to specialized integrated circuits or 
processors that offoads 3D grphics rendering or parlel intensive computational tasks
 

from the MICROPROCESSOR. "GRAPHICS HARDWAR" includes graphics
 
processing units ("GPUs") whether a standalone, discrete processor or a processor
 
integrted onto a CHISET.
 

14. "INEL" shall each mean and refer to Intel Corporation including withut limitation all
 
of its corprate locations, and all preecessors, subsidiares, Intel Kabushi Kaisha,
 
parents, and afliates, and all past or prent offcers, direors, agents, representatives,
 

employee, consultats, attorneys, entities acting in joint-ventu or partership 
relationships with defendants, and other actig on their behalf.
 

15. "INL SOFTARE DEVELOPMEN PRODUCT" shall me or refer to any prouct 
mae, sold, or distrihute by INTEL for use by ISV s durng development of softare, 
incluing but not limite to compilers, libres, sample coe, perfonnance tung 
progrms, and INTEL Perforce Prmitives. 

16. "MICROPROCESSOR" shall mean the integrte circuit tht incorporaes the fuctions 
ora COMPUTER SYSTEM'S Centr Processing Unit ("CPU"). 

17. ''NIA'' shall eah me and refer to Nvidia Corpration including without limitation all 
of its corprate loons and all predecsors, subsidiaries, pats, and affliates, and all 
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past or present offcers, directors, agents, representatives, employees, consultants, attorneys, 
entities acting in joint~ventue or parership relationships with Nvidia, and others acti on 
its behalf. 

18. ''OEM'' shall mean and refer to any person or entity that designs, manufactures, 
assembles, or sells COMPUTER SYSTEMS, including Tier One, Tier Two, and white 
box OEM segments. 

19. "Relating to" shall mean in whole or in part constituting, containing, concernng, 
emboying, reflecting, discussing, explaining, describing, analyzing, identifying, stating, 
referrng to, dealing with, or in any way pertaining to. 

20. "RELEVANT BENCHMARK" shall mean and refer to the following benchmarks since 
1999: BAPCO's Sysmak and Mobilemark benchmarks, Linpack benchmarks, Cinebench 
benchmarks, TPC benchmarks, SAP benchmarks, SPEC, and Futuernrk PC Mark and
 

PCMa Vantage benchmaks. 

21. "RELEVAN PRODUCT' shal mean and refer to MICROPROCESSORS, CHI 
 SETS, 
or GRAHICS HARDWAR. 

22. "RELEVANT STANARS" shall mean USB 2.0, USB 3.0, eHCI, xHCI, SATA,
 
AHCI, DisplayPort HDCP for DisplayPort, and Audio HD ("Azalia").
 

- 23. "VIA" shall mea and refer to Via Technologies, Inc., including without limitation all of 
its corprate locations, and all predecessors, subsidiares, parents, and affliates, and all 
past or present offcers, directors, agents, repreentatives, employees, consultants, 
attorneys, entities acting in joint-venture or parterhip relationships with defendants, and 
others acting on their behalf 
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CERTIFICA nON 

Puuat to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I hereby certfy under penalty ofperjui that this response 
to the Requests for Prodction of Documents has bee prepaed by me or under my personal 
supervision from records of Hewlett-Packad Company, an is complete an correct to the best 
of my knowledge and belief. 

Where copies rather than original documents have been submitted the copies ar tre,
 

the Commission us such copies in 
any court or administrative proeeding, Hewlett-Packad Company wil not object based upon 
the Commission not offenng the original document. 

correct, and complete copies of the original documents. If 


(Signature of Offcial) (Title/Company) 

(Typed Name of Above Offcial) (Offce Telephone) 
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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERA TRAE COMMSSION
 

OFFICE OF ADMINISTRTIVE LAW JUDGES 

) 
In the Mater of ) 

) 
INTEL CORPORATION, ) DOCKET NO. 9341 

Respondent. ) 
) 

PROTECTIVE ORDER GOVERNING DISCOVERY MATERIAL 

Commssion Riie 3.3 I 
 (d) states: "In order to protect the paries and thd pares
agai imprope use and disclosu of confidential inonnation, the Administrtive Law 
Judge shall issue a protective order as set fort in the appendix to this section." 16 C.F.R. 
§ 3.3 I (d). Pursuat to Commssion Rule 3.3I(d), the protective order set fort in the
appendix to that sectipn is attched verbatim as Atthment A and is hereby issued. 

ORDERED: 

J)m~d

D. Michael Cha peH 
Chief Administrtive Law Judge 

Date: December 16, 2009 



ATTACHM A
 

For the pure of protecting the inteests of the paries and third pares in the 
above~captioned mater against improper use an disclosure of confidential information 
submitted or produced in connection with this matter: 

IT is HEREY ORDERED THT this Protective Order Govemrng 
Confdential Material ("Protecve Ordet') shall govern the handling of al Discovery 
Material, as hereaer defined. 

1. As used in th Order. "confdential material" shall refer to any document or portion 
therf that contains privileged, competitively sensitive inormation, or sensitive personal
 

inormation. "Sensitive personal inormation" shall refer to, but shall not be limted to, 
an individua's Social Securty numbe, taxpayer identifcation number, fiancia account 
number. crit card or debit card number, drver's license number, state-issued
 

identcation number, passport number, date of bir (other than year), and any sensitive 
heath inormation identifable by individual, such as an individua's medica rerds.
 
"Document" shall refer to any discoverable writing, recording, trancrpt of ora
 
tetiony, or electronically stored inormation in the possession of a pary or a third
 

pary. "Commsion" shall refer to the Federal Trade Commssion ("PrC"), or any of its 
employees, agents. attorneys, and all other persons acting on its behal, excluding persons 
retaned a'l consultants or expes for purses of ths procing. 

2. Any document or portion thereof submitted by a respondent or a third pary durg a 
Federal Trade Commission investigation or during the course of this proceeding tht is
 
entitled to confdentiality under the Federal Trade Commsion Act, or any reguation,
 
interpretation, or precent concerng documents in the possession of the Commion,
 
as well as any information taen from any portion of such docment, shall be treated as
 
confdential material for purses of ths Order. The identity of a thd pary submitting 
such confdential material shall also be treated as confidential matial for the purose of 
this Order where the submitter has requested such confdential treatment. 

3. The paries and any third paries, in complyig with informal disvery requests,
 
disclosure requements, or discovery demands in th procding may deignate any
 
reponsive documen or portion thereof as confdential material, including documnts 
obtained by them from third paries pursuat to discovery or as otherwse obtained. 

'1. The paries, in conducting di~i:overy fcoJI thir puties. shall provide to each third 
pary a copy of this Order so as to inorm each such third pary of his. her, or its rights 
herein. 

5. A designation of confdentiality shall constitute a representation in goo faith and after 
carful determination that the material is not reonably believed to be already in the 
public domain an that coun believes the material so designated constitutes 
confdential materal as defined in Paragraph I of this Order. 
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6. Material may be designated as confdential by placing on or affixing to the document 
containig such material (in such maner as wil not interfere with the legibilty thereof). 
or if an enti folder or box of docents is condential by placing or afxing to that 
folder or box, the designatn "CONFIDENIA-FlC Docket No. 9341" or any other 
apprpriate notice that idenes this procdig. together with an indication of the
 

porton or portons of the document considered to be confdetial materiaL. Confdential
inonntion contai in electrnic doments may also be designated as confidential by 
placing the deignation "CONFENTIAFtC Docket No. 934r" or any other 
appropriate notice that identifies ths proceedng. on the face of the CD or DVD or other 
medium on which the document is produc. Masked or otherise reacte copies of
 

documents may be produce where the portons deleted contain privileged matter, 
provided that the copy prodce shall indicate at the appropriate point that portions have 
be deleted and the reasons therfor. 

7. Confdential matal shall be disciosedoiy to: (a) the Admitrative Law Judge 
presidig over this procin, personnl assisting the Adminstrtive Law Judge, the
 

Commission and its emloyees, and pennl retad by the Commssion as expert or
 

consultats for this proceing; (b) judges and other cour persnnel of any cour having 
jursdiction over any appeate procgs involving this matter; (c) outside counel of 
recrd for any respodent, their associate attorneys and other employee of their law
 

fin(s). provided they are not employees of a respondent; (d) anyone retained to assist 
outside counel in the prparation or heang of this proceeding including consultants, 
provided they are not affiliated in any way with a respondent and have signed an
 
agreement to abide by the tenns of the protective order; and (e) any witness or deponent
 
who may have autored or received the inonntion in question.
 

8. Disclosure of confdential material to any person decribed in Pargraph 7 of ths 
Order shall be oruy for the puse of the preparation an hearg of this proceeding, or 
any appe therefrom, and for no other purse whatsver, provide, however, that the 
Commission may. subjec to taing approriate steps to preserve the confdentiality of 
such materal, us or dislos confdetial material as provided by its Rules of Practice;
 

sections 6(f) and 21 of the Federa Trade Commssion Act; or any oter legal obligation 
imposed upon the Commii:sion. 

9. In the event that any confdential maeral is contained in any pleaing, motion, exhibit 
or other paper filed or to be filed with the Sectar of the Commsion, the Secta 
shall be so infrmed by the Pary filing such paprs, and such papers shall be fued in
 

camra. To the exte th such materal was orgialy submitt by a third party. the 
pary indud th materals in its paper shall immiately notify the submitter of such 
inclusion. Condential material contained in the papes shall continue to have in camra 
tratment until fuer order of the Adminislftive Law Judge. provided, however, that
 

such papers may be furished to persns or entities who may recive confidential
 

material pursuant to Paragraph 7 or 8. Upon or after filing any paper containing 
confidential maerial, the filing pary shll file on the public record a duplicate copy of
 

the pap that doe not revea confdential materal. FUrer, if the protection for any 
such material expires. a par may tile on the public record a duplicate copy which also 
contains the formerly protected materaL. 
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10. If counsl plan to introduce into evidence at the heng any document or transcript 
containig confdential material pruced by another 
 pary or by a thir pary. they shall
 

provide advance notice to the other pary or thir pary for purses of a1lowìng that
 

pary to seek an order that the document or trscript be granted in camera treatment. If 
that pary wishes in camera treatment for the doument or trcript, the pary shall file
 

an approprate motion wiil the Admnistrative Law Judge with 5 days after it receives 
such notice. Except where such an order is granted, all documents and trancrpts shall 
be par of the public rerd. Where in camra treatment is grted a duplícate copy of
 

such document or trancript with the confidential marial deletd therefrom may be 
place on the public recd. 

1 1. If any pary receives a diovery request in any investigation or in any othr 
proeding or mattr ilat may require the disclosure of confdential material submitted by
 

anoter par or thrd par, the recipient of the disver request shal promptly notify
 

ile submitter of recipt of such reqest Unless a shorter time is madated by an order of
 

a cour such notification shall be in wrting an be recived by the submitter at leat i 0 
business days before prouction, an shall inlude a copy of this Protectve Order and a
 

cover letter that wil apprise the submitter of it rights hereunder. Nothg herin shall be 
constred as requirg the reipient of the discvery request or anyone else covered by
 

this Order to challenge or appeal any order requig production of confdential material, 
to subject itslf to any penalties for non-complian with any such order, or to sek any 
relief from the Admiistrative Law Judge or the Comission. The recipient shall not 
oppose the submitter's efforts (0 challenge th disclosure of confdential materiaL. In 
addition, noting herein shali limit the applkability of Rule 4.1 l( e) of the Corission' s 
Rules of Practice, 16 CFR 4.1 1(e), to discovery requests in another proceeding that are
 
directed to the Commission.
 

. 
12. At the time tht any consultant or other perSu retained to assist counsl ìn th 
preparation of ths action concludes paricipation in ile action. such pen shal retu to 
counel all copies of documnts or portions thereof designted confdential tht are in the 
possession of such pen. together with all notes, memoranda or other papers containg 
confdential inonntion. At the conclusion of ths proceding, inludng the exhaustion
 

of judicial review, the panes shall retur documnts obtained in ths action to their 
submitter, provide, however, that the Commission's obligation to retu documents 
sha be govern by the provisions of Rule 4.12 of the Rules of Practice. 16 CFR 4.1 2. 

13. The provisions of this Protective Order. inofar as they restrict the communication 
aiiù use uf confidential diSCövery material, shall, without written permission of the 
submitter or furher order of the Commsion, continue to be binding after the conclusion 
of this procedg. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I certfy that I delivered via electronic mail one copy of the foregoing Subpoena Duces 
Tecum to Hewlett-Packard Company to: 

James C. Burling 
Eric Mah 
Wendy A. Terr
 

Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale & Dorr 
Ave., N.W.1875 Pennsylvana 


Washington, DC 20006 
¡ames. burIing(awi lmerhale.com 
eric .mah(@wilmerhale.eom 
wendy. teny(awiImerhale.eom
 

Daren B. Bernard 
Thomas J. DiUickrath 
Howrey LLP 
1299 Pennsylvania Ave., NW 
Washington, DC 20004 
BemhardD@howrey.com 
DiHickrath Tíahowrey .com 

Robert E. Cooper 
Joseph Kattan 
Daniel Floyd 
Gibson Dunn & Crutcher 
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 
Washington, DC 20036 
rcooper@gibsondunn.com 
jkattaníagi bsondunn. com 
dtlovd@gibsondunn.com 

Counsellor Defendant
 

Intel Corporatron 

March 8, 20 10 By: jw t\JM;~

Terr Martn ç 
Federa Trade Commission 
Bureau of Competition 

mailto:dtlovd@gibsondunn.com
mailto:rcooper@gibsondunn.com
mailto:BemhardD@howrey.com
http:lmerhale.com


EXHIBITB
 



SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM 
Provided by the Secretary of the Federal Trade Commission, and 

Issued Pursuant to Commission Rule 3.34(b), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(b)(2010) 
2. FROM 1. TO Hewlett-Packard Company 

c/o Kristofor Henning, Esq. 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
1701 Market Street FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921
 

This subpoAa reires you to pruce and permit inpection and copying of designated books, docments (as defined in
 

Rule 3.34(b)), or tangible things, at the date and time spefied In Item 5, and at the request of Counsel fisted in Item 9, in 
the proeeding describe in Item 6. 

3. PLACE OF PRODUCTION 4. MATER WILL BE PRODUCED TO
Howrey LLP Darren Bernhard 
1299 Pennsylvania Ave" NW
 
Washington, DC 20004-2402 5. DATE AND TIME OF PRODUCTION
 

March 25, 2010 @ 10:00 a.m.
 

6. SUBJECT OF PROCEEDING 

In the Matter of Intel Corporation, Docket No. 9341 

1. MATERIAL TO BE PRODUCED 

Documents & material responsive to the attached Subpoena Duces Tecum Requests for
 
Production 

8. ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE 9. COUNSEL AND PARTY ISSUING SUBPOENA 

Darren B. Bernhard 
The Honorable D. MIchael Chappen HOWREYLLP 

1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 

Federal Trade CommIssion Washington, DC 20004

Washington, D.C. 20580 Counsel for Intel CorprationDA;~)o sV=CO¡ria 

/ GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
 
APPEARANCE TRVEL EXENSES 

The delive of this subpna to you by any meth 
prescrbed by the Cossn's Rules of Practce Is 
¡egl service and may subjec you to a penalty
Imposed by law for falure to comply. 

MOTION TO UMIT OR QUASH 

The Commisn's Rule of Prl'tlce reuire that any 
moton to limit or quas this subpo must compl 
wit Coisson Rule 3.34c), 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(c), 
an in partar mus be fi wîhin the eaier of 10
 

days after seic or the lime for complia. Th 
original and ten coes of th petiti must be tì
 

before the Administrtie La Judge an wi the 
Secretry of the Commiss, accompanie by an 
i'ff'(i~vit of Sfce of the docnt upon cose 
"RtOO fn !tAm 9, ""nó firM i:fl nlr J.rt rifl¡¡.rhfrl
 

by th Rufs of Practce. 
FTC Form 70-e (rev. 1197) 

The Comision's Rules of Prati require that fees and 
mileage be paid by the part that reueste yor 
appence. You shd presen your clm to consel 
listed In Ite 9 for payment. If you are permanontlyor
tepoly lMg somere oth thn the adress on
ths suboea and it would reuire exceive trvel fu 
you to apper, you must ge pnor approval from counse
Ilteinlte9. 

This subpna úoe IK.( require approval by OMS imelr 
the Paperwork R.educ Ac of 1980. 



RETRN OF SERVICE 

I hereby ce that a dupicte onginBl of tha witin 
subpona wa duly salVd: (_lIo moUl ua)
 

o inpalS.
 

(j by registerd mall.
 

o by leaving copy at princi off or plce of business, to wit 

on the person named herin on: 

_.Mrch 11, 2.~..

(Mo da, an_) 

David T." Einualso.!.
 
(N at_ ma_) 

Senior Associate
--_..-.-.--.._.._~
(O öi) 



SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM ISSUE TO HEWLEIT PACKA 
ON BEHAF OF INTEL CORPORATION 

FTC DOCKET NO. 9341 

AEXIT 

i. REQUESTS
 

1. All DOCUNTS that Hewlett-Packad (hereinafter, "HP") ha shown to, provided to, or 
received from, the Federal Trade Commssion or the New York Attorney General relating to 
INEL, AM, or any RELEVAN PRODUCT. 

2. AU DOCUMNTS relating to or constituting any communication between HP and 
representaives of 
 the Federal Trade Commission or the New York Attrney General 
relating to Intel, AMD, or any RELEVAN PRODUCT, including but not limted to: (i) 
communications beteen HP and the Federal Trade Commission relating to the merger 
between HP and COMPAQ; or (ii) communications between HP and the Federal Trade 
Commission regarding commercial desktop negotiations between HP and Intel in 2002. 

3. All DOCUMTS requested ofHP in th March 8, 2010 subpoena duces tecum issued by 
the Fedra Trade Commission. 

4. All DOCUMNTS that were mar as Exhibits in the Federal Trade Commission's
 
deposition of Mike Wìnklcr in 2003.
 

5. All internal DOCUMNTS relating to any analysis or communicaion regarding any relief 
outlined by the Federa Trade Commission in the Notice of 
 Contemplated Reliefportion of 
the Complaint in In the Matter of Intel Corporation, FTC Docket No. 934 i, attaced hero 
as Exhibit B. 

6. All DOUMNTS relatng to the negotiation and execution of the 2002 Memorandum of 
Undstading executed betwee HP and AM, inluding, but not limited to, all 
DOCUMS relating to or consttutg any Cu1UilUtiCàorIS btlLwt:t:n HP or any of Its 
representatives or agents and reresentatves of the Feder Trade Commssion relatig to 
the negotiation and execution of 
 the 2002 Memorandum of Understading beteen HP and
 
AMD. 

7. All DOUMES relating to the 2004 Opteron Transaction Agreement between HP an 
AMD, including, but not lied to, all DOUMES relating to negotiations beee HP 
andAM. 

8. All DOCUMTS relating to AM's 200 Mark Ledership Prop to HP, including, 
but not limite to, all DOS relating to HP's evaluaon of ~\1's proposal.
 

9. All DOUME relaing to the actul or proposed corprae agreement beeen AM 
and HP, coenaed NuBalce, includig, but not limited to, aU DOUM relating to 
HP's evaluation of AM1Ys prpoàL 



10. From Januar 1, 2006 to present, all DOCUMTS relatg to any agreement or potential 
agreement between lI and AM, includig, but not lited to, al DOCUMTS 
regardig the terms of any agreement between lI and AM, the negotiations of such 
ageements, and HP's evaluation of such AM's proposals and any resulting agreements. 

11. From Januar i, 2006 to the present, an DOCUMENTS relatg to or constituting 
communicaions between HP and AM conceing the sale of 
 MICROPROCESSORS or 
GPU s from AM or Intel. 

12. From Januar 1, 2006 to present, all DOUMENTS relating to competitive asessments of 
INTEL, AMD, or VI includig, but not limited to, market shares, capacity, finacial 
analyses or assessents, prices, maketing, pricing, discounting, products, technology, 
roadmaps, support product supply, research and development strtegies, or
 

MICROPROCESSOR performance, including but not limite to any interal benchmks, 
workoads, or tes developed or used to compar MICROPROCESSORS. 

13. All DOCUMNTS relating to competitive assesents ofNVIDIA, including, but not 
limited to, maret shas, capacity, financial analyses or assessments, prices, marketing,
 

pricing, discounting, or resarch and development strtegies or GPU performance. 

i 4. All DOCUMNTS relating to the ability of any RELEVAN PRODUCT made or sold by 
l-'VIDIA, ATJ, or VIA to interoperate with any INTEL or AM RELEVANT PRODUCT. 

15. All DOCUMNTS from Janua 1, 1999 to the present that consttute, refer, or relate to
 
HP's evaluation of the performce of any MICROPROCESSOR in connection with its
 
purchasing decisions or awad of design wins, including, but not limited to, all documents 
relating to li's intern testing or benchmaring or performce or the use of externally 
developed benchm. 

16. All DOCUMNTS relating to HP's use afany RELEVAiW BENCHM in any
 
communication to any customer, MICROPROCESSOR manufctuer, or any other third
 
par, including, but not limited, to HP's decision to use or not use any RELEVAN
BENCHMRK the method of obtaining the fi form of any RELEVAN 
BENCHM the compilaton of any RELEVAN BENCHM inally distrbuted 
as source ooe such as Linpack and SPEC, and any disclaimers or oter language 
accompaying the RELEVANT BENCHMARK. 

17. All DOCUMTS relating to INEL's or any other MICROPROCESSOR maufactr's 
use of any REVAN BENCHM in any communcation to HP, includin but not 
limite to, any dilaimer or other languge accompanying the benchmark.
 

i 8. All DOCUMÐ'T relatig to HP's paricipation in the development of any bench that 
can be use to asses MICROPROCESSOR performance or futionalty, including, but not 
lited to, any feeback or other communication prvided by HP to any en tha ised
 

any such benchmk. 

19. All DOUMI''TS relating to HP's asessment of AMD's 64-bit tehnology, includig, but 
not limited to, all DOCUMETS relating to HP's view of 
 the impact of AMD's 
introuction of M-bit te-.chnlogy on Intel' g or HP' 6 invesent in the Itanium technology. 
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20. All DOUMNTS relating to lI's decision to purhase AM MICROPROCESSORS for 
integtion into lI delcops and noteboks for the consum market segment including,
 

but not limted to, aU DOCNTS relating to lI's asessment of AM's consumer 
desktp and notebok roaps and al DOUMS relatig to HP's asent of the 
purchasing preferences of consumer customers. 

21. . All DOCUMNT relatng to HP's decision to purchase AM MICROPROCESSORS for 
ingrtion into lI deslcops and notebooks for the commercial market segment (including
 

both the lare enterpis segment or the small and medium business segment), including,
 

but not limted to, al DOCNTS relat to HP's assessment of AM's corporate 
desktop and notek roadmps, the platorm stbilty (including image stbilty) offutel 
and AM platform, the relibilit of CHlSETS for Intel and AM platforms, and the 
purchasing preference of corprate cusomers. 

22. Al DOUMNTS relatng to HP's asssment of the relative battery life of notebok PCs 
with Intel or AM MICROPROCESSORS, including, but not limite to, all docwnents 
relating to the impac of such battery lie on HP's purchasing decisions. 

23. All DOUMNTS relatng to HP's decision to purchase AM MICROPROCESSORS for 
integrion into HP servers including, but not limited to, all DOUM relating to HP's 
assessment ofAM's server roadaps and all DOCUMS relatg to HP's assessment 
of the purhaing preferences of server cusomers. 

24. From Janua i, 2006 to present, aU DOUMNTS relating to HP's MICROPROCESSOR 
and GPU or integred grphics sourcing strategies and purchases, includin, but not 
limited all DOCUMNTS presented to the HP Board of Directors or HP executive 
committee regarding its assessment of 
 INL, AM, NVIDIA, ATI. and VIA perfonnance, 
roadmaps, or assement of the success ofHP's MICROPROCESSOR and GPU or 
integrted grphics sourcing strtegies. 

25. AU DOCUMTS from Janua 1, 1999 to the present relating to the effect of any 
agrents between HP and INL for the purchase of ANY RELEVANT PRODUCT on 
the tota number of computer or coputer systems sold by HP and the profits eared by HP 
on those sales. 

26. From June 1, 2006 to the preent, all DOUMETS relatig to any delay in the launch of 
any AM or VI MICPROCESSOR
 

27. From June 1,200 to the pret, all DOUMS relag to any short in supply of 
any AM or VIA MICROPROCSOR. 

28. From June i, 200 to th prt, aU DOCUNTS relati to any testg by HP of any 
AM MICROPROCESSOR or systm using an AMD MICROPROCESSOR, including but 
not limited to any te relatig to performance or batter life. 

29. From June I, 2006 to the presnt, all DOCUMNTS comparin the perfonnce ofa 
system using an AM MICROPROCSOR wi th pean of a syste using an 
INTEL MICROPROCESSOR. 
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30. From June 1,2006 to the present, all DOUM relatig to HP's consideration or 
analysis of any manageabilty or seurty solution fr Intel or A.\1.
 

3 i. From June I, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMTS relating to any differences in end 
customers' wilingness to pay for AM-basd HP systems and IJïEL-bas HP systems, 
including. but not limited to, all documents relating to any differences in the prices of Intel-
based and AM-baed computers sold by HP. 

32. From June 1,2006 to the pret, all DOCUM comparing INTEL's and Ai\I's
 
maufactuing process technologies.
 

33. From June 1,2006 to the present, all DOUMNTS relating to any concerns abut the 
acceptace of AM-based syems among HP's commercial customers. 

34. All DOCUMNTS relating to any stdy 
 or analysis performed by BAI & COMPAN of 
MICROPROCESSOR pricing by INTEL and/or AMD from Januar 1, 2005 through 
September 30, 2006. 

35. All DOUMNT relating to the success, performance, sales, cusmer acceptance or 
satisfaction, or lack of any of 
 the foregoing. of any HP computr system using a VIA 
MICROPROCESSOR. 

36. All DOCUMNTS relating or referring to the potential use ofNVIDIA's Scalable Link 
Interfce (SL1) or AM/ATls CrossFire technlogy in or with any HP products including, 
but not limited to, any restctions on requirements imposed on HP regarding such use or 
any discussions regardig licensing or enabling SLI or CrossFire. 

37. All DOCúM regardig the Common System Intercnnect ("CSI")/Quick Path 
Internnect ("QPl'), Peripheral Component Interconnec Exress ("PC 
 Ie"), and Direct 
Media Inteface ("DMI") interfaces. 

38. All DOCUMNTS regading INEL's plans for development includig. but not liited to,
 
INTEL product roadmps, INEL prduct development schedles, INTRl, projecions
 
regading product releases, any changes to any Intel prodct roadmaps, and any
 
communications with NVIA regain changes to Intel prouct roadmaps.
 

39. From June 1, 2006 to December 31, 2007, all DOMENTS consitug, relating to, or 
reflecting communications beeen NVIDIA and HP relatg to INTEL's plans for prouct 
development including. but not lintcd to, INTE product roadmaps; INEL product 
development scheules; INL projecons regain proct releas; and any chages to
 

any IN product roadtnps including, but not liit to, 
 IN's use ofCSI and/or
 
DMI bus technology. 

40. All DOUM regadin the relationship betweenlnel and NVIDIA, including. but not 
limited to, any attpts beteen Intel and NVIDIA to collora on the development of 
RELEVANT PRODUCTS. 

4 i. All DONT regal'ding any failure by i-rvIA to supply RELEVANT PRODUCTS
 

on a schedule or in a manner promised 
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42. All DONTS relating to NVIDIA's or AM/ATls roadmap and any changes to those 
roadmaps, including, but not limited to, any reuest for confdental trtment of such 
inormation and/or that such inoration to be provided to Intel. 

43. All DOUMENTS regarding integrtion of GPUs or a memory c~:mtrlJer in the 
MICROPROCESSOR or in the sae package with the MICROPROCSSOR. 

44. All DOUMS regardig NVIDIA's CHISET busess includin its decision to exit 
the CHISET business. 

45. All DOUMNT regarding NVIDIA's proction, marketig, and/or sale ofQPI
compatible CHI SETS frm Apri 1,2007 thugh November 30,2007.
 

46. All DOCTS regarding NVIDfA's investent in GRAIDCS HARDWAR products
 
between 2006 and 2007. 

47. All DOCUMS regardingNVIDIA's abilty to continue to produce and/or supply 
CHISETS without a license to make CHI SETS compatible with Intel's DMI-bus and/or 
Nehalem-genertion microprocesrs.
 

48. All DOCUMS relatig to defects or falures of any NVIA prouct, including but not 
limited to problems involving the overheting ofCHlPETS and GPU products. 

49. All DOCUM relating to any limitations on the abilty ofNVIA to supply quatities 
ofRELEV AN PRODUcrS to HP. 

50. All DOUMNTS relating to any companson or anysis ofINL's abilty to provide
 
non-grphics functionaty in CHISETS with NVIDIA'S abilty to provide non-graphics
 
fuonality in CHISETS.
 

5 I. All DOCUMNTS relating to INL's planed intruction of any discrete GPU product, 
includi but not limite to Larabee.
 

52. All DOUMNTS relating to or reflectng communications betwee HP an NVIDlA 
regaring NVIDlA's Compute Unifed Device Arhitece ("CUDA"). 

53. From Janua 1, 2006 to present, al documents showin You evaluaton ofCUA. 

54. All DOCUMS relaing to or reflet:tin any delay in the release of aiy NVIA prouc 
from the date origily anounced by NVIDlA or previously shwn on NVIA roadaps. 

55. All DOUMENTS relag to th bundled or kit pricin to OEMs of AM 
MIROPROCESSORS for mobile comput sytems wit any AM CHSET or 
GRAllCS HAWAR including but not limite to price li, communcaions on 
negtiated disc, reba stgy presetion, and OEM usagctons gudeline. 

56, DOCUMES suffcient to show, frm Jan i, 2006 to the preent, the amiual quantity 
of mobil computer (e.g., notebooks, laptops) sold by HP containg: 
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(a) an AM MICROPROCESSOR without a discete GPU 
(b) an AM MICROPROCESSOR and a discrete GPU 
(c) an INL MICROPROCESSOR without a discrete GPU 
(d) an INL MICROPROCESSOR and a discr GPU. 

57. DOS sufcient to show the specifc MICROPROCESSORS and speific 
MICROPROCESSORlGPU combinations included within categories (a)-d) in Request 56, 
includig th.e quatity and price point(s) ofHP proucts sold contaig each 
MICROPROCESSOR or MICROPROCESSORlGPU combinaton. 

58. All DOCUNTS referring or relating to any 
 errors in the documentation (wheter printed, 
deliver on any dic medium, or provided online), user maual, FAQs, or customer 
support reponss (whether oral or online), provided by or on behalf of HP regaring any 
HP product. 
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ll. INSTRUCTIONS AN DEFlTIONS
 

1. This Request reuires you to produce aU responsive Douments that are in your actual or 
consctive possesion, cusody, or control. 

2. This Request is continuin so as to requir supplemental responses.
 

3. If 
 you maintain that any Doument reuested is proteed frm disclosure by the attorney~ 
client privilege, the work product doctrne, or any other privilege or doctrie, provide for 
each such Doment on the basis of priilege all information required by the FTC Rules of 
Pracce, 16 C.F.R § 3.38A.
 

4. If you object to any Request or any par of any Request set forth the basis for your objection
 

and prouce all Documents to which your objection does not apply. 

5. If in answering this Request you claim any ambiguity in either the request or an applicable
 

definition or instrction, identifY in your response the language you consider ambiguus and 
state the interpretation you ar using in responding. . 

6. In the event that multiple copies of a Document exist, produce every copy on which appear
 

any notaions or markings of any sort not appearing on any other copy. 

7. If you or your atorney know of the existence, past or present, of any Document described in
 

this Request, but such Document is not presently in your possession, custody, or control, or 
in the possssion, custody, or control of your agents, representatives, or attorneys, identif
 

the Document and the individual in whose possession, custody, or control the Doument 
was las known to reside. If the Document no longer exists, stae when, how, and why the 
Document ceased to exist. 

8. The singular form of a word shall be interpreted as plural, and the plural form of a word 
shall be interpreted as singular, so as to bring withi the scope of 
 this Request any
 
Document which might otherwise be considered beyond its scope.
 

9. Produce Documents reponsive to individual speciñcaons as soon as possible and without 
waitig to produce Documents responsive to other speifications whenever possible. 
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10. Except as limited below, responsive documents that originlly exst in either hardcopy or
 

elecnic form must be prouced in electronic image form in the followig maner 

a. Hardcopy Docuent Image Format. Al harpy documents mus be scaed as
 

black and whte image at 300 dpi reolution and must be produced in a Group IV 
single-page "TIFF" format with single bit cenT compression. TIF images that 
originat as hacopy docents must be accmpan by a "load file" 
contain th fields: Begig Bates number; Ending Bates number;
 

Attachent Rage; Sour or Custoian An Opticon load fie (.OP1) must also 
be provided for TIF images. TIFF images mus be delivered in media with 
folders contag approximatly 200 TIFF images each. However, docments
 

mus not be split across multiple dirtories. For serchabilty, HP must produce 
a separa text (".tx') fie named to corrspond with the first TIF image of the 
corresponding document containg searhable text as follows for hardcopy 
documen: the separte Jxt fie must conta the Optical Chacter Recognition 

the hadcopy document; each docent must have a separate text fie; 
and for documents wit redactions the .txt fie mus conta the OCR of the 
(OCR) of 


redacted document. 

b. Electronic Document Image Forma. Except as provided below, al native
 

electronic documents must be converted to imges in single page 300 dpi Group 
IV "TIF" black and white imges with single bit CCIT compression tht 
reflects how the souce document would have appeaed if prited out to a printer 
attached to a comput viewing the fie. AM must produce a "load fie" to 
accompany the images of electrnic document, which load fie mus faciltate the 
use of the produced images by a document management or litigation support 
system (e.g., Concordce) th mus provide full sechabilty. An Opticon load 
fie (~OPT mus als be provided for TIF images. TIF images must be
 

delivered in media with folders containg approximately 200 TIF images each. 
However, docments mus not be split across multiple directories. Details are as 
follows: 

. ¡¡ .
 



i. The load fies that mus accompany the TI images of electrnic
 

documents mus contan inormation for the followin fields to the extent 
such inormation exists: Beginng Bats Number; Ending Bates Number; 
Beginning Attchment Bates Number for any attchment or range of 
attchments; Ending Attchment Bates Number for any athment or rage
 

of athments; CUstodian or Sour; Relative Soure Pathl; Date Lat 
Modified File Name; File Exnsion; Doc Author; Email From, Email To; 
Email CC; Email BCC; Email Subject; and Emal Sent Date. These load 
files must also include MD5 Has values for all docuents that ar not (1) 
being prouce natvely, (2) being witheld/redcted as privileged, non
responsive, or uneadable. For sechabilty, a sepaate .txt fie naed to
 

correpond with the TIFF image must contain searchable text as foJlows: for 
elecnic documents the separate .tx fie must conta the fu extracted and 
searhable text of 
 the entire elecronic document; each document must have 
a separe text fie; for docents with redacons the .tx file must contain 
the OCR of the rected document.
 

ii. Microsoft Excel spreadsheet fies should not be converted to TIFF and
 

should be produced in native format A placeholder TIF image must be 
creaed, Bates numbered and the produced Excel fie must be renamed to
 

match the Bates number on its corrsponding placeholder page. However, 
redacted Microsoft Excel spresheets must be produced in TIF format as 
specified in paragraph "i" above. Images for the redated Microsoft Excel 
spreadsheets mus display the content in the same manner as if 
 the document 
were printed. Microsoft PowerPoint prentations must be converted to 
color JPEG form at 300 dpi resolution in "speer note" view so as to 
captu any hidden text Any autodte macros within any electonic 
documents must be disabled. 

c. HP must produce the following fie types in their native format and a placeholder 
TIF image must be creaed bates numbered and the produced file (as identified 
below) must be renamed to match th bates number on its corresponding
 

plaholder page:
 

Excel (as spciñed above) and the following media files as speified below: 

.aac Advance Audio Coding File 

.aif Audio Interchange File Format
 

.iff . Interchange File Format 

.nl3u Media Playlist File 

.md MIDI File 

.midi MII File 

.mp3 MP3 Audio File 

1 "Relave Source Pa" mea (1) for emails and th attchmts th folde and subfulder (if any) in whicl the 

emil or nuiimcn was kept and (2) fi"ii lnoM: dl!~lml1i(~ fies, the folders and sub 
 folders (if any) in which the
ÙUI:Ull il k.pl 
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.mpa MPEG-2 Audio File 

.ra Real Audo File
 

.wav WAVE Audio File 

.wma Windows Med Audio File 

.3g2 3GPP2 Mulimedia File
 

.3gp 3GPP Multimedia File 

.asf Advance Systems Format File
 

.asx Microsoft ASF Redretor File
 

.avi Audio Video Interleave File
 

.fl Flash Video File
 

.m Matrosa Video File
 

.mov Apple QuickTime Movie
 

.mp4 MPEG-4 Video File
 

.mpg MPEG Video File
 

.qt Apple QuckTime Movie
 

.nn Re Media File
 

.swf FlashMovie
 

.vob DVD Video Object File 

.wmv Windows Media Video File 

d. Intel reserves the right to request tht documents originatig in electronic format
 

be produced natively. 

e. Unicode. All metadata and extracted text from native files must be provided in
 

Unicode (UTF-8) encoding to preserve any double byte charters. OCR from 
hardcopy and reacted images mus also be provided in ASCII encoding. 

f. "Bates Numbering." Each page of a produced document must have a legible,
 

unique page identifier ("Bates Number") on the image at a location tht does not 
obliterate, conceal, or interfere with any information from the soure document. 
Eah confidential document must also have the approprie confdentialit legend
 

on the bottm of eah image page in such a way so as not to oblierate, concea, or 
interfere with any information :f th source document. 

g. File Namg Convions. Ea document imge file must be named with the 
unque Bate Number oftlie page of the docuent in the cas of single-page 
TIFS, followed by the extension" .Tl". 

¡. . 

h. Prodion Media. The docents mus be prouced on extern har drve (wit
 

standad PC compatile inter).
 

II. None of the definitions or reques herein shl be consrued as an adissIon relatin to the 
existce of any evidece, to the relevane or admissibilty of any eviden or to the trh
 

or accuacy of any staement or chartezaion in the defon or reest.
 

12. "MID" mea Advanced Micr Devices Inc.. an any of it pa or present offs,
 

dirC(inrs, prîipal agent employees, attrnys, reprsentatives, paers, preecesrs,
 
subsidiies affiliates, divisions or depaents.
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13. "And" and "or" ar to be interreted so as not to exclude any illformation otherwise within
 

the scpe of any request. .
 

14. ''AIT means AT! Technologies Inc. and any of it past or present officers, diectors, 
principals, agents, employees attorneys, representatives, parters, predecessors 
subsidiares, affliates, divisions, or deparments. 

15. "BAIN & COMPANY" meas Bain & Company Inc., and any of its past or present
 
offcers, diectors, principals, agents, employees, attrneys representatives, parners,
 
predecessors, subsidiares, affliates, divisions or deparents.
 

16. "COMPAQ" mea Compaq Computer Corpration and any of its past or present offcers, 
direcrs, principals, agents, employees, attorneys, repreentatives, parer, preecessrs, 
subsidiaries, afliates, divisions, or deparents. 

17. "CIlSET" me.a a group of integr circuits that are designed to work together.
 

18. "DOCUMENT" includes written materials, electronically stored information, and tangible 
things puruat to FTC Rules of Prace, 16 C.F.R. § 3.34(), and means any Document in
 

the possession or control of AMD or its. counsel, or known to AM or its counsel, and is 
used in its customaly broad 
 sense to include, withut limitation, the following items, . 
whether printed, recorded microfilmed stored in electronic form, or reproduced by any 
process, or writtn or produce by hand, and whether or not claimed to be privileged or
 

confidentil or personal: letters; memoranda; reprt; recrds; agrements; working paprs; 
communications (including intradepamental and interdeparental communications);
 

correspondence; sumaries or records of persona conversations; diaries; forecs;
 

statistica statements; grphs; laboraory or reseach report and notebooks; char; minutes 
or records of confence; expressions or statements of policy; lists of perons attending 
meetings or conferences; reports of or summaries of interviews; report of or summaries of 
invesigations; opinions or report of consultants; patent appraials; opinions of counsel;
 

report of or summaries of either negotiatons within or without the corpration or 
preparations for such; brochures; manuals; pamphlets; advertisements; circulars; press 
releases; drft of any Douments; books; instments; accounts; bills of sale; invoices; 
tapes; elecronic communicaons including but not limited to emails; telegraphic 
communications and aU other material of any tangible medium of expression; schematics; 
computer code; and original or prelimar notes. Any comment or notaion appearg on 
any Documet, and not a par of the origi text, is to be considered a separe 
"Doument. " 

19. "Eah" meas an includes "each and every," "all" meas and includes "any and alL," and 
"any" means and includes "any and alL"
 

20. "Fedra Trae Commission" and "FT" mea the Feder Tra CommissÌtin, and any of
 

it dirrs coissones, employee cosultants and ages.
 

2 i. "GENERA-PURPOSE GPU COMPUTINO" means general puse compution on 
GRAPHICS HARDWARE. This defiíton includ, but is not limite tot GP-GPU, CPU 
compute, and parel computing.
 

. i i 



22. "GPU" meas graphics procesing unit. 

23. "GRAHICS HAWAR" meas spialize integrated circuits or processors that
 
offoad 3D grphics renderig or parallel intensive computaiona taks from the
 
MICROPROCESSOR. Th defintion includes GPUs, whether stadalone, discrete
 
proessor or a processor integrated onto a CHIPSET. 

24. "l1'TEL" means Intel Corporation, and any of its past or present offcers direcrs,
 
principals, agents, employees, attorneys, representatives, parers, predecessors,
 
subsidiaes, affliates, divisions, or deparents.
 

25. "MICROPROCSSOR" mea a cent processing unit. 

26. "NVIDIA" means Nvidia Corpration, and any of its past or present offcers, directors, 
principals, agents, employees, attorneys, representatives, parers, predecessors, 
suosidiaries, affliates, divisions, or deparents. 

27. "OEM" shaH mea and refer to any person or entity that designs, manufacturers, assembles, 
or sells computer systems. 

28. "Relatig to" and "relate to" mea and include affecting, concerning, constuting, dealing
 

with, desibing, emboyin, evidencing, identifing, involving, providing a basis for, 
reflectig, regarding, respecting, stating, or in any maner whatsoever pertaining to that 
subject. 

29. "RELEVANT BENCHMS" means any version since January i, 1999 of 


the followingbenchmarks: BAPCO's Sysmark and MobiIemark benchmarks, Linpack benchmarks, 
Cinebench benchmarks, TPC benchmarks, SAP benchmarks, SPEC, and Futuremark PC 
Mark and PCMak Vantage benchmarks. 

30. "RELEVAN PRODUCT' meas MICROPROCESSORS, CHISETS, or GRAIDCS 
HAWAR. 

31. "VIA" mean Via Technologies Incorporated, and any of it past or present offcers, 
directors, principals, agents, employees, attorneys, representatives, parers, predecessors, 
subsidiaries affliates, divisions, or departments.
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0610247 
UN STATES OF AMRICA
 

BEFORE TH FEDER TRE COMMSION 

COMMSSIONE:	 Jon Leibo~ Chan 
Pamela Jones Harbnr 
Willi E. Kovaci
 
J. Thomas Rosch 

In the Matter of ) 
)

INL CORPORATION,
 )
a corporation, ) 

DOCKET NO. 9341) 

COMPLA 
Pursuat to Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission 


Act, 15 U.S.C. § 45 ("FTC 
 Act') and
by virte of the authonty vested in it by sad Ac the Federl Trade Commission ("Commision''), 
having reaon to believe that Intel Corpration ("Intel"), a coipion, hereinafter sometmes refered 
to as "Respondent," has engaged in a cours of conduct tht, considered individully or collectively, 
violates the provisions of sad Act and it appearng to the Commission that a proceeding in respect 
thereofwould be in the public interest, herby issues its Complaint sttig its charges in tht respect 
as follows: 

The Federal Trade Commission Act 

1. The Federal Trade Conimis:iuii Act "was designed to supplement and bolster the Shenn
 

Act and the Clayton Act... to stop in their incipiency acts and practices which, when full blown,
 

would violate those Acts ... as well as to condemn as 'unfai methods of competiion' exitig 
violations" of those ac and pracces. i The Act gives the Commision a unque role in detenining 
what consttes unfa methods of competition. 


"fLJike a cour of equit, the Commission may
consider public values beyond simply those enshrined in the lettr or encompassed in th spirit ufthe
 

antitrst laWs.,,2 Examples of conduct that faIl within the scope of Section 5 include decptive, 
collusive, coive, predtor, unetcal, or exclusionary conduct or any course of conduct tht caus
 

acni or incipient han to compeition. Moreover, where a respndent that has monopoly power
 

¡ FT C. v. Brown She Co., 384 U.S. 316,322 (1966) (qwfIng F.T.c. v. Motion Pictur Adv. 
Servo Co., 344 U.S. 392, 394-95 (1953)). See also FTC. v. Texaco, 393 U.S. 223, 225-26 (1968).
2 F.TC. v. Sprr & Hutchison Co., 405 U.S. 233, 244 (1972). See also F.TC. v. Ceme11Inst.. 

333 U.S. 683, 693 (1948); F.T.C. v. Brown Shoe Co., 384 U.S. 316, 321 (1966). 



engages in a course of conduct tending to cripple rivals or prevent would-be rivals from constraining 
its exercise of that power, and where such conduct cumulatively or individually has anticompeitive 
effects or has a tendency to lead to such effects, that course of conduct falls within the scope of 
Section 5. Respondent may defend agaist such charges, however, by proving that any actul or 
incipient anticompetiive effects resulting from the Respondent's course of conduct ar offt by
 

procompetitive effects, and that engaging in that course of conduct was reanably necessa to 
achieve those offsettng precompetitive effects. The conduct alleged in this complaint, if proven, falls 
within the scope of Section 5. 

Nature of the Case 

2. This antitrt cas challenges Intel's unfair methods of competition and imfair acts or
 

practices begiing in 1999 and continuing though today, and seeks to restore lost competition, 
remedy harm to consumers, and ensure freedom of choice for consumers in ths crtical segment of
 

the nation's economy. Intel's conduct duing this period was and is designed to maintain Intel's 
monopoly in the marets for Central Pressing Units ("CPUs") and to cre a monopoly for Intel in 
the markets for graphics processing units ("OPUs"). 

3. Intel holds monopoly power in the markets for personal computer and server CPUs, and has
 

maintained a 75 to 85 percent unit share of 

these markets since i 999. Intel's share of 
 the revenues in

these markets has consistently exceeded 80 percent, and Intel is currently not sufficiently constrined 
by any other CPU manufactuers, including the two other manufacturers ofx86 CPUs, Advanced 
Micro Devices ("AMIi' and Via Technologies ("Via"), or the handful of non-x86 CPU 
manufactuers. A number of CPU manufacturers have exited the marketplace over the last decade. 
Due to both Intel's conduct and high bariers to entry in the CPU marets, new entr is unlikely. 

4. In 1999 afer AM released its Athon CPU and again in 2003 after AM releaed its 
Opteron CPU, Intel lost its technologica edge in various segments of the CPU markets. Original 
equipment manufacturers ("OEMs") recognized that AMD's new products had surpassed Intel in 
terms ofpedomiance and quality of 
 the CPU. 

5. Its monopoly threaened, Intel engaged in a number of 
 unfair method of competiton and 
unfai pratices to block or slow the adoption of compeitive products and maintain its monopoly to
 

the detriment of consumer. Among those practices were thos that punished Intel' s own custmers
computer manufacturs - for using AMD or Via products. Intel also used its market presece and
 
reputtion to limt accetance of AM or Via products and us deptve practices to leave the
 
impression that AM or Via products did not perform as well as they actually did.
 

6. Fir Inel entered into anticompeitive arangements with the larges computer manufactuer
 

that were designed to limit or forelose the OEMs' use of 

competitors , relevant prodts. On the one 

han Intel theatened to and did incree prices, teinte product and technology collaborations,
 

shut off supply, an reduce marketg support to OEMs that purchasd too many product from 
Intel's competiors. On the other hand, some OEMs that puhased 100 pecet or ne 100 percet 
of their reiremen frm Intel we favored with guarantees of supply durig shorages,
 

indemnification from intellec propert litigation, or exta monies to be used in bidding situaons 
against ORMs offering a non. 
 Intel product. 
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7. Second, Intel offered market shae or volume discounts selectively to OEMs to foreclose
 

competition in the relevant CPU markets. In most cases, it did not make economic sense for any 
OEM to reject Intel's exclusionar pricing offers. Intel's offers had the practical effect of foreclosing 
rivals from all or substatially all of 
 the purchas by an OEM. 

8. Third, Intel used its poition in complementar market to help ward off con;petitive thrts in
 

the relevan CPU markets. For exaple, Intel redesigned its compiler and libra softare in or about 
2003 to reduce the perfonnance of competing CPUs. Many of 
 Intel' s design changes to its softar
had no legitimate technical benefit and were made only to reduce the performance of competing 
CPUs relative to Intel's CPUs. 

9. Fourt, Intel paid or otherwise induced suppliers of complementa softar and hardware
 

products to eliminate or limit their support of 
 non-Intel CPU products. 

i O. Fift Intel engaged in decptive acts and practices that misled consumers and the public. For
 

example, Intel failed to disclose material information abut the effects of its redesigned compiler on 
the performance of non-Intel CPUs. Intel expressly or by implication falsely misrepresented that 
industr benchmarks reflected the performance of its CPUs relatve to its competitors' proucts. Intel 
also pressured independent softar vendors ("ISVs") to label their products as compatible with Intel 
and not to similarly label with competitor's products' names or logos, even though these competitor 
microprocessor products were compatible. 

1 1. Intel's course of conduct Over the last decade was designed to, and did, stall the widespread
 

adoption of non-Intel products. That course of conduct has limited maret adoption of non-Intel 
CPUs to the detrment of consers, and allowed it to unlawfully mainta its monopoly in the 
relevant CPU markets. 

12. Having succed in slowing market adoption of 

competing CPUs over the past decade until

it could catch up with competitors, Intel once again fmds itslf behind competitors in the GPU 
markets and related markets. 

13. Intel has engaged in unfair methods of competiion in the relevant GPU markets. Intel's
 

conduct is speificaly intended to, and does, thten to eliminate potential competition to the CPU
 

from OPUs and maintain Intel's monopoly in the relevant CPU markets. 

14. There is also a dangerous probabilty that Intel's unfair met of competition could allow it
 

to acquir a monopoly in the relevant GPU markets. 

15. The GPU markets ar highly concentrted and dominated by Intel. Intel curently lags behind 
it'! compeitors in both quait and inovation for both discrete GPUs (GPUs use on separte 
grphics cads) and integrated OPUs (GPUs integrated into computer chipsets). Inters maket shar 
in the GPU marets is in excss of 50 pet.
 

16. OPUs ar a thrat to Intel's monopoly in the relevant CPU markets. OPUs are adding more
 

CPU functionality "~th eah product generation. GPU manufacturers, such as Nvidia and AM, 
through its afliat, A 1'1, ar developing Genral Puse GPUs and programming interface that 
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threaten Intel's control over the computing platform. This General Purse GPU computing (HGP 
GPU") platform has the potential to margi Intel's long-standing CPU-entric, x86-bas 
strtegy. Currtly, both high-performance computig and mainstr applications and operting
 

systems are beginning to adpt GP GPU computing fuonalit.
 

17. GPUs also could faciltate new entr or expansion in th relevant CPU market by other fi, 
such as Nvidia, AM, or Via. The need for high-end microprocssors may be reduced as mOre
 

computing task are handled by the GPU. Some OEMs could get equivalent perormance at a 
cheaper cost by using a lower-end CPU with a GPU microprocor. 

18. As it did in the CPU markets Intel recognized the theat posed by GPUs and GP GPU
 

computing and its tehnological inferiority in these markets and has taken a number of 
anticompetitive meaures to combat it. These tactics include, among others deception relatig to 
competitors' effort to enable their GPUs to interoperate with Intel's newest CPUs; adoPtig anew 

policy of denying ineroperabilty for ceain competitive GPUs; establishing various bariers to
interoperabilty; degrading certain connections between GPUs and CPUs; makng misleaing 
statements to industr paricipants about the readiess ofIntel's GPUs; and unlawful bundling or 
tying ofIntel's GPUs with its CPUs resulting in below-cost pricing of 
 relevant products. Although it
is not a necssar element in a Section 5 case, because Inttl is likely to achieve a monopoly in the 
relevant GPU markets and has a monopoly in the relevant CPU markets, it is likely to recoup in the 
future any losses it suffered as a result of sellng relevant products at price below an appropriate 
meaure of cost. 

19. These measures are intended to slow down developments in the relevant markets until Intel 
can catch up, and have had the effect of foreclosing competitive GPU products and slowing the 
development and widespread adoption of GP GPU computing. 

20. Intel's efforts to deny interoperabilty between competitors' (e.g., Nvidia, AM, and Via)
 

GPUs and Intel's newest CPU s reflect a significant deparure from Intel's previous course of dealing. 
Intel allowed, and indeed encouraged, other compaies including Nvidia to develop products th 
interoperated in a nondiscriinatory manner with Intel's CPUs (and its chip 
 sets and relate 
connections) for the las ten years. The interoperabilty of 
 these complementa pructs, along with
the innovation and intellectual propert contrbutions made by these companies to Intel in exchange 
for such interoperability, made rntel's CPUs more attctive to OEMs and customers. Indeed, Intel 
used other companies' technologies to enhnce Intel's graphics capabilties and its monopoly power
 
inCPUs.
 

2 i. Intel's conduct and repesentations created a duty to dea and cooperate with its competitors,
 

such as Nvidia, AM, and Via, to enhance compeition and innovation for the benefit of consumers. 
These companies' reliance on Intel's original representaions was reasonable. 

22. On Nvidia and other companies commitd to working with Intel, and in some caes grted 
significant intellectual propert to Intel, an were thus locked into L"iteI's stategy, Intel changed its
 

position with these compaies and used its power to har competition. 
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23. Intel adopted these anticompetitive business practces when the GPU began to emerge as a
 

potential challenge to Intel's monopoly over CPUs. Intel's refu to allow Nvidia, AM, and Via to 
interoperae freely, fully, an in a nondiscriminatory maner with its CPUs, cbpset, and relate 
connections is an unfa method of compeon and an unfai practice. 

24. Intl also has bundled the price of 
 its CPU and chipset with integratd grphics to foreclose
Nvidia in some market segments resulting in below-cost pricing of relevant products in 
circumstances in which Intel was likely to reoup in the future any losses that it suffered as a result of 
sellng relevant products at prices below an appropriate measure of cost. 

25. Intel's unfair methods of competition have hared curent and futur competition in the
 

relevant GPU and CPU markets. 

26. These and other anticompetitive practices by Inel since 1999 allowed it to maintain its 
monopoly position in the relevant CPU markets and Will create a dangerous possibilty that Intel will 
obtain a monopoly in the relevant GPU markets. As a result, consumers today have fewer choices of 
CPU and GPU manufacturers th they had a decade ago, and fewer than they would have had absent 
this conduct. 

27. The loss of 
 price and inovation competition in the relevant markets wil continue to have an 
adverse effect on competition and hence consumers. Absent the reedy provided herein, Inel wil
 

. continue to maintain or even enhance its maret power, consumers wil have fewer choices, prices 
wil be higher th they would be in competitive markets, and quality and innovation will be
 

diminished. 

28. The synergistic effect of all of Intel's wrongfl conduct has and wil continue to har 
competition and consumers. Intel does not have legitimate or suffcient business justications for itsconduct. . 

Respondent 

29. Respndent Intel is a corpration organized exising, and doing business under and by virt 
of the laws of th State of Delawar, with its offce and pricipal place of 
 business locate at 2200Mission College Boulevar, Santa CLar Caifornia 95052. rntel develops, manufacres, markets 
and sells compU-.er hardwar and softre products, including x86 CPUs. For the fiscal yea that
 

ended December 31, 2008, Intel reported revenues of approximately $37 bilion and profits of 
appr()~imate¡y $;) hillon. Tntel's microprocessor busincs.s reported revenues in exce ot'27 bilion
 

in 2008. 

30. At all times relevant herein, Intel ha been, and is now, a corporaon as "corpraon" is
 

defied in Setion 4 of 
 the FTC Act, is U.S.C. § 44. For the puroses of 
 this Complaint, "Intel" also
indudes its subsidiaries and affliate.
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31. The act and praices of Intel, including the acts and practice alleged herein, ar in 
commerce or afect commerc in the United States, as "commerc" is defined in Seon 4 of 


the FTC
Act, is U.S.C. § 44.
 

Relevnt Marke 

32. One set of 
 relevant product marets are CPUs for use in dek-op, notebook, netbook (or 
nettop) computrs, seers, and narower relevant markets contained therein, including without 
limitation: 

a. microprocesrs for servers
 

b. microprocssors for desktop computers
 

c. microprocssors for laptop or notebook computers,
 

d. microprcessors for netbook computers,
 

e. any of the foregoing prouct in this paragph that are based on an x86
 

architecture, 

f. any of the foregoing proucts in this pagrph as intended for paricular end
 

users or an category of end users, such as enterprise cusomers, and 

g. any of the foregoing product in th pargraph as distributed or resold by a
 

parcular class of OEMs or ditrbutrs.
 

33. A CPU is a type of 
 microprocessor usd in a computr systcm. A CPU is an integrated circuit
chip tht is often describe as the "brain" of a compute systm. The microprocesor pedorms the
 
essential fuctions of procssing system data and controllng other device integr to the computer
 
system.
 

34. A CPU reui a chipset to communicate with other par of the computer. The chipset
 
operates as the computer's nervous syst, sending da between the microproessor and input
 
display, and storage device, such as th keyboard, mouse, monitor, hard drie, and CD or DVD
 
drive.
 

35. InteL, Via, andAM ar the only three firs that manufacre and sell x86 microrocrs
the indus stdar for CPUs use in pesonal computers and server. The x86 microprsor
 

architeture is the only one capable of runriing eiter the Microsoft Windows operatig system (e.g., 
Windows XP, Vist or Windows 7) or Apple's curent Ma opg systm natvely for penal
 

computer and servers. Most purchasrs do not consider computers using oon-x86 mioroprocess01s
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as acceptable substtus because they cannot effciently run the Windows operating systm and 
compatible softare.
 

36. A few fis prodce microproceor tha are bas on non-x86 microproessor arhitetu. 
For exaple, IBM's Power and Sun's Spar are use only in very high end servers and maifres 
sold by those compaes. These non-x86 microprocors represent a small and dishing niche of
 

the relevat serer CPU market Another examle of a non-x86 microprossor arhitetue is AR.
 

AR is used prily in handheld device and mobile phones. Non-x86 archies are rarely us
 

in mainstea persnal computers or servers. Microprocrs built on non-x86 arhiteures do not 
significantly restin Intel's monopoly power. 

37. A second set of relevant product marets ar GPUs (including all grphics procesors, or 
chipsets with graphics processors regardles of 
 indus nomenclat) for use in desktop, notebook, 
netbook (or nettop) computers, servers, and narwer relevant markets contained therein, includig 
without limitation: 

a. GPUs integrated onto chipsets, and 

b. Discrete GPUs.
 

38. GPUs originated as specialize integratd circuits for proessing of computer graphics but as 
they have evolved they have taen on greaer fuctionality. Computers may achieve fater
 

perfonnance by offoading other computationally intensive needs from CPUs to GPUs. 

39. A GPU may either reside on a separate grhics cad within a computr ("discrete GPUs") or 
be integrated onto the chipset. Integrted graphics solutions are uslly cheapr to implement but are 
often less powerl than discr GPUs. 

40. The relevant geographic market is the world.
 

Intel Hold a Monopoly in the Relevant CP Markets and It is Likely to Obtain a 
Monopoly ii the Relevant GPU Markets 

41. Intel possess monopoly power in the relevant CPU markets. Intel's unit shar in the 
relevant maet has excede 75 pert in each of the year since 1999. Its shar of revenue in 
these market has consistently exceed 80 percen durg that tie.
 

42. There are signifcant baers to entr in all the relevant makets. These baers include. but
 

are not limited to: (l) product development; (2) the cost and exprtse to develop manufactuing 
capabilities; (3) intellectal prpert rights; (4) eslishent of proct reution an copaibilty; 
and (5) Intel's unfair methods of compeiton an effort to maitai or obtain a monopoly positon in
the ma. 

43. Th developent of a commercal prouc for a single segment ofthe make such as seer, 
tues yea uf tligin~ering work and several hundrd inlion dolla In sunk caitå. An entrant
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would have to develop a product and ensure it was compatble with computer operating systems and 

applicatons softare used by business and consuer users. 

44. A supplier of a product in the relevant markets also requires access to cutting-edge 
manufactuing facilties capale of mass-producing products and of achievig the minimum scale
 

required to operae effcientl and profItbly. The cost of developing. buildig, and equipping a new
 

facilty is at least $3 bilon. In order to reain at the cutting-ege of procs technology the 
manufctuer also would have to be prepard to inves another $1 billion in each facilty every two or 
the yeas. An entrnt could not bein shipping products for four or more yea afer commencing 
constrction of such a facilty. 

45. An entrnt would have to avoid infrgig the patents that apply to the relevant products. 

46. An entrant would need to develop a reputaon for reliabilty once it 

bas a commercially redyCPU or GPU and production facilties. This is a multi-yea project. Buyers of computer systems and 

microprocessor components demad highly reliable products. 

Intel's Unfair Method of 
 Competition and Deepte Practices Matained and 
Strengtened Intel's Monopoly Position in the Relevant Markets 

47. Intel has engaged in a coure of conduct since 1999 that, considered individually or
 

collectively, had the tendency to hamper and exclude rivals, and to maintain, crate, or enhance 
Intel's monopoly power in the relevant markets. 

48. Intel's unfair methods of competition hared compettion in the relevant marets. Intel's
 

method are coercive, oppresive, decetive, unethical or exclusionar and caused injury to 
competition and consumers. Intel's conduct is likely to continue to hann competition absent the relief 
requested herein, and violates § 5 of 
 the FTC Act. 

A. Exclusionary Conduct with OEMs and Distibutors.
 

49. Hewlet-Packard/Compaq, Dell, IBM, Lenovo, Toshiba, Ace/Gatcay, Sun, Sony, NEC,
 

Apple, and Fujitu ar the largest OEMS in the world ("Tier One OEMs"). Tier One OEMs aCClUt
 
for over 60 pecent of tbe computer with CPUs in the relevan market. Intel has prevente or
 
limited the sale of non-Intel CPUs to these Tier One OEMs. 

50. Because of Intel's actions and threats, certai Tier One OEMs reaonably feared that
 

purhasing too many non-Intel CPUs would expose their copanies to retaliation from Intel. They 
wer suceptible to retaiaton beus Intel is a "mus have" or essential supplier for every Tier One 
OEM, for several reasons. Intel is the only finn with the CPU proct breath to meet all the 
requirements and be the sole supplier to a Tier One OEM. Intel is also the only CPU supplier with 
the curnt caabilty to supply al or nealy all 


of the reuirements oftbe lage OEMs. As a rel4 
the Tier One OEMs could not credbly thean to shift all or even a majori of 


their CPU purchasesaway frm Intel; to the contr, Tier On OEMs needed Intel as a primary supplier. 
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51. Intel took advantae of its monopoly power and induced and/or coerced cerin Tier One
 

OEMs to forgo adoption or purchass of non-Intel CPUs, or to li such purchas to a smal
 

perctae of the sales of cer computer proct. In other cass, Intel pad Tier One OEMs not to
 

sell computers with other CPUs, such as AM's or Via's CPUs. Intel thatened OEMs that 
considered purchasing non-Intel CPUs with among oter.things, increased pri~s on other Intel 
purhas, the loss ofInteI's tehnical support and/or the tennination of 
 joint developmentprojects. 

52. When Intel was unable to compel a Tier One OEM to forgo entirly the puhase of 
 non-Intel 
CPUs, Intel's stgy was to induce and corce the OEM to forgo maretig and disbuton 
methods for cOmputers that containe the non-Intel CPU (referred to herein as ''rstrctie deaing
 

arrangements''). For exple, Intel induced OEMs to forgo advertsing, to forgo brading, to forgo 
cerin distrbution chanls. and/or to forgo promotion of computer containing non-Intel CPUs. To
 

secure theserestrctive dealing arangements with OEMs, Intel threaened to withhold rebates, to 
witold technica support to withold supply, and/or to tennIne joint development 
 projects. among 
other things. Tier One OEMs reasonably feed that marketing computers tht contained non-Intel 
x86 microprocessors would expose them to retaliation from InteL. Intel monitored the OEMs' 
compliance with these retrictions, and in some intaces prented scorecards to th OEMs, 
evaluatig their compliance.
 

53. Intel offred market share or volume discoWlts selectively to OEMs to foreclose competition
 

in the relevant CPU market. First, Intel taed OEM purchaes of 
 non-Intel CPUS though the use of 
market share discounts. Second, Intel also offered its CPUs at pnce below an appropnate measure 
of cost (in sales of CPUs or in kit prices of CPUs with chipsets), or volume discounts on CPU 
purchases tht are effectively below cost (which for purses of this complaint includes average
 

varable cost plus an appropriate level of contrbution towards sun costs), in an effrt to exclude its 
compeitors and mainta it monopoly in the relevant CPU makets. Although it is not a necssar 
element under a Section 5 claim, Intel as a monopolist is likely to reoup an losses that it suffere as
 

a result of selling any of its product to certain OEM below cost. Third, Intel gave OEMs a choice 
between higher prices on both contested (meani that another CPU maufacrer was selling that 
product) and uncontested CPUs, or, if 
 the OEM refred frm purhasing certn volumes ofCPUs
 
from Intel's CPU competors, Intel offerd lower prices on cerain volumes of 
 both contested and 
uncontested CPUs. 

54. Intel used OEMs that were exlusive to Intel to disiplie and punish OEMs th chose to del
 

with Intel's comtitors. Intel gave OEMs tht agr to buy CPUs excluively frm Inel the best 
pricing, supply gute in times of short, and inemnificaton frm patent liabilit relang to 
the patent litigation intiated by Integrph agaist several OEMs. Intel also offer thse OEMs a 
slush fu of hundreds of milions of dollas to be use in bidding competitions agai OEMs that 
offere non- Inte I-based compute. These payments were contingent on the OEM purchaing CPUs 
exclusively or nearly exclusvely from InteL. Intel's dispaate trent of 
 these differt purchas
is not justfied by any savings in Intel's co of manufac, deliveiy or sale beeen the favore 
and disfvore purhaer or any dierntial seices perm by th favored purhars bu 
rather was another anticoinptitive fatic to obtai anà enrrce exclusive or ner excliiive deaing 
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respectig relevant products by OEMs with Intel, thus reinforcing and maintaining Intel's monopoly 
in the relevant CPU marets. 

55. Intel's use of penalties, rebates, lump-sum and other payments across multiple prodcts,
 

diferential pricing, and other conduct alleged in this Complaint maita or is likely to maitain 
mtel's monopoly power to the detriment of competition, customers, and consumers. hitel would nôt 
have been able to continue charging compaably higher prlce across its product lines but for its 
conduct, as alleged in this Complaint, that haned competition. 

B. Intel Redesigned its Softare to Slow Softar Performance on Non-Intel CPUs.
 

56. Intel sought to undercut the performance advantage of non-Intel x86 CPUs relative to Intel 
x86 CPUs when it redesigned and distributed softar products, such as compilers and libraes. 

57. A compiler is softare that trslates the "soure coe," programs wren by programmers or
 

softare develope in high-level computer languages such as C++ or Fortan into "object code" (D's 
and I's), the language understood by CPUs. Libraries are collections of code for performing certin
 

fuctions that can be referred to by softare programers rather than rewriting the code each tie 
the functions are pedonned. 

58. For example, in response to AM introduction of its Opteron CPU for servers in 2003, Intel 
became concerned about the competitive threat pose by Opteron processors. Intel then designed its 
compiler and libraries in or about 2003 to generate softar that rus slower on non-Intel x86 CPUs, 
such as Opteron. This decrea in the effciency ofOpteron and other non-Intel x86 CPUs haned 
competition in the relevant CPU markets. 

59. To the public, OEM, isv s, and benchmarng organizons, the slowerperfonnance of non-


Intel CPUs on Intel-eompiled softare applications appea to be caused by the non-Intel CPUs
 

rather than the Intel softare. Intel failed to disclose the effects of the changes it made to its softare 
in or about 2003 and later to its customers or the public. Intel also disseminated false or misleading 
documentaton about its compiler and libraries. Intel represnted to ISVs, OEMs, benchmarking 
organiztions, and the public that programs inher~tly performed better on Intel CPUs than on 
competig CPUs. hi trth and in fat, many diffnces were due largely or entirely to the Intel 
softar. Intel's misleag or fulse statements and omissions abot the performance ofit softar
 

were material to ISV s, OEi\1, benchmarking organizions, and the public in their purhas or us of 
CPUs. Threfore, Intel's reresentaions that program inerntly pedonned bettr on Intel CPUs 
than on competing CPUs were, and are, false or misleading. hitels failure to disclose that the 
differces were due larely to the Intel softare, in light of the reresntaons made, was and is, a 
deceptive practice. Morever, those misrepresentations and omissions were likely to har the
 

reputation of other x86 CPUs companies, and hared competition. 

60. Some ISV s reuesed information fr Intel corning the apt varon in peonn 
of identica softare ru on Intel and non-Intel CPUs. In respns to such reuests, on numerous 
occions, Intel misrepreented, expressly or by implicaion, the sourc of the problem and wheer it
 

could be solved. 
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61. Intel's softare design changes slowed the pennance of non-Intel x86 CPUs and had no
 

suffciently justifiable technologica benefit. Intel's deceptive conduct deprived consumer of an 
informed choice beeen Intel chips and rival chips, and between Intel softar and rival softar,
 

and raised rivals' cost of competing in the relevant CPU markets. The loss ofperfonnance caused 
by the Intel compiler and librares also direcly hanned consumers that used non-Intel x86 CPUs. 

C. Intel Misrepresented Industr Benchmarks to Favor its CPUs.
 

62. Benchmarking is the ac of executing a computer progr, or a set of progrs, on different 
computer systems, in order to asss the relative perfnnance of 
 those computer systems. Consumer 
decide on purhas, OEMs selec components, and CPU producers make pricing and model number
 

designations, based on benchmark results; ISV s rely on benchmarks as well. 

63. Intel failed to disclose the effects ofit softare redesign on non-Intel CPUs to benchmarking
 

organiztions, OEMs ISVs, or consumers. 

64. Several benchmkig organiztions adopte benchmarks that measured performane ofCPUs
 

ruing softare programs compiled using the Intel compiler or libraies. Intel's deception affected 
among others, the Busss Applications Perfonnance Corporation ("BAPCo''), Cinebench, and TPC 
benchmarks. 

65. Intel disseminated or caused to be disseminated advertsements, including product labeling
 

and other promotional materials, to induce consumers to purchase computers with Intel CPUs. In 
the adverisements, Intel promoted its systems' performance under various benchmarks, which Intel
 

expresly or by implication represented to be accurate or realistic meaures of 
 tyical or "real world"
computer usge or perfonnance. 

66. In trth and in fact the benchmarks Intel publicizd were not accurate or reaistic measres of
 

typical compute usage or peonance, because they did not simulate "real world" conditions, and/or 
overestimated the perfonnance of Intel's product vis-à-vis non-futeI products. Therefore, the 
representations and omissions of m.aterial facts made by Intel as described in paragaphs 63 though 
65 above, were and ar false or misleading. 

67. Intel publicized the results of the bechming to promote sales of prouct containing its
 

x86 CPUs even though it knew the benchmarks were misleag. For exple:
 

a. On its website, Intel states: "Sysmar 2007 Preview (BAP's then-latest
 

benchm) featues user.driven workloads." In truth and in fact, tlie work1oài 
were not user-dven, in that they did not reflec a typical user experience, but 
inste were manipulated to make Intel prossors perform better on the
 

benchmk than AM's. 
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b. In its "Quick Reference Matr Q3 2008," Intel stated that its x86 CPUs had a
 

"27% faster productivity benchmark than the competition," basd on a test 
against an AM procesor using SysMark 2007. In trth and in fact, the 
benchmark did not reliably meaure prouctivity. 

c. Intel's website includes a White Paper called "Choosing the Right Client
 

Computing Platform for Public Sector Organiztions and Enterprise." In the 
document, Intel stated that the "SYSmark 2007 Preview is a benchmark tes that 
measures the performance of client computing softare when executing what is 
designed to measur real-life activities." In truth and in fact, the benchmark was 
not design to measure "real life activities," but to favor Intel's CPUs. 

d. In the same White Paper (written to help governents write technical
 

specifications to purhase computer systems) Intel wrote: "With regard to 
notebooks hitel recommends the use of BAPCo MobileMark 2007 or later 
versions. This benchmark meaures the performance of a computr system. . . 
by running relevant realMworld computer programs tyically used by business
 

users." Intel furter sted that this benchmark provides "a performance
 

evaluation that reflects their tyical day-toMday use by business users." hi trth 
and in fact, the benchmark did not reflect tyical or daYMtoMday use by business
 

users. 

e. In its "Competitive Guide" on "Quad-Core Intel Xeon ProcessorMbasd Servers
 

vs. AM Opteron," Intel stated that its Quad-Core lntelXeon 5300 Seres 
Processor was 26 percent faster in digital content creation than AM's QuadM 
Core Opteron 2300 Series Processor based on the Cinebench benchmark. Intel 
also stated that its Quad-Core hitel Xeon 5400 Series Processor was 34 percent 
faster in digital content creation than AM's Quad-Core Opteron 2300 Series 
Processor bas on the Cine 
 bench benchmark. In truth and in fact, the 
bechmark did not reliably measure the speed of digital content cretion. 

Thereore, the represetaons set fortli in subpaagaphs (a) thoug ( e) above were, and are, material
 

and false or misleading. 

68. Though the means describe iii paragraphs 63 through 65 and 67, above, Intel has 
represnted, expressly or hy implir.ation, that: 

a. Renchmarks, such as SysMa007 Preview, that Intel us to compare Intel 
CPUs to competitors' CPUs were accurate and realisic meaures of tyical
 

computer usgè or performance; 

b. Intel's x86 CPU work 27 peent 
 faster under tyica computer usage conditons
than competitive CPUs, including the AM procsor; 
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c. The BAPCo MobileMark 2007 benchmark and later versions provide a reliable 
perfonnance evaluaion ofx86 CPUs agai competiive brand ba on typical
 
day-to-day use by business users; and 

d. The Cinebench benchmark provides a reliable performance evaluation of x86 
CPUs agaist competive brands in perfonnance of digita content creation. 

69. Through the means desribe in paragraphs 63 though 65 and 67, Intel has represented, 
expressly or by implication, that it possessed and relied upon a reasonable basis to substtiate the
 

representations set fort in pargrph 68, at the time the representations were made.
 

70. In trth and in fact, Intel did not possess and rely upon a reasonable basis that substatiated
 

the representations set fort in pargrh 68 at the tie the represntatons wer made. Therefore, the 
represntations set fort in parph 69 wer and ar false or misleading.
 

71. Intel's conduct as described in paragraphs 52 though 70, above, eroed the credibilty and
 

reliabilty of these benchmars and the softare compiled by Intel compilers to the detriment of 
consumers. Intel's conduct was misleading and had the purpose and effect of 
 harin competition

and thus enhancing Intel's monopoly power. InteL bad a duty, arising from its conduct and 
statements, to disclose the complete truth, which would have eliinated most ifnot all of 
 the harm to 
competition and consumers. Intel lacks a legitmate or sufficient business juscation for its conduct. 

D. Intel Induced OEMs and Companies in Complementar Markets to Eliminate or Limit
 

Support of Competitive CPU Proucts. 

72. Intel paid or otherwise induced OEM an compaies in complemenia markets to eliminate
 

or limit their support of competitive CPU products. 

73. For exple, Intel paid ISVs to change their softare designs, including by switching to use
 

ofIntel's compilers and sofuvare, to favor Intel's CPU s. As a result of 
 Intel' s inducements, they also
labeled their proucts as compatble with Intel but intentionally omitted tht they were also
 
compatible with non-Intel CPUs.
 

74. Intel also prevented ISV s from promotig or otherwise engaging in codevelopment or joint
 

marketing with AM and other CPU manufacturers, by causin those ISVs to fear that Intel would 
withdraw its support for their proucts. As a result. Intcl created a fals impression that the ISV 
softar was incompatible with non-Intel CPUs beuse Intel requi that only its nae (versu
 

including other CPU manufacturers as well) be listd on the product. 

Intel's Unfa Methods of Competion in the Relnt GPU Markets 

75. Intel, Nvidia and A TI (a subsidiai of MvID) account for nely all the saes of GPU s in the
 

relevant marets. Intel holds approxiely 50 percent of 
 these mars thugh its sales ofGPUs 
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integrated on chipsets, with the remainder of the markets split between Nvidia and ATI. 

76. There ar high barers to entr in the relevant GPU markets.
 

77. GPUs allow OEMs to use lower-end CPUs or fewer microprocessors for a given level of 
perfonnance. 

.78. Nvidia has developed GP GPUs and related prograIing tools that ca perfonn many of 
 the 
same fuctions as CPUs.
 

79. Nvidia's ongoing development of sophisticate GPUs and related tools poses a potential thr
 

to Intel's monopoly position in the relevant CPU markets. 

80. Manufaturs of complementa products, such as GPUs, rely on open interfaes (e.g., 
busses, connections, and related programg) between the CPU and the chipset. and between the 
chipset and the GPU. Intel dictates the interoperbilty of these interfaces, because it has monopoly 
power over the relevant CPUs. 

8 i . Thse interfaces are essenti al for such complementa products to be used in a computer. For
 

many years, Intel allowed unhindered accessibilty to these interfaces and encouraged others to 
become reliant on that accessibilit. However, after Nvidia, Via, AM, OEMs, and consuers 
became dependent on the Intel-controlled interfaces, recently Intel has selectively cut off or hindered 
accessibilty to enhance or obtai monopoly power in the relevant markets. 

82. For example, Intel encouraged Nvidia to inovate on the Intel platfonn. Intel and Nvidia
 

worked together for a number of yea to ensure that Nvidia's GPUs could interoperate with Intel's 
CPU. 

83. Intel licensed Nvidia to allow it to manufactue OPUs integrted on chipsets to be used with
 
Intel's CPUs.
 

84. Intel's apparnt wilingness to allow Nvidia to intempete with Intel's CPU 
 has dissolved as 
it has begun to percive Nvidia as a threat to its monopoly positon in the relevant marets. Intel now 
has revers its previous course of allowing Nvidia integrated GPU chipset to interoperat with Intel 
CPUs, thereby forelosing Nvidia's integrated GPU chipsets from connecting to Intel's future CPU 
platform. 

85. Before expsly refusing to deal with Nvidia on integrted GPU chipsets for it new famly of 
CPUs, Intel engaged in decption by misleang Nvidia on Intel's CPU roadaps, thereby greatly
 

increaing its competito's cost and fuher delaying the development of othr products that would
 

have accelerated the adoption of GP GPU computing. Intel also tok stps to create technological 
barners to interoperabilit to preclude th possibility that integrated CPU chipsets could internnect 
with fuure Intel CPUs. 
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86. For discrete GPUs, Intel has created severa interoprabilty problems, including reductions of
 

speed and encrytion, that have had the effec of degng the indus stdard interconnection with 
Intel's CPUs. Some of 
 this conduct appear to have been speifcally targete at crppling GP GPU 
computing fuctionality.
 

87. Intel has sought to ensure th it own x86-based OP OPU computing program tools and 
interfaces wil become the industr stadar. In order to accomplish th, Intel has disparaged non-


Intel programing tools and interface and made misleaing promises to the industr about the 
rediness of 
 Intels GP GPU hardware and programing tools. 

88. Intel also bundles its CPUs with its own GPU chipsets and then prices the bundle to deter
 

OEMs from paig Intel CPUs with non-Intel GPUs. Intel's bundling scheme has led to significat 
loss of consumer choice and has no legitite juscation except to exclude competion. Moreover,
 

it has resulted in below-cost pricing by Intel in cirumstces in which Intel is likely to recoup in the 
future any losses that it suffered as a result of below-cst pricing. 

89. Intel sells its Atom CPU bundled wit a graphics chipset. Some OEMs purchasd the bundle
 

from Inte~ disced Intel's inferor grphics chipset 
 and chose instead to us Intel's Atom CPU with 
the Nvidia graphics chipse. To combat ths competiton, Intel charged those OEM significantly 
higher prices becase they used a non-Intel graphics chipset or GPU. Intel would off the bundled 
pricing only to OEMs that would then use the Intel chipset in the end-product and not use a 
competive prouct.
 

90. Intel's unfair methods of competition in the relevant GPU markets have speifically ben use
 

to enhance and have enhanced its monopoly position in the relevant CPU markets. 

91. Intel's wrongful conduct also creates a dangerus probabilty that it wil acquire a monopoly
 

in the GPU markets. Intel's conduct has no legitmate or suffcient business justcation and has and 
wil contiue to har competition, inovation, and consuers, unless it is enjoined. 

Intelts Unfair Methods ofCompetitioD in Indus Standard 

92. Intel's course of anticompetive and unfair conduct extends to its control of industr
 

stadards to hinder inovation by its CPU competitors and to mainta its monopoly power in the 
CPU marets. Using its dominant CPU positin, Intel ha manipulated the contet and tiing of 
many industr standar to advantae its own products and prevent competitors frm introducing 
stdads-mpIiant products prior to product introduction by Tntel. Two exaples of sllch 
anticopetitive conduct relate to the Univers serial Bus host controner specification and the High
 

Definition Content Protection ("HDP") stdard for use in DisplayPort connecons betwee 
computers and display deices such as monitors and televisions. In these insances, Intel enurged 
the industr to rely on standard that Inel contrlled and repreente that the stadads would be 
faly acceble. But Intl ha delayed accessibilty to the st for its competiors so that Intel 
ca gan a hea st with its own prdu and wrngflly rein competition. Intl's coduct ha 
no offsetting, legitimate or suffcient procompetitive effciencies but instead det competition and 
enhances Intel's monopoly power in CPUs. 
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Anticompetitive Effec of Intel's Conduct 

93. The acts and practices of Intel as alleged herein have the purse, capacit, tendency, and 
effct of harming competition and consumers in the relevant CPU markets. As a result, Intel's rivals 
and potetial rivals incur higher ditributon costs, face diminished sales opportunities, and secur 

lower revenues. Intel's conduct reasnably appe capable of makg a significat contribution to 
the maintenance of its monopoly power or enabling it to achieve monopoly power in the relevant 
markets. Intel's monopoly power also has been butressed by various unjustified resints it places
 

on licenses of its x86 intellectual propert. 

94. Intel's conduct adverly affects competition and consumers by, including but not limited to: 

a. causing higher prices of CPUs and OPUs and the products containing
 

micropnlessors; 

b. reducing competition to innovate in the relevant CPU and OPU markets by Intel
 

and others; 

c. inibiting Intel' s competitors from effectively marketig their products to 
customers; 

d. reducing output ofCPUs, OPUs, and the products containing them;
 

e. raising rivals' costs of distribution ofCPUs and OPUs; 

f. harming choice and competition at the OEM level and hence depriving
 

consumers of 
 their choice ofCPUs and OPUs; 

g. reducing the incentive and abilty of OEMs to innovate and differentiate their
 

products in ways that would appeal to cusmers; and 

h. reducing the quality of indus benchmarking relied upon by OEMs and
 

consumers in purasing computers.
 

95. The acts an practices ofIntel as aleged herein have the puse, capacity, tendency, and 
effect to restain competition unably and to maintain Intel's monopoly power in the relevant
 

markets. In addition, Intel's condu is an ilegal attmpt to monopolize th relevant maket, and 
Intel has a dangerous probabilit of aceving a monopoly in thes maets absent appropriate relief. 
Absent such relief, for OEM and consumrs of the relevant proucts, the consequence have ben 
and likely wil continue to be surapetive prics, reded quity, an les innovation. 
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96. Intel's course of unfair methods of competition, considered individually or collectively, ha 
haed competition and consuers in the relevant market. Intel's conduct ha no legitimate or 
suffcient effciency justfication that would outweigh the anticompetve effects of its conduct. 
Moreover, Intel has not used a leas restctive meas to advance any legitimate goals, if any, to 
minimize anticompetitive effcts.
 

Fist Violation Alleged
 

97. The allegations in parphs 1 through 96 above are herein incorprated by reference. Intel's
 

acts and pratices, considered individually or collectively, constitute unfai method of competition in 
or affecting commerce, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. 

98. Such acts and practices or the effects thereof, wil continue or recur in the absence of 
appropriate relief. 

Seond Violation Alleged 

99. The allegations in paragraphs i though 96 above ar herein incorprated by reference. Intel 
has wilfully engaged in anticompetitive and exclusionar acts and practices to acquire, enhance or 
maita its monopoly power in the relevant markets, constituting unfa methods of competition in or 
affecting commerce, in violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act. 

100. Such acts and practices, or the effects thereof, wil continue or recur in the absence of 
appropriate relief. 

Third Violation Alleged 

101. The allegations in paragraphs 1 though 96 above are herein incorprated by reference. Intel 
has wilfully engaged in antIcompetitive and exclusionar act and practices, with the specific intent 
to monopolize or maintan a monopoly in the relevant markets, resltg, at a minimum, in a
 

dangerous probabilty of monopolization in the relevant marets, constting unfai methods of 
compeition in or affecting commerc, in violation of Secon 5 of the FTC Act 

i 02. Such acts and practices, or the effect threof, wil continue or recur in the absence of
 

appropriae relief. 

Fourtb VlnlatloJl Alleged 

103. The allegatons in paragrhs 56 tlough 96 abve ar herin incorpraed by reerece. Th 
acts and practices of Intel, as alleged herein, consitute dective acts or practices in or affctng 
commerc, in violaton of Setion 5 of the FT Act. 

i 04. Such acts and practices, or the effecs thereof, wil continue or recu in the absence of
 

appropriate relief. 
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Fih Violation Aleged
 

lOS. The allegatons in parraphs 1 though 96 above ar herein incorpated by reference. The
 

acts and practices of InteI. as alleged herein, constitute unfa act or prctices in or afecting 
commere, in violation ofSecûon 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

106. Stich acts and pratices, or the effects thereof; wil continue or recur in the absence of 
appropriate relief
 

NOTCE 

Notice is hereby given to the Respondent that September 15,2010, at 10:00 a.m., or such 
earlier date as is determed by an Administrtive Law Judge of 
 the Federa Trade Commission, is
hereby fied as the time, and the Federal Trade Commission offces, 600 Pensylvania Avenue, 
N. W., Room 532, Washington, DC 20580, asthe plac, when and where a hearing wil be held before 
an Administrative Law Judge of the Federl Trade Commission, on the charges se fort in this
 

complaint, at which time and plae you wil have the right under the Federal Trade Commission and 
Clayton Acts to appe and show caue why an order should not be entere requirng you to ceae and 
desist from the violations onaw charged in the complat. 

Du to the natue of the complaint, the Commssion finds good cause under § 3 Al (b) of the 
Commsion's Rules of Prctice for Adjudicative Procings to extend th timed hearing to no more
 

than 322 hour. Eah side shall be allott no more than half of 
 the 322liours within which to present 
its (i) opening statements, (ii) in limine motions, (ii) all arguents excluding the closing arguent, 
(iv) "direct or cross exinations in either par's ca, or (v) other evidence that is presnted live at 

the hearg. Counsel supporting the complaint and Respondent's counsel shall reportjointIy to the 
Administrtive Law Judge each day as to the time each par has use each hearng day. 

You ar notified that the opportty is aforded you to file wi the Commission an ani¡wer to
 

this complaint on or before the foureeth day after service of it upn you. An answer in which the 
allegations of the complant are conteed shall conta a concis sttement of 
 the fac consttutig
each ground of defense; and speific admission, denial, or explanation of each fact alleged in the 
complait or, ¡fyou are without knowledge thereof; a staement to that effect. Allegatons of the 
complaint not thus answt:.d shall be deemed to have been admitted.
 

If you elec not to conte the allegations of fat set fort in the complat, the answer shall 
consis of a sttement th you adit all of the matel allegations to be tre. Such an aner shall 
constitute a waver of heains as to th tà alleged in th coplait. and togeter wit the
 

complatwíl prvide a recor bais on which the Commision shall ise a fial decision cotaing 
apprpriate fidigs and conclusions and a fma order dig oftb pring. 
 In suh answer,
you may, however, reserve the right to submit propod findings and conclusions under § 3.46 of the 
Commission's Rules of Pratice for Adjudicative Procedings. 
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Failure to fie an anwer within the tie provided abve shal be deemed to constitute a waiver
 

of your right to appear and to conte the allegations of the complaint, and shal authorize the
 

Commision, without furter notice to you, to find the facts to be as aleged in the complait and to 
enter a final decision containing apprprate findings an conclusons and a fmal ordr disposing of 
the proceeding. 

The Administve Law Judge wil scheule an inital pre-heag scheduling conference to 
be held not later than ten days afer the answer is fied The scheduli.g conference and fuer 
proceedgs wil tae place at the Federal Trade Commission, 600 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.,
 

Room 532, Washington, DC 20580. Rile 3.21(a) requires a meeting of 
 the paries' counsel as early 

as practicable before th pre-heaing scheduling conference (and in any event no later th five days 

after the answer is filed by the last answerg respondent). Rule 3.31(b) obligates counsel for each 

par, witln five days of receiving a respondent's answer, to make cerin initial disclosur witout
 

awating a discovery requesL 

NOTICE OF CONTMPLATED RELIEF 

Should the Commission conclude frm the record developed in any adjudicave proceedings 
in this matter that the Respondent has violated or is violatig Section 5 of 
 the FTC Act, as amended, 
as alleged in the Comp laint, the Commission may order such relief again Intel as is supported by the 
record and is neces and appropriate, including, but not limited to: 

1. Ordering Intel to cease and desist from the conduct aleged in the Complait, and to tae all such
 

meaures as are appropriate to correct or remedy, or to prevent the recurrence of, the anti 
 competitive
practices engaged in by Intel. 

2. An orde that limits the maner in which Intel use threts, bundled prices, quanti diounts, 
and other offers to encourae exclusvity or to deter competition or unfrly raise the price of it
 

microprocssors or OPUs (including pricing condioned on Inel getting so much of a rescUers' 
purchass that that condition has the praical effect offoreclosing rivals from all or substtially ¡:JI 
of that reUers' purhass, provided that pricing based purhas exceing 60% of a reseUers' 
historical purcha during the peod the pricing is offre wil be presumed to have that effect);
 

such order ma, among other things include a prohibitjon against Intel from dirctly or indiectly 
reirg its customers to:
 

a. purchas only microprocssors or GPUs that have ben manufctud by Intel; 

b. purèhas a minmum or fixed volume or percetage of 
 the custmer's overal CPU or 
GPU reuiements from Intel (regardless of 
 wheter such fixed percntge relates to 
a prodct line for customers with multiple prouct lines or on a compay-wide bais); 

c. no purchase CPUs or 
 GPUs mautàctu by a company, or by companies, oter th
 

Intel; 
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d. purcha a maxmum or fixed number ofCPUs or GPUs maufàed by a compay, 
or by copanes other than Intel (regadless of whether such ma.ximum or fixed 
number relates to a product line for customers with multiple prodt ties or on a
 

company-wide basis); 

e. purchas a maximum or fi percentage ofthe customer's GPU reuirements frm a
 

company, or from companies, other than Intel (regarless of whether such maximum 
or fixed percnta relates to a prouct line for customer with multiple product lines 
or on a company-wide basis); or 

f. comply with reints on the maner in which custers maret, adertise, promote,
 

disibute, or sell any products containing microprocssrs that have not been 
maufactu by Intel. 

3. Prohibitig Intel from inducing, or atempting to induce, OEMs or other thd pares (i.e., ISVs) 
to adhere to, or agre to, any of the above reuirents (as listed in Paraphs 2.a. though 2.f. of
 

, this notice) by dicriinatng, or theatening to discniinate, agai OEM or other third paes that 
fail to adhere to, or agree to, such reuirments,' includig, but not limted to, inducig or attempting 
to induc OEMs or other third pares to adhere to, or age to, any of such reuirements by engaging 
in, or threatening to engage in the following: 

a. charging OEMs or other third pares lower or higher prices for CPUs or GPU sin 
the relevant marets (inclusive of rebates, allowances, discounts and any other
 

adjustment to price, including anyting of value that has the same practical effec 
as pricing, rebates, or discunts as a mean of discrimination) when such price is 
contingent upon a specific Intel market share or if the OEM does not use a 
competitive product;
 

b. witholding payments and/or other compensation to OEMs unless they are
 

excluive or near exclusive to Intel in the relevant markets; 

c. witolding researh and development funds from OEMs unless they are
 

exclusive or near exclusive to Intel in the relevant markets; 

d. allocating OEMs or other third parties fewer CPUs during periods of shortage
 

(actul or manufacd) depeding on wheter they are exclusive or near 
exclusive to Intel in th relevan makets; 

e. providing OEM reduce moneta or in-kind support to maret, advertise, 
promote or distibute pructs manuftu by Intel unless they are exclusive 
or nea exclusive to Intel in the relevant market; 
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f. giving OEMs less technical support with respect to microprocssors or OPUs
 

unless they are exclusive or nea exclusive to Intel in the relevant marets; 

g. giving OEMs less acc to technical infonnatonJspeciñcations regarding 
microprocssrs or GPUs unless they ar exlusive or nea exclusive to Intel in 
the relevant makets; and 

h. prioritizg the supply of 	 microproceors or GPUs to OEM that ar exclusive or 
nea exclusive to Intel in the relevant marets. 

4. With respe to an OEM that purchases a grater percentage share of Intel microproessors 
(versus the percentage shae of microprocessors bought by that OEM from another microprocsor 
supplier), Intel is prohibited from giving to that OEM more advantageous tenn or conditions than 
those that are offered to anther OEM whose percentage share is not as favorable to Intel. Intel is 
also prohibited fr enforcing any tenns or conditions in a way that favors a greater peentage shar
 

of microprocessors from Intel. For purpose of ths paragraph tes and conditions expressly
 

include but ar not limit to contrcts, pricing, or purhase term and conditions, and all actions
 

described in Parraphs 3.a. though 3.h. of this notice. Provide however, it should not be a
 

customers to accept, discounts or lower prices based solely onviolation for Intel to offer, or its 


volume (provided that the same ar in accordace with the law).
 

5. Prohibitig Intel frm prodcing or distibuting softar or hardwar that has the purose or
 

effect of unreaonably excluding or inibiting competitve microprocssr or GPU products or 
complementar products. 

6. Prohibiting Intel from pricing it microprocessors so that the incrementa price to a customer of
 

microprocssors or GPUs sold in competition with another competitor is below cost when such price 
includes all rebates, payments, or other price deceases on other products not in competition. Pricing 
wil be presumed to be below cost even if it exceeds Intel's average variable cost but does not 
contribute to its fixed sun costs in an appropriate multiple oftha averge varable cost. Pricing or 
sale of kit or bundled product wil be presumed to be abve "cost" if the "Idt' or "bundle" includes 
an x86 product ot', ifit does. if, aftr all discounts have attibuted to the competitive product(s) in the 
bundle, the resulting pricing is well above Intel's average variable cost plus a contrbution to Intel's 

that average varable cost.fixed sun costs in an approprate multiple of 


7. Requiing tht, with respec to those Intel cusomers that purchased from Intel a softare
 

compiler that had or has the design or effect of impairine the actual or apparent performan of 
microprocessors not manufacted by lntel ("Defective Compiler"), as desribe in the Complat: 

a. Intel provide them, at no additional chare. a substtu compiler th is not a
 

Defeve Compiler
 

b. Intel compesa them for the cost of recmpilng th soft they had
 
compiled on the Defective Compiler and of substitug, and distrbutig to their
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own customer, the recompiled softar for softare compiled on a Defective
 

Copiler; and
 

c. Intel give public notice and waring, in a manner likely to be communicate to
 

persons that have purchased softare compiled on Defective Compilers
 
purchased frm Intel, of the possible need to replace that softare.
 

8. Prohibiting Intel from manufactuing or distìbuti computer softar, hardwae, or other 
proucts tht impair the peormance, or apparent performance, of non-bitel microprocssrs or
 

OPUs. 

9. Prohibiting Intel from induing or coing others to design, manufactu, or sell products that 
impair the actual or apparent performance ofnon-bitel microprocesors GPUs. 

10. Prohibiting Intel frm makin decptive or misleading stements and omssions concerning 
anytng (including, but not lim to, perfonnance roadaps, or plans) rela to the maufactuing 
or sae of any x86 or related product, includig CPUs, GPUs, chipsets compilers, libraries, softar.
 

11. Requiring Intel to correct the deceptive or misleading staements and omissions it ha made in 
the past 

12. Prohibiting Intel from corcing or influencing benchmarking organiztions to adopt benchmarks 
that are decptive or misleading. 

13. Prohibiting Intel from improperly inducing or coercing cusomers not to us a competig GPU or 

graphics chipset. 

14. Prohibit Intel from designing or bundlig together its own softare or hardware so tht they
 

unfairly discriminate beteen Intel and non-Intel OPUs or grahics chip or relat products. 

15. Prohibitng Intel from direcly or indirectly, expressly or by implication or effec conditionig 
any discount, rebate, or other kind of considertion or benefit in connection with an OEM's purchas 
of Intel microprocessrs on the condition th the OEM purchas another bitel pruct. 

16. Prhibiting Intel fr chargig a higher price, or dirly or indiretly conditionig any disunt, 
rebate, or any other kid of conidertion or benefi baed solely on the inclusion, confguaton, or 
ty of softWAre, opemting sy9t, or other oomponi;nt(s) used in any product into whic.h an Totel 
microprocssr is to be incorprate or on the cla of customers to whom the OEM's product
 

containing Intel components wil be maeted. 

17. Requiring Intel to make available technology (including whatever is necesa to inteipeate 
with Intel's CPUs or chpsets) to oths, via licesín or other me, upon suh tes and conditons 
as th Common may order, inluding but not limted to extensions of terms of curren lice. 
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1 S. Prohibiting Intel frm including or enforcing terms in its x86 licensing agreements that rect
 

the abilty of licensees to chage ownership, to obtain investments or fiancing, to outoure 
production of x86 microprocessors, or to otherwise parer with third paries to expad output.
 

tie, Intel provide prior notice to the Commission of acuisitions,19. Requirng tht, for a period of 


assets, inluding butnot limite to intellectu 
propert, in the relevant microproceso mar and complementa softar and hardwar pr. 
mergers, coIilidatons, or any oter combinatons of 


20. Reqiring th Intel, dirctly or thugh any person, corpraton, parership, subsidiar,
 

division, trade name, or other device, in connection with the manuftuing, labling, advertisin.g, 
promotion, offering for sale, sale, or distribution of any prodct, in or afecting commerce, shall not 
make any representation, in any maner, dirtly or by implication, including thugh the use of a
 

product nam, endorsement, depiction, or ilustrtion, about the effcacy or pedormance of any 
product unless the representaion is not deceptive or misleaing and, at the time the representaion is 
mae, Intel possesses and relies upon compett and reliable scientific evidence that substtiate the
 

representation. 

21. Requiring that for a period of tie afer the las date of dissemination of any representation
 

covered by any ordered relief in this mater, Intel shal maintan and upon reques make availale to 
the Feder Trade Commison for inspecion and copying: 

a. All advertisements and promotional materials containg the representation;
 

b. All materials that were relied upon in disseminatig the representation;
 

c. All test, reports, stes, demonsatons, or other evidence in their possssion or
 

control that contradict quaifY, or call into queon such representtion, or the 
basis relied upon for the represntation, includig complaits and other 
communications with consumers or with governenta or consumer proteion
 

orgaiztions; and
 

d. All other documents supporting compliance with th Commission's order.
 

22. Prohibiting Intel from enteing into, implementing, continuing, or enforcing a Contrt with any 
Cusomer that reuires the Custmer to disclose to Repondnt any plan the Custme may have to 
sell, or offer for sale, Computer Pruct containg a Competing Relevant Prouct. 

23. Prohibiting Intel fr suing or threatening to sue it competitor' thrd-par fabricators.
 

24. Requiring tht Inel's compliance wi the order be monitore for the full te of the order at 
Intel's expense by an independent monitor appoind by the Commission. 

25. Requirng that Inel fIle periodic compliance reps with the Commission. 

26. An oter relief aproate to corr or remy the anticompeitive effec in their inipiency of 
any or all ofthc conduct alleg in the complaint.
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IN WIESS WHREOF, the Federal Trade Commission has caus this complait to be 
signed by its Secretar and its offcial seal to be hereto afxed, at Washington, DC, this sixteenth 
day of Deember, 200.
 

By the Commission, Commissioner Kovacic recuse
 

SE.A.
 

Donald S. Clark
 
Secreta
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'UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERA TRAE COMMSSION
 

OFFICE OF ADMINISRATIE LAW JUDGES 

)
In the Matter of ) 

) 
DOCKE NO. 9341INTEL CORPORA nON, )
 

Respondent. )
 
)
 

;'. 
,. 

~~ 

PROTECT ORDER GOVERNG DISCOVERY MATEAL
 

Commission Rule 331(d) state: "In order to protect the pares and thrd paries 
against improper us and disclosue of confdenti infomition, the AdmÍJtrive Law 
Judge shal issue a protetive order as set fort in th appedix to this section." 16 C.F.R.
 

(d), th prtetive order set forth in the
§ 3.3 1 (d). Pursut to Commission Rule 3.31 

appendix to th secpn is atached verb as Attachment A and is hereby issu.
 

ORDERED: 

~m~
D. Michael pë 
Chef Admsttive Law Judge
 

Date: Deember 16, 2009 



ATTACHM A
 

For the puise of prtecùi the intets of the pares and third paries in th
 

above-captioned mater agait imprope use and disclosur of confdential informaton 
submitt or pruc in conntin with th mattr: 

IT is HEREBY ORDERED THAT this Protecive Order Governng 
Confidential Materil ("Proteive Order") shal govern the hanling of all Discover 
Material, as hereafter defin 

1. As used in this Order, "confdetial material" shall refer to any document or poon 
that contain prvilegd. competitively senitive inormtion. or senitive persona 

inormtion "Senitie personal inonnation" shall refer to, but shll not be liited to, 
thereof 

an indvidual's Social Secty num, tapayer identifcation number. fianci accoun 
num, credit cad or debit ca number, drver's licese numr, state-issued 
idetication numbe. passport numbe, da of bir (other than year), and any senitive 
heath inormtion identifiable by individual, such as an individua's medcal recrds. 
"Doument" shall refer to any discoverable wrtig, recording. trript of oral
 

testimony. or electrnically stored inonnation in the possesion of a pary or a third 
pary. "Commission" shall refer to the Federal Trade Coiiission ("FfC"), or any of its 
employees, agents. attorneys. and al other persons acting on its behaf, excluding perons 
retined as consulta or expert for puses of this procdig. 

2. Any document or porton therf submittd by a respondent or a third par dung a 
Feder Trade Commission investigaton or durg the course of ths proeding that is 
entitled to confdentiaty uner the Federa Trade Comssion Act, or any regulation. 
interretaton, or precnt conceg documen in the poesion of the Commsion, 
as well as any information ta from any porton of such document, shall be treated as 
confdeial mateia for pures of ths Order. Th identitY of a thd par submitting 
such confidenal material shall also be treate as confidential material for the purses of 
this Order where the submitter has requested such confdetial treatment.
 

3. The partes and any thd pares, in complyig with inorm disvery requests, 
disclosue reuiem. or diover deman in this proceing may desigate any 
resonsive docut or porton thereof as confdential material, includig docents 
obtaied by them from third parties pursuant to discovery or as othise obtained. 

4. The paries in conductg discvery from thir paries, shall provide to each third 
part å copy of ths Order so as to iiomi each such 111iid paity ûf liis, her, or its rights 
heein. 

5. A designation of confdentialit shall constitute a represenion in good faith and afer 
careful deenination tht th materal is not reonably believed to be alrey in the
 

public doman and that coel beieves the material so deignated constitutes 
condetial materal lI define in Pargraph 1 of this Order.
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6. Material may be designated as condential by placin on or afixing to the document 
containing such material (in such man as wil not intere with the legibility thereof), 
or if an entire folder or box of docents is confdential by placing or afing to that 
folder or box. the designation "CONFEN-FTC Doc No. 9341" or any other 
appropriate notice tht identi th proeeing, toeter with an indication of the
 

porton or porton of th doument considered to be confdetial materaL Codential 
inormtion contaied in eleconic documets may also be designted as condetial by 
placg the designtion "CONFENTC Doet No. 9341" or any other 
appropriate notice that identies this proeeding, on the face of the CD or DVD or other 
medium on which the docent is produced. Masked or otherwse reacted copies of
 

docuents may be produce where the portions deleted contain privileged mat, 
provided that the copy produced shall indicate at the appropriate point that portions have 
been deleted an the reaons therefor. 

7. Confdenal mate sh be discosed only to: (a) the Adtrtive Law Judge 
presiding over th preeg, peel assistig the Admstative Law Judge, the
 

Commision and its employees. and personnel retaed by the Comsion as exper or 
consultats for ths prodig; (b) juges and other cour peronnel of any cour havin
 

jurdicton over any appellat proceegs involvig this matter (c) outside counel of 
record for any respondent, their associated atomeys and other employees of thir law 
fin(s), provided thy are no employee of a respondent; (d) anyone retaed to assist 
outside cowise in the prepation or heag of this proin includig consultats,
 

provided thy ar not afliated in any way with a respondent an have signed an
 

agreement to abide by the te of the protetive order and (e) any witness or deponent
 

who may have authored or received the ínfonnation in question. 

8. Disclosure of confdential material to any peson descrbed in Paragrph 7 of th 
Order shall be only for the puoses of the prepation and heg of this proceedìng, or 
any appeal therfrom. and for no other purse whatoever, provided. however. that the 
Commssion may. subjec to tag appropriate steps to presrve the confdentiality of 
such mateal, us or disclose confdential material as provided by its Rules of Price;
 

secons 6(f) and 21 of the Federal Trae Commssion Act; or any other legal obligation 
impoed upon the Commsson. 

9. In the event tlm any confdential mateia is contined in any pleading, moton exhibit 
or other paper fied or to be fied with the Secar of the Commission, the Secretar 
shall be so ¡nfonnd by the Pary fiing such paper, an such paers sh be filed in 
camera. To the extent tht such materal was origially submitted by a third par, the
 

party including th materials in its pap shall imedarely notify the submitt of such 
inclusion. Confdental materal contaied in t.1i pap shall continue to have in camra 
treatt until furter orde of the Admiistrive Law Judge, provided. however, that
 

such papers may be fuis to pe or enti who may recive co
 
maerial pursant to Pargr 7 or 8. Upo or afer fiing any pap contaiing 
confdeial maer. th fi pary shal fie on th public record a duplite coy of
 

the pape th do not revea confdeti mate. Fu, if th proection for any 
such matel exires. a par may fie on th public recor aduplicaI coy which also 
contain the forerly protected material.
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10. If counse plans to intrdue into evidece at the heaing any document or trancrt 
containg confdenal mate prouce by another part or by a th pary, they shal 
provide advace notic to th other par or third par for pures of allowing that 
. pary to se an order that the docuent or trt be granted in cama trtment. If 
that pary wishes in camera trtment for the document or trancn4 the pary sh fie
 

an appropriate motion with the Admistrative Law Judge within 5 days after it receives 
such notice. Exep where such an order is granted, al documents and trcrpts shal
 

be par of the public rerrd Wher in cara treatment is gred, a duplicate copy of 
such documnt or trancrpt with the confdential mateal deleted therem may be 
pla on the public rerd.
 

11. If any part reives a discover requet in any investigaon or in any othr 
procdig or matt tht may requie the disclosure of confde inateia submitted by
 

another par or thd par, th repient of the discovery request shall promptly notify
 

the submitter of recipt of such request. Unles a short tie is madated by an orde of 
a cour, such notication shal be in wrting and be received by the submítt at least 10 
business days before prduction, and shall include a copy of this Protective Orer and a 
cover letter that wil apprise the submittr of its rights hereunder. Nothing herei shall be 
constred as requirig the recipient of the discovery reqest or anyone els covere by 
this Order to challenge or appel any order requirg production uf confdential materal, 
to subjec itself to any pealties for non-complia with any such order, or to se any 
relief from th Admistrative Law Judge or th Comssion. Th recipient shall not 
oppose th submitter's effort to challenge the disclosure of condetial mateal. In 
addition, nothing herein shall li th applicability of Rule 4. 11 (e) of the Commion's 
Rules of Prctce, 16 CF 4.11(e), to discover requests in another proceeding th are 
dired to the Comiion~ 

12. At the time tht any consultant or oth peson retined to asist cousel in the 
preparation of this action concludes pacipaton in the acton, such person shall retu to 
counel all copies of documents or portions thereof designated confdenial that ar in the
 

possession of suc peon, togeter with all notes, memoranda or other paper containing

.confdential inomiion. At the concusion of this procng, inuding the exhaustion 
of judicial review, the pares shll retur docment obtaned in this acton to thir 
submitter, provided, however, that th Comission's obligaton to return documents 
sh be gover by the provisions of Rule 4.12 of the Rules of Prctice, 1 (j CFR 4.12. 

this Protecve Orde, infar as they restrict the communicion13. The proviions of 


and us of confdential diver mate. shal, without wrtten permssion of the
 

submitte or furer òrer of th CoIJslon, Cöi'tie to be bindÙig afer lhe conclusion
 

of this proing. 
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UNED STATES OF AMCA
 
BEFORE TH FEDERA TRE COM.l\SSION
 

In the Matter of 

INTEL CORPORATION, 
a corporation 

) 

) 
) 
) 
) 

DOCKT NO. 9341 

PUBLIC DOCUMENT 
) 
) 

PROOF OF SERVICE 

I, David Emanuelson, hereby cerfy tht on March 11, 2010 I caused a copy of 

the documents listd below to be served via registered mail on Hewlett-Packad 

Company c/o Krstofor Henng, Esq., Morgan Lewis & Bockius LLP, 1701 Market 

Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103-2921, khenng@morganlewi.com, and bye-mail on 

each of the following: J. Robert Roberton (rroberton(aftc.gov); Kyle D. Andeer 

(kandeer@ftc.goc); Thomas H. Brock (tbrock(aftc.gov); Teresa Mar 

(tmarn@ftc,gov); and Melane Sabo (msabo@ftc.gov):
 

(i) Subpoa Duce Tecum issued to Hewlett-Packard Company on behaf ofIntel 

Corpration, includin its Exbit A and Exhibit B;
 

(ii) the Prtective Order entered in t1s matter; and 

(iii) ths Proof of Service. 

HOWRYLLPÆ-ß/

David Emauelson 
1299 Pennylvana Ave NW 
Wasngn, DC 20004
 
Phone: (202) 383-6923 
Fax: (202) 383-6610 
emauelsQud@l.com 

mailto:emauelsQud@l.com
mailto:msabo@ftc.gov
http:tbrock(aftc.gov
mailto:kandeer@ftc.goc
http:rroberton(aftc.gov
mailto:khenng@morganlewi.com


Attorney for Intel Corporation 

Dated March 11, 2010 
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1299 Pennsylvania Avenue. NW 
wahington, DC 2004-2402HOWRE,£ T 202.783.0800 

F 202.383.6610 
ww.howey.com 

Apri 19, 2010 

VIAE-MA 

Krstofor Henng 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP 
1701 Market St. 
Pluadelphia, P A 19103-2921 

Re: FlC DocketNo. 9341: Intel Subpoena to Hewlett Packard 

Dea Krs: 

lbs letter is in regards to Intel's Subpoena Duces Tecum, served upon Hewlett Packard 
("lI") on March 19,2010. It is a contiuation of our discussions toward agreement on a timely 
and cost-effective production thugh the use search term protocols to be ru agaist a selection
 

of fite custodians. As you requested, ths letter consitutes our proposal for the selection of 
custodian, with the search term protocols to be agreed upon once the custodians are identified. 

As a theshold matter, we believe tht any request relating to comnuncatons with the 
FTC (see Requests 1-2,3-6) should be considered corporate reques and not limted by
 

individual custodian or sech terms. We request that lI produce a privilege log of any 
documents it witholds on the bais of priviege, as well as any documents it witheld, clawed 

Delaware ("Delawar 
litigation"). 
back, or redacted in the AM vs. Intel litigation in the federal distct of 


Regarding the remaing requests, Intel's subpoena can be divided into two par: (a) 
requests relatig to microprocessor competion and pricing; and (b) request rel8.g to
 

interpembilty between microprocesors and crupsetsgraprucs.
 

For the microprocessor competition and pricing issues, Intel would like to propose
 
specifc custodan who we believe possess informaton most relevant to our case. These
 
custoian can be separat into two categories: (1) those whose fies were produce in the 
Delaware litigaton; and (2) those whose fies have not yet bee produced. These individuas ar 
list below. As we are midf th lI should not duplicate effort to produce documents th
 

it aly prouced in th Delawar litigation, we propose th seches of documents frm
 

cusan in th fi caegory ar limted to th date of the discovery cutoff document in the
 

Delawae litigation, which wa either June 27, 2006 or June 27, 2005, dependig on the 
custodian. 

AMSTRDAM BRUSSELS CHICAGO EAST PAlO AlTO HOUSON IRVINE LONDO LOS ANGELES
 

MADRID MUNICH NEW YORK NORTHERN VIRGINIA PARS SALT LAKE CITY SAN FRANCISCO TAIPFI WA'iHINGTON, DC 

http:ww.howey.com


1299 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20002402HOWREY: T 202.783.0800 

F 202.383.6610 
ww.howrey.com 

Delawar Cusodian 

Mark Hurd (June 27, 2006 cutoff 
Shane Robison (June 27,2006 cutoff
 

Todd Bradley (June 27,2006 cutoff
 

Ted Clark (June 27,2006 cutoff 
Scott Stalard (June 27, 2005 cutoff 
Kevin Frost (June 27, 2005 cutoff 
Jeff Groudan (June 27, 2005 cutoff 

Custdians With No Date Limtation
 

Joseph Lee 
Dan Forlenz
 

Margaret Franco 
Paul Miler 
Bob Maus 
David Donatell
 

Todd Kre 
Michael Winer 
Michael Capellas 
Jackie Gross 
Adnan Crisa
 

Any other HP employee holdig the position of AM Aliance Manager 

We are happy to discus ths list of custodian if HP believes that there are other 
cusodian who posses more relevant knowledge regardig Inel's microprocessor requests than 
the ones we have identied. Speifcally, ifHP believes tht there are othr custodian who 
possess more relevant knowledge regardig HP negotiations and agrments with Intel and/or 
AM for the purchae and pricing ofmicroproceswrs from Janua 1,2006 to the prnt (see 
Request 10), we would lie HP to identify them 

Regardig the chipsets an grphics issues, we propose tht Intel and HP agee on the six 
most knowledgeale custodian regading the below categories oftQpics: 

.. HP's GPU, integred graphics, and chipsets purchaes and sourcing strtegies; 

. Intel, AM/ATI and Nvidia roads; 

. The relatonsp betwen Iitel and Nvidia, including the interoperabilty of the 
companes' proucts, and the effect of chages to Intel's roadmas; 

. HP's use ofNvidia's Scalable Lin Inter or AM/ATI's CrossFire 
Technology; 
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1299 Pennsyvania Avenue, NW 
Washíngton, DC 200042402HOWRE'lp 

T 202.783.0800 
F 202.383.6610 

ww.howrey.com 

. HP's evaluation of, and communcations regardig. the integraton of either GPUs
 

or the memory contrller on the microprocessor or in the sae packae with the 
microprocessor; 

. HP's evaluation of, and communcations regarding, Intel's CSI, QPI, PCIe, and 
DMI interfaces; 

. Nvidia's abilty to supply chipsets to HP without a license to make chipsets
 

compatible with Intel's DMI-bus; 

. HP's evaluation of, and communcations regardig. Nvidia's Compute Unified
 

Device Arhitectue ("CUDA"); and 

. Bundled or kit pncing of AM microprocessors with any chipset or graphics 
hardwar. 

We would like to discus the selection of cusodians regardig the chip 
 sets and grphics 
issues once HP has identifes who it believes are the most knowledgeable custodian. Ou 
internal investigaton has reveaed that potential custodian may include Walter Fry, Caldwell 
Cross, Danel Hong, Craig Walath and Phil Mckiey, as these individuas have been 
identified to us as product designers with HP's personal systems group. 

Finally, Intel understands that the FTC ha taen informal discovery of employees of 
other thd par OEMs through interviews. To the extent that the FTC has interiewed any HP 
employees or former lI employees, Intel requests that HP identi those employee to Intel and 
include them as custodian (ifnot aleady included on the above list). 

Please feel free to cal me any time to discuss ths letter or any other issues that relate to 
our litigation. 

Very tny your,


Â-,L. 
David T. Emauelson 

Cc: Joe Ostoyich 
Eddie Ferr
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EXHIBITD
 



UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
FEDERA TRE COMMSSION
 

)
In the Matter of ) 

INTEL CORPORATION, 
)
) Docket No. 9341 

)
Respondent. ) PUBLIC DOUMNT 

) 

NON-PARTY HEWLETT-PACKA COMPAN'S OBJCTIONS AND RESPONSES
 
TO SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM SERVED BY INTL CORPORA nON
 

Puuant to Rule 3.34(c) of the Federal Trade Commssion's Rule of Prctice, 16 C.F.R.
 

§ 3.34(c), in fuer support of 
 its motion to quash, non-part Hewlett-Packad Company ("HP") 

respectfully sets fort its objections and responses to the subpoena duces tecum ("Subpoena") 

served on it by Intel Corporation, in ths proceeding. 

SPECIFIC OBJCTIONS APPLICABLE TO ALL DOCUMENT REOUESTS 

1. HP objects to the Subpoena on the ground that it is overbroad and, therefore,
 

attempts to impose an undue burden and expense on non-part HP in violation of applicable
 

rues of practice of 
 the Federa Trade Commission ("FTC"). The Subpoena is overbroad 

because Intel can obtain much, if not all, of the inormation necessary to defend ths lawsuit, 

subject to the appropriate confdentiality restrctions, directly from the FTC (to the extent tht 

information is determed to be appropriately discoverable). Therefore, there is no need to 

burden non-par HP with the Subpoen, if ever, until Intel receives the Frc's document 

productions and ca deterne what, if any, additional inormtion they claim they need frm 

non-par HP. The Subpena is also overbroad and unduly burdensome beaus Intel has 

much, if not all, of the information necessar to defend this lawsuit, alredy in its possesion as 

a result of documents previously produced by HP and AMD in a prior lawsuit. Intel ca review 

these documents without the need to burden and has non-part HP. 



2. HP objects to the Subpoena insofar as it purorts to seek the production of 

confidential documents protected frm disclosure pursnt to the Federal Trade Commssion 

Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto includig, but not limted to,
 

16 C.F .R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuer objects to the Subpoena inofar as it purort to seek the 

production of confdential, proprieta documents produced by HP subject to a wrtten 

confidentiality agreeent and non-waiver agrement. 

3. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent that it is overly broad, unduly 

burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence 

relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action and imposes an undue 

burden and expense on non-par HP. 

4. HP objects to the Subpoena as being an improper attempt to obtain HP's
 

confdential, proprieta, and trde secret inormation. In order to properly protect its 

confdential, proprietar and trde secret inormation, HP wil produce inormation under the 

Protective Order tht ha been entered by the FTC which covers any information HP might
 

later produce in response to the Subpoena. 

5. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is preluded 

from producing puruant to confidentiality objections by thd pares. 

6. lI objects to the Subpoena to the extent tht it seeks to impose requirements on
 

HP in excess of, or inconsistent with, the requirments of the applicable Rules of Prctice of the 

FTC and/or the FedereÙ and Local Rules of Civil Procedure or by Cour Order. To the extent
 

tht HP is required to produce responsive, non-privileged docunicnts, HP will produce them in
 

accordance with applicable Rules ofPratice of 
 the FTC and/or Federa Rule of Civil 

Procedure 45(d)(1). As such, in accordace with 16 C.F.R. § 3.37 of 

the Rules of Prtice of
 

the FTC andior with Federa Rule of 
 Civi Procedure 45(d)(l), HP wil produce, to th extent it 

is require, electronically stored inormtion "in a form or fonus in which it is ordinaly 

iiaintaiiied or in a reasonably usble form or form," wil not prouce the same "electronically 

stored information in more than one form" and will not produce electrnically stored
 



information "frm sources that (HP) identifies as not reasonably accessible because of undue 

burden or cost." 

7. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent that it seeks inormation protected by the 

attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig expert pnvilege, the 

common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable priviege or protective doctrne. If HP 

later produces inormtion responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce only information that is 

responsive and not pnvileged. To the extent pnvileged inormation is produced, such 

production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege or immunity by 

vire of inadvertently producing such documents.
 

8. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent tht it is so vague, ambiguous, or 

incomprehensible, or contains undefied terms such that HP canot determine what 

information is sought and therefore cannot provide a meangful response. HP fuer objects 

to the Subpoena to the extent tht it is so vague, ambiguous and/or overbroad tht the buren of 

responding to the discovery far outweighs its possible benefit to InteL. As such, compliance 

with the Subpoena would be uneasonably burdensome and expensive for HP and/or would 

cause HP to undertke an uneasonable investigation. 

9. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent that it seeks rntenals equally available 

to Intel though public sources or records on the grounds tht it subjects HP to uneasonable 

and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose an obligation on HP which 

is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC and/or the 

Federal Rules of Civi Procedure. 

10. HP objects to the Subpoena on the grunds that it subjects HP to uneasonable 

and undue anoyance, buren and expene and purrt to impse an obligation on HP which 

is greater th tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Pratice of the FTC infar as it
 

purrts to sek the prodnction of documents regarding subjects about which HP has alrdy
 

produet.d materials to Intel in other litigations. 



11. HP objects to the Subpena to the extent that ít seeks inormation that is not in 

HP's possession, custody or control. 

12. HP objects to the Subpoena to the extent that it seeks inormation that is 

obtainable frm soures that are more convenient, less burensome and/or less expensive than
 

HP. 

13. HP objects to any implications and to any explicit or implicit chacteriation of 

facts, events, circumstaces, or issues in the Subpoena. IfHP later produces documents in 

response to the Subpoena, such production is not intended to indicate that HP agrees with any 

implication or any explicit or implicit charcteriation of facts, events, circumtaces, or issues 

in the Subpoena or that such implications or charcterizations are relevant to ths action. 

14. HP objects to producing any information or documents in response to the 

Subpoena without an agreement from Intel or an order from the Cour requirg Intel to pay
 

HP's costs and attorneys' fees incurred in responding to the Subpoena. 

15. By responding or objectig to the Subpoena, HP does not admt or imply that it 

has documents or information responsive to the Subpoena. 

16. HP objects to the time penod covered by the Subpoena as overly broad and 

unduly burdensome. 

17. HP incorprates the foregoing Specific Objections Applicable to All Doument 

Requests into each and every objection and response set fort below, regardless of whether 

they are referred to therein. In adítion, HP reserves the nght to amend, supplement and/or 

modify these objections and responses in accordance with the applicable Rules of Prnctice of 

the FTC and/or the Federl Rules of Civil Procedure. 

Subject to and withut waiver of the foregoing Speific Objections Applicable to All
 

Document Requests, HP objects and reponds to each Document Request in the Subpna as 

follows: 



Specific Objections and Responses to Document Requests 

1. Al DOCUMENTS that Hewlett-Packard (hereinafter, "HP") has shown to, provided to, 
or received from, the Federal Trade Commssion or the New York Attorney General 
relating to INTEL, AM, or any RELEVANT PRODUCT. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on al of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set forth 

in ful herein. HP objects to the Document Request insofar as it purprt to seek the production 

of confdential documents protected from disclosure puruat to the Federal Trade Commission 

Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but not limited to, 

16 C.F.R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuher objects to this Document Request insofar as it purprts to 

seek the production of confidential documents submitted to, received from, related to and/or 

reflecting communications with governenta bodies and/or agencies related to and/or in 

connection with a governental investigative proceeding on the grounds that such documents are 

protected from disclosure puruant to the Federal Trade Commssion Act and the Rules of 

Practice and reguations promulgated thereto as well as the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. HP 

fuer objects to this Document Request insofar as it purorts to seck the production of
 

confdential, proprieta documents produced by HP subject to a written confidentiality 

agrent and non-waiver agreement HP fuer objects to ths Document Request infar as it 

purrt to seek the production of confdential documents submitted to and/or received from
 

goverenta bodies and/or agencies purst to a written confidentiality agreement and 000

waiver agrent in connection with a governental investigation. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request infar as it purrt to seek production of HP'g confdential, proprietary, 



and trade secret inormation. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it 

seeks information HP is precluded from producing pursuant to confidentiality objections by thd 

partes. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request on the ground tht it is overly broad, 

unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action. HP objects to
 

the Document Request on the grunds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue annoyance, 

burden and expense and purorts to impose an obligation on HP which is greater than that 

contemplated by the applicable Rules of 
 Practice of 
 the FTC infar as it purport to seek the 

production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has already produced voluminous 

materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuher objects on the ground that the Document 

Request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purrts to requir HP to ascertain the intended
 

meanig or scope of the phrse "or any Relevant Product." HP fuer objects to this Document
 

Request insofar as it purports to impose a duty on HP to search for and produce documents 
i 

shoWn to, provided to or received from the New York Attorney General ("NY AG") on the 

ground it seeks to impose undue burden and expense on HP because, by definition, this 

Document Request seeks documents that are withn NY AG's possession, custody or control and 

Intel is currently a par to litigation with the NY AG. If 
 the documents sought in ths Document 

Request are detenned to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel ca obtain them from the 

NY AG (a par to that litigation) without the need to buren and harss non-par HP. HP 

objects furter to this Document Request on the ground that it seeks to impose undue burden and 

expens on HP inofar as it seeks the production of documents tht are withn FTC's possession, 

custody or control. If the documents sought in this Document Request are determined to be 

appropriately discverable, then Intel ca obtain them from the FTC (a par to this litigation) 



without the need to burden and harass non-part HP. 

2. All DOCUMNTS relating to or constituting any communication between HP and 
representatives ofthe Federal Trade Commission or the 
 New York Attorney General
relating to Intel, AMD, or any RELEVANT PRODUCT, including but not limited to: (i)
 
communications between HP and the Federal Trade Commission relating to the merger
 
beteen HP and COMPAQ; or (ii) communications between HP and the Federal Trade
 
Commission regarding commercial desk1:op negotiations between HP and Intel in 2002.
 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grunds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in ful herein. HP objects to the Document Request inofar as it purports to seek the production 

of confidential documents protected frm disclosure pursuat to the Federal Trade Commission 

Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but not limited to, 

16 C.F.R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar as it purort to 

seek the production of confidential documents submitted to, received from, related to and/or 

reflectig communications with governental bodies and/or agencies related to and/or in 

connection with a governental investigative proceeding on the grunds that such documents are 

protected from disclosure pursuant to the Federal Trade Commssion Act and the Rules of 

Practice and regulations promulgated thereto as well as the Federal Rules of 
 Civil Procedure. HP 

furter objects to ths Document Request insofar as it purports to seek the production of 

cunfiùtmtial, proprieta documents produced by HP subject to a written confidentiality 

agreement and non-waiver agreement. HP further objects to this Document Request insofar as it 

purrt to seek the production of confidential documents submtted to and/or received from
 

governental bodies and/or agencies puruant to a written confdentiaity agreement and non. 

waiver agreement in connection with a governental investigation. HP furter objects to the
 

Docwnent Request to the extent tht it seeks infoimtion protected by the attomey-client 



pnvilege, the work product doctre, the consultig expert pnvilege, the common interest
 

doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or protective doctrne. If HP later produces 

inormation respnsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce only inormation that is responsive and 

not privieged. To the extent privileged informtion is produced, such production is inadvertent. 

HP does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege or imunity by vire of inadvertently
 

producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar as it purport to 

seek production ofHP's confidential, propnetary, and trade secret information. HP fuer 

objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from 

producing purnt to confidentiality objections by third pares. HP further objects to ths 

Document Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and matenal to the claim or 

defense of any part to this action. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague
 

and ambiguous insofar as it purport to require HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of 

the phrse "or any Relevant Product." HP objects to the Document Request on the grounds that
 

it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue annoyance, burden and expense and purort to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater th that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice
 

of the FTC insofar as it purrts to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 

which HP has already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer 

objects to this Document Request insofar as it purprt to impose a duty on HP to search for and 

produce documents relating to or constitutig any communication between HP and the j\¡Y AG 

on the ground it seeks to impose undue burden and expense on HP because, by defition, ths 

Document Request seeks documents that are withn the NY AG' s possession, custody or contrl 

and Intel is currently a part to a litigation with the NY AG. If the docwiieiils sought in ths 



Document Request are determed to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them 

from the NY AG (a part to tht litigation) without the need to burden and harass non~pa HP. 

HP objects fuer to ths Document Request on the ground that it seeks to impose undue buren
 

and expense on HP inofar as it seeks the production of documents that are within FTC's 

possession, custody or control. If the documents sought in ths Document Request are 

determined to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from the FTC (a par to 

ths litigation) without the need to burden and harass non-part HP. HP fuer objects to this 

Document Request to the extent that it is so overbroad that the burden of responding to the 

discovery far outweighs its possible benefit to InteL. As such, compliance with the Document 

Request in the Subpoena would be unreasonably burdensome and expensive for HP and/or 

would cause HP to underte an unreasonable investigation. 

3. All DOCUMENTS requested ofHP in the March 8, 2010 subpoena duces tecum issued 
by the Federal Trade Commission. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on al of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP objects to the Document Request inofar as it purprts to seck thc production 

of confidential documents protected from disclosure pursuat to the Federal Trade Commission 

Act and the Rules of 
 Practice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but not limited to, 

16 C.F.R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuer objects to this Document Request inofar as it purort to 

seek the production of confidential, proprieta documents produced subject to a wrtten 

confdentiality agreement and non-waiver agrement. HP furter objects to the Document 

Request to the extent tht it set:ks infomi.tioll VlUtt:dt:d by tilt: altomey..dieut privilege, the work 

product doctre, the consultig expert pnvilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other
 



applicable priviege or protective doctre. IfHP later produces information responsive to the
 

Subpoena, it wil produce only information tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent 

privileged information is produced such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor 

intend to waive any privilege or imunty by vire of indvertently producing such documents. 

HP fuer objects to the Doument Request inofar as it purport to seek production ofHP's 

confidential, proprieta, and trde secret information. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request on the ground that it is overly broad, unduly burdensome, and not reasonably calculated 

to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of 

any part to ths action. HP objects to the Document Request on the grunds that it subjects HP
 

to uneasonable and undue annoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose an obligation 

on HP which is greater th that contemplated by the applicable Riles of Practice of the FTC 

insofar as it purort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has 

already produced volumnous interials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects fuer to this 

Document Request on the ground that it seeks to impose undue burden and expense on HP 

insofar as it seeks the production of documents tht are withi FTC's possession, custody or 

control. If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determned to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel ca obtain them from the FTC (a par to this litigation) without the need 

to burden and has non-part HP. 

4. AU DOCUMENTS that were marked as Exhibits in the Federal Trade Commission's 
deposition of Mike Winkler in 2003. 

OBJCTION AN RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Speific 

Objections Applicable to All Doument Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 



in full herein. HP objects to the Document Request insofar as it purort to seek the production 

of confdential documents protected from disclosure puruant to the Federal Trade Commission 

Act and the Rules ofPmctice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but not limted to, 

16 C.F.R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request inofar as it purport to 

seek the production of confdential, proprietary documents produced subject to a wrtten 

confdentiality agreement and non-waiver agreement. HP fuher objects to this Document 

Request insofar as it purprts to seek the production of confidential documents submitted to, 

received from, related to and/or reflecting communcations with governerital bodies and/or 

agencies related to and/or in connection with a governental investigative proceeding on the 

grounds tht such documents are protected from disclosure puruant to the Federal Trade 

Commission Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto as well as the 

Civil Procedure. HP furter objects to ths Document Request insofar as it 

purport to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta and trade secret information. HP 

Federal Rules of 


fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome as it seeks
 

documents that are irelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP objects
 

furter to this Document Request on the ground that it seeks to impose undue burden and 

expense on HP insofar as it seeks the production of documents that are with FTC's possession, 

custody or control. If the documents sought in this Document Request are determned to be 

appropriately discoverble, then Intel can obtain them from the FTC (a part to ths litigation) 

without the need to burden and harass non-part HP. 

5. AU internal DOCUMENTS relating to any analysis or coìnniunicatlon regarding any 
relief outlned by the Federal Trade Commission in tbe Nodce of Contemplated Relief 
portion of the Complaint in In the Matter of Intel Corporation, FTC Docket No. 9341, 



attached hereto as Exhibit B.
 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in ful herein. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar as it purport to seek the
 

production of confdential documents protected from disclosure pursuant to the Federal Trade 

Commission Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but 

not limted to, 16 C.F.R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar as it 

purorts to seek the production of confidential, proprieta documents produced by HP subject to 

a wrtten confdentiality agreement and non-waiver agreement. HP fuer objects to this 

Document Request insofar as it purport to seek the production of confdential documents 

submitted to, received from, related to and/or reflectig communications with governental 

bodies and/or agencies related to and/or in connection with a governental investigative 

proceeding on the grounds that such documents are protected from disclosure puruant to the
 

Federal Trade Commission Act and the Rules of 
 Practice and regulations promulgated thereto as 

well as the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the 

extent that it seeks information that is confidentiaL. HP fuher objects to the Document Request 

to the extent tht it seeks information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product 

dOt:tiim:, iht: consulting expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other 

applicable privilege or protective doctrne. IfHP later prouces information responsive to the 

Subpona, it wil produce only information that is respnsive and not privileged. To the extent 

privileged information is produced, such prouction is indvertent. HP does not waive nor 

intend to waive any privilege or imunity by virtue of i.nadvertently proucing such dociimfmts. 

HP further objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensme inofar as 



it seeks documents that are irrelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action. HP
 

furter objects on the ground that it is vague and ambiguous inofar as it purort to require HP 

to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of the Document Request. HP also objects to ths 

Document Request on the ground that it purorts to impose an obligation on HP, a non-par, to 

make a greater investigation and consult more documents than is contemplated by the Rules of 

Practice of the FTC and/or the Federa Rules of Civil Procedure. 

6. All DOCUMENTS relating to the negotiation and execution of the 2002 Memorandum of 
Understanding execnted between HP and AMD, including, but not limited to, all 
DOCUMENTS relating to or constituting any communications beteen HP or any of its 
representatives or agents and representatives of the Federal Trade Commission relating to 
the negotiation and execution of the 2002 Memorandum of Understanding between HP and 
AMD. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP objects to the Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek the production 

of confidential documents protected from disclosure pursuant to the Federal Trade Commission 

Act and the Rules of Practice and regulations promulgated thereto including, but not limited to, 

16 C.F .R. § 4.10 et. seq. HP further objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion that is confidentiaL. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later prouces information respnsive to the Subpoena it wil produce 

only information that is reponsive and not privileged. To tlie extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent, HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege or 





imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietary, 

and trde secret infonnation. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it 

seeks inonnation HP is precluded frm producing pursuant to confdentiality objections by thrd 

paries. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

insofar as it seeks documents that are irelevant and not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to
 

ths action. HP furter objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to
 

uneasonable and undùe anoyance, burden and expense and purports to impose an obligation on 

HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of 

Practice of the FTC 

insofar as it purort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has 

already produced volumnous materals to Intel in other litigations. HP also objects to this 

Document Request on the ground that it purports to impose an obligation on HP, a non-party, to 

make a greater investigation and consult more documents than is contemplated by the Federal 

Rules of Civil Procedure. HP objects fuer to ths Document Request on the ground tht it
 

seeks to impose undue burden and expens on HP because, by defintion, ths Document Request 

seeks documents that are with FTC's possession, custoy or contrl. If the documents sought
 

in this Document Request are detered to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain 

th~m from the FTC (a part to ths litigation) without the need to burden and hardS8 non~pary 

HP. HP further objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensme, vexatious, and seeking 

to impose an unnecessa expense on HP insofar as it seeks the production of documents alrdy 

withn the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to this litigation, including documents 

previously produced 
 by HP or AMD to InteL. Tntel can review Lhc~c documents without the nccd 



to burden and haras non-par HP. 

7. All DOCUMENTS relating to the 2004 Opteron Transaction Agreement between HP 
and Ai'\, including, but not limited to, aU DOCUMENTS relating to negotiations between
HPandAM. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation 

that is confdentiaL. lI fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks
 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the 
 common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by vire of indvertently producing such documents. lI fuer objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purort to seek production of 
 lI's confidential, proprieta, 

and trde Hecret infonnRtion. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it 

seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing puruant to confidentiality objections by third 

parties. lI fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burenome
 

insofar as it seeks documents that are not resonably calculated to lead to the disover of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action. lI
 

fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds tht it subjects HP to uneasonable and
 

iini:iie annoyance, burden and expense and purprt to impose an obligation on HP which is 

greater thn tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC iusofar as it 



purport to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has already 

produced volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request on the ground that it is unduly burdensome and beyond the scope of a non-part's duty 

to respond to discovery under the Rules of 

Practice of the FTC and/or the Federal Rules of 
 Civil 

Procedur insofar as it purrts to impose a burden on HP to produce documents from persons
 

and entities over whom it has no power or control. HP fuer objects to this Document Request 

as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unnecessar expense on HP insofar 

as it seeks the production of documents already within the possession, custody and control of 

Intel, a par to this litigation, including documents previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. 

Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

8. All DOCUMENTS relating to AJ'\'s 2004 Market Leadership Proposal to HP,
 
including, but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS relating to HP's evaluation of AM's
 
proposal.
 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to ths Docwnent Request to the extent that it seeks inormation 

that is coniidential. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later prouces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged informtion is 

produced, such production is indverent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by virtue of inadvertently producing such dOCUIlCIlL'j, UP further objects to the
 



Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing 

puruant to confidentiality objections by thid paries. HP fuer obj~ts to the Doument 

Request infar as it purrt to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, and 
 trde 

secret inormation. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burdensome inofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any part to this action. HP
 

fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad in that it does not limit the scope of 
 the 

request to the time frme relevant to the action. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on 

the grounds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and 

purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is grater than that contemplated by the applicable
 

Rules of Practice of the FTC insofar as it purorts to seek the production of documents regarding 

subjects about which HP has already produced volumnous materials to Intel in other litigations. 

HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purorts to 

require HP to asertin the intended meanng or scope of 
 the phrse "HP's evaluation." HP 

fuer objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seekig to
 

impose an unnecessa expense on HP insofar as it seeks the production of documents already 

with the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a part to ths litigation, including documents 

previously produced by HP or AMD to Intel. Intel can review these documents without the need 

to burden and harass non-part HP. 

9. All DOCUMENTS relating to the actual or proposed corporate agreement between 
Ai'\ and UP, codenamed NuBalance, including, but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS 
relating to UP's evaluation of Ai'\'s proposaL 

OBJCTON A~"D RESPONSE: 

HP objects to this Doument Request on all of the grounds set fort in iL'l Speific 



Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

tht is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by virte of indvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing puruat to 

confidentiality objections by third paries. HP further objects to the Document Request insofar 

as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietary, and trade secret information. 

HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as
 

it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible eviden'ce 

relevant and material to the claim or defense of any party to ths action. HP fuer objects to
 

ths Document Request as overbroad in tht it does not limit the scope of the request to a tie 

frme relevant to the action. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and
 

ambiguous insofar as it purprt to require HP to ascertain the intended meag or scope of the 

phre "HP's cvaluation," and LIP is incapable of ascerinig by reasonable mean the intended 

meaing or scope of 
 the Document Request. HP fuher objects to the Document Request on the 

grunds that it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue annoyance, buren and expen and 

purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable
 

Rules of Prctice of the FTC insfnr as it purorts to seek the production of um;uments regarding
 



subjects about which HP has already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. 

HP fuer objects to this Document Request on the ground that it is unduly burdensome and 

beyond the scope ofa non-patty's duty to respond to discovery under the Rules of 
 Practice of 
 the 

FTC and/or the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure insofar as it purort to impose a burden on HP 

to produce documents from persons and entities over whom it has no power or control. HP 

fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seeking to
 

impose an unnecessary expense on HP insofar as it seeks the production of documents already 

with the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to ths litigation, including documents 

previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. Intel can review these documents without the need 

to burden and harass non-part HP. 

10. From January 1, 2006 to present, all DOCUMENTS relating to any agreement or 
potential agreement between HP and AMD, including, but not limited to, all 
DOCUMENTS regarding the terms of any agreement between HP and AMD, the 
negotiations of such agreements, and HP's evaluation of such AM's proposals and any 
resulting agreements. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. IIP further objects to tlis Document Request to the extent tht it seeks informtion 

that is confidentiaL. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting expert 

privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or protective 

doctrine. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it will produce only 

inormation tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

prouced, such production is indvertent HP docs not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 



or immunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing 

purt to 
 confidentiality objections by thd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request inofar as it pwport to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, and trde
 

secret inormation. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP
 

fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous infar as it pwport to
 

requie HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of the phrses "potential agreement" and
 

"HP's evaluation" and HP is incapable of ascerting by reasonable means the intended
 

meang or scope of 
 the Document Request. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the 

grounds that it subjects HP to unreasnable and undue annoyance, burden and expens and 

purport to impose an obligation on HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable 

Rules of Practice of the FTC inofar as it pwport to seek the production of documents regarding 

subjects about which HP has already produced volumnous materils to Intel in other litigations. 

HP furter objects to ths Document Request on the ground tht it is beyond the scope of a non

par's duty to respond to discovery under the Rules of Practice of 
 the FTC and/or the Federal 

Rules of Civi Procedure insofar as it purprt to impose a burden on HP to produce documents 

frm persons and entities over WhUUl it has no power or contrl. HP fuer objects to ths
 

Docunient Request as unduly burdenme, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unecessar 

expen on HP inofar as it seks the production of documents aleay withn the possesion, 

custody and control of Intel. a party to tliis Jitigai.nn, including docments prèously produced 

by HP or AM to InteL. Intel ca review these documents without the need to burden and has 

http:Jitigai.nn


non-par HP.
 

11. From January 1, 200 to the present, all DOCUMENTS relating to or constituting 
communications between HP and AMD concerning the sale of MICROPROCESSORS or 
GPUs from AMD or Intel. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP further objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded frm producing 

pursuant to confidentiality objections by thd paries. HP furter objects to the Document 

Request insofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta, and trde 

secret information. HP furher objects to thís Doument Request as overly broad and unduly 

burdenme insofar as it seeks document'l not reasonably caculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and materal to the claim or defene of any par to ths action. HP
 

furter objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to unrsonable and 

undue anoyance, buren and expense and purprts to impose an obligation on HP which is 

greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC insofar as it 



purort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has already
 

produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request on the ground that it is beyond the scope of a non-par's duty to respond to discovery 

under the Rules of Practice of the FTC and/or the Federa Rules of Civil Procedure insofar as it 

purorts to impose a burden on HP to produce documents from persons and entities over whom it 

has no power or contrl. HP furter objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome,
 

vexatious, and seekig to impose an unecessar expense on HP insofar as it seeks the 

production of documents already withn the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a par to
 

ths litigation, including documents previously produced by HP or AM to Intel. Intel can 

review these documents without the need to burden and harss non-part HP. 

12. From January 1,2006 to present, all DOCUMNTS relating to competitive assessments 
of INTEL, AMD, or VIA, including, but not limited to, market shares, capacity, financial 
analyses or assessments, prices, marketing, pricing, discounting, products, technology, 
roadmaps, support, product supply, research and development strategies, or 
MICROPROCESSOR penormance, including but not limited to any internal benchmarks, 
workloads, or tests developed or used to compare MICROPROCESSORS. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuher objects to the Doument Request to the extent that it seeks 

intormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it will produce
 

only information tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced. such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 



or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the
 

Document Request inofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta,
 

and trade secret inormtion. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

infonnation HP is precluded from producing puruat to confidentiality objections by thd
 

pares. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request on the ground that it is beyond the scope of
 

a non-par's duty to respond to discovery insofar as it purrt to impose a burden on HP to 

produce documents frm persons and entities over whom it has no power or control. HP fuher 

objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue 

annoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose an obligation on HP which is greater 

than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC insofar as it purort to
 

seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has already produced 

volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request 

as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated 

to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of 

any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome,
 

vexatious, and seeking to impose an unecessar expense on HP insofar as it seeks the 

production of documents already within the possession, custody and control of Intel, a part to 

this litigation, including documents previously produced by HP to InteL. Intel can review these 

dòcuments without the need to burden and hafi non-part HP.
 

13. All DOCUMENTS relating to compettive assessments of NVIIA, including, but not 
limited to, market shares, caparity, financia analses or assessments, prices marketing, 
pricing, discounting, or resarch and development strategies or GPU penormance. 

OBJCTON A.1\ RESPONSE: 

HP öbjeèts to ths Document Request 011 all of the grounds set fort in its Speific 



Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incoiporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuher objects to this Document Request to the extent tht it seeks information 

that is confidential. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of indvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it puiports to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 

and trde secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information HP is precluded from producing puruat to confdentiality objections by thrd
 

paries. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP further
 

objects to this Document Request insofar as it purrts to seek documents outside ofHP's 

possession, custody and control. HP objects fuer to this Document Request as overly broad
 

and unduly burdenome insofar as it is not limted to the timefrme relevant to ths action, or to 

any specific products at issue in this (',,~ti(ln. HP further objects to this Document Requ6!lt insofar 

as it purprt to impose a duty on HP to seah for and produce documents relatig to or 

constitutig competitive assessments ofNVIDIA on the grund it seeks to impose undue burden 

and expens on HP to the extent tht it seeks the production of documents that ar within 

NVDIA's possession, custody or control. Intel is curently a par to litigation with NVDIA. 



If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determined to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIDIA (a par to that litigation) without the 

need to buren and harss non-part HP. 

14. Al DOCUMENTS relating to the abilty of any RELEVANT PRODUCT made or sold 
by NVIIA~ ATI, or VIA to interoperate with any INTEL or AMD RELEV Ai~T 
PRODUCT. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by virte of indverently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietary, 

and trde secet information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it 

seeks information HP is precluded from producing pursuant to confidentiality objections by thd 

pares. HP further objects to ths Doument Request as overly broad and unduly burensme 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonaly calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action. HP fuher
 



objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue 

anoyance, burden and expense and purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is grater 

th that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of 
 the FTC insofar as it purort to 

seek the production of document regarding subjects about which HP has already produced 

volumous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to this Document Request 

as unduly burdensome and overbroad insofar as it does not limit the scope of the request to a 

time frame relevant to the action. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as unduly 

burdensome, vexatious, and seekig to impose an unecessaiy expese on HP to the extent that it 

seeks the production of documents already withn the possession, custody and control of 
 Intel, a 

part to th litigation, including documents previously produced by HP to Intel. Intel can
 

review these documents without the need to burden and hass non-par HP. HP fuher objects 

on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purort to require HP to 

ascertin the intended meang or scope of the phrase "any Relevant Product" and HP is 

incapable of ascertining by reasonable meas the intended meanng or scope of the Document 

Request. By way of fuer answer, HP states that it did not and does not maufactue the 

products made by NVDIA, ATI, or VIA and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverale inormation 

about items made by these companes, it should obtain tht information from NVDIA, ATT, or 

VIA, who manufactured those products. 

is. Al DOCUMENTS from January l, 199 to the present that constitute, refer, or relate 
to HP's evaluation of the performance of any MICROPROCESSOR in connection with its 
purchasing decisions or award of design wins, including, but not limited to, al documents 
relatig to HP's internal testig or benchmarking or performance or the use of externaUy 

developed benchmars. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Speific 



Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in ful herein. HP fuer objects to ths Docwnent Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation
 

tht is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Docwnent Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctrne, th consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it will produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such docwnents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Docwnent Request insofar as it puiort to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta,
 

and trade secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation HP is precluded from producing puruant to confdentiality objections by thd 

parties. HP fuer objects to the Docwnent Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to
 

uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purrts to impose an obligation on 

HP which is greater thn that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC 

insofar as it puiort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has 

already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fiirther ()hje~ts to this 

Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome infar as it seeks documents not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the 

claim or defense of any pai1y to this action. HP fuer objects on the ground tht the request is 

vague and ambiguous insofar as it purport to reuie HP to ascein the inteded meang or 

scope of the phrse "HP's evaluation" and HP is incapable of a'iertining by reasonable mea 

Ùie intended meanig or scope of the Document Request. HP fuer objects to ths Document 



Request as overly broad in that it seeks 
 documents regardig "any MICROPROCESSOR." HP 

fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seeking to
 

impose an unecessary expense on HP inofar as it seeks the production of documents aleady 

withn the possession, custody 
 and control ofIntel, a par to this litigation, including documents 

previously produced by HP to Intel. Intel can review these documents without the need to 

burden and harss non-par HP.
 

16. AU DOCUMENTS relating to Hpts use of any RELEVANT BENCHMARK in any 
communication to any customer, MICROPROCESSOR manufacturer, or any other third 
part, including, but not limited, ("sic") to Hpts decision to use or not use any RELEVANT
BENCHM the method of obtaining the fial form of any RELEVANT
BENCHM the compilation of anyRELEV ANT BENCHMAR initially distributed 
as source code such as Linpack and SPEC, and any disclaimers or other language 
accompanying the RELEVANT BENCHMAR 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to thís Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation 

that is confidentiaL. HP further objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoen it wil produce 

only inormation tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by virte of inverntly proucing such douments. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purprts to seek production of HP' s confidential, proprietary, 

and trde secret inormtion. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 



information HP is precluded from producing pursuat to confidentiality objections by thrd 

partes. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to
 

uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purrts to impose an obligation on 

HP which is greater th that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC
 

insofar as it purorts to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has 

aleady produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP furter objects to this 

Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it is not limited to the time 

frme relevant to ths action. HP furter objects to ths Document Request as overly broad in
 

that it seeks documents regarding "any customer, MICROPROCESSOR manufactuer, or any 

other thd part," without limtation to the pares and products at issue in this action. HP
 

fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it
 

seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence 

relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP furter objects on
 

the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purort to require HP to 

ascertain the intended meaning or scope of the phrses "relevant benchmar intially distrbuted
 

as source code such as " and HP is incapable of ascerinng by reasonable meas the intended 

meang or scope of the Document Request. HP furter objects to this Document Request as 

vague, unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks the production of documents already 

in lhe possc8gionj custody and control of Intel, n pnity to this action, including documents 

previously produced by HP to Intel. Intel can review these documents without the need to 

burden and harass non-par HP. 

17. AU DOUMENTS relating to'INVs or any other MICROPROCESSOR 
manufacturer's use of any RELEVAN BENCHMA in any communication to UP, 
including, but Dot limIted to, any disclaiers or other language accompanying the 



benchmark. 

OBJCTION AN RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

tht is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later prouces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced; such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by virte of indvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek production of HP' s confidential, proprieta, 

and trde secret information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it 

seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing pursuat to confidentiality objections by thid 

partes. HP fuer objects to ths Doument Request as overly broad in that it seeks documents 

regaring "any other MICROPROCESSOR manufactuer," without limitation to the pares and 

products at issue in ths action. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that 

it subjects HP to unreasonable and imdue annoyance, burden and expense and purports to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater th tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Pratice
 

of the FTC insofar as it purrt to seek the production of documents regarng subjects about 

which HP ha aleady prouced volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer 

objects to ths Doument Request as ovèrly broad in tht it is not limited to the time frme 

relevant to ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad, unduly
 



burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to
 

ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as vague, unduly burdensome and
 

vexatious insofar as it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and 

control ofIntel, a part to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP to Intel.
 

18. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's participation in the development of any benchmark 
that can be used to assess MICROPROCESSOR penormance or functionality, including, 
but not limited to, any feedback or other communication provided by HP to any entity that 
issued any such benchmark. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incoiporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrie, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces informtion responsive to the Subpoena it wil produce 

only information tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by virtue of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purport to seek production of HP's confdential, proprietar, 

and trade secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation HP is precluded frm producing pursuant to confidentiality o~iections by third 

parties. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to
 



unreasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose an obligation on 

HP which is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of 
 Practice of the FTC 

inofar as it purrts to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has
 

already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths
 

Document Request as overly broad in that it seeks documents regarding "any benchmark" and 

"any entity" without limitation to the paries and products at issue in this action. HP furter 

objects to th Document Request as overly broad in that it is not limited to the time frame 

relevant to ths action. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any part to ths action. HP
 

fuer objects to this Document Request as vague, unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as
 

it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a 

part to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP to InteL. Intel can review 

these documents without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

19. All DOCUMENTS relating to UP's assessment of AM' s 64-bit technology, including, 
but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS relating to UP's view of the impact of AMD's 
introduction of 64bit technology on Intel's or UP's investment in the Itanium technology. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Docunient Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set tòrt 

in full herein. HP furter objects to this Document Request to the extent tht it seeks informtion 

that is confdentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expe privilege, the common interest doctrne, anòJor any other applicable privilege or 



protective doctre. IfHP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent prvileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request inofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprietary, 

and trde secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information HP is precluded from producing puruat to confdentiality objections by thd
 

partes. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad in tht it is not limited to 

the tie frme relevant to ths action. HP fuher objects on the ground that the request is vague
 

and ambiguous inofar as it purport to require HP to ascertain the intended meang or scope of 

the phrase "HP's assessment,." and HP is incapable of ascertinng by reasonable means the 

intended meaning or scope of the Document Request. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue anoyance, burden and 

expense and purorts to impose an obligation on HP which is greater thn tht contemplated by 

the applicable Rules of Practice of 
 the FTC insofar as it purort to seek the production of 

documents regaring subjects about which HP has aleady produced volumous materials to 

Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad, and 

unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lea to the 

discovery of admissible evidence relevant and matcrial to thc claim or defcnse of any paty to 

th action. HP fwther objects to th Doument Request as vague, unduly burdensome and
 

vexatious inofar as it seks the production of documents alrdy in the possession, custody and 

control of InteL, a part to ths action, including documents previously prouced by HP and 

AM to InteL. Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and haras oon



par HP.
 

20. All DOCUMENTS relating to HPts decision to purchase AMD MICROPROCESSORS 
for integration into HP desktops and notebooks for the consumer market segment, 
including, but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS relating to HPts assessment of AMts 
consumer desktop and notebook roadmaps and al DOCUMENTS relatig to HPts 
assessment of the purchasing preferences of consumer customers. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the growids set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks informtion 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produce, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request inofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprietary, 

and trde secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information HP is preluded from producing ptmuant to confdentiality objections by thrd 

paries. HP fuher objects to ths Doument Request as overly broad in that it is not limited to 

the tie frme relevant to ths action. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague 

and ambiguous insofar as it purrt to re HP to ascerain the intended meaning or scope of 

the phrase "HP's assessment" and HP is incapable of ascertg by reanable mea the 

intended meang or scope of the Document Re.qiiest. HP furter objects to the Document 



Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and 

expense and purrts to impose an obligation on HP which is grter than tht contemplated by 

the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC inofar as it purrt to seek the production of
 

documents regarding subjects about which HP has already produced voluminous materials to 

Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and 

unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to
 

this action. HP further objects to ths Document Request as vague, unduly burdensome and 

vexatious insofar as it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and 

control of Intel, a par to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP and 

AMD to Intel. Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and haras non-

part HP.
 

21. All DOCUMENTS relating to lI's decision to purchase AM MICROPROCESSORS 
for integration into lI desktops and notebooks for the commercial market segent 
(including both the large enterprise segment or the small and medium business segment),
including, but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS relating to lI's assessment of AM's 
corporate desktop and notebook roadmaps, the platform stabilty (including image
stabilty) of Intel and AM platform, the reliabili of 
CHIPSETS for Intel and AMD platforms, and the purchasing preferences of corporate 
customers. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

that is confdentiaL. HP furter objects to th Documnt Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormtion protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulti 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, anor any other applicable privilege or 



protective doctrie. If HP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purort to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprietary, 

and trde secret information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC insofar as it purorts to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about 

which HP has already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing 

pursuant to confidentiality objections by third paries. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request as overly broad in that it is not limited to the time frame relevant to ths action. HP 

furter objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purports to 

require HP to ascertain the intended meaning or scope of 
 the phre "HP's assessment" and HP
 

is incapable of ascertining by reasonable means the intended meang or scope of 
 the Document 

Request. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

inofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible
 

evidence relevant and material to the claim 01' defense of any pary to ths action. HP furer
 

objects to this Document Re"luest as unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks the 

production of documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to ths
 

action, including documents previously prouced 
 by HP and AMD to InteL. Intel can review 

these documents without the need to burden and harass non~par HP. By way of furher anwer, 



HP states that it does not manufactue "CHISETS for INTEL and AMD platform," and if Intel 

seeks documents related to these products, Intel can seek such documents from the manufacturer 

of the "CHIPSETS." 

22. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's assessment of the relative battery life of notebok 
PCs with Intel or AM MICROPROCESSORS, including, but not limited to, all 
documents relating to the impact of such battery life on UP's purchasing decisions. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent tht it seeks information
 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena it wil produce 

only informtion that is responsive and not privileged. To the 'extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuher objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purrt to seek the prouction ofHP's confidential, proprietary, 

and trde secet information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds tht it
 

subjects HP to unreasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expens and purorts to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater thn that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC inofar as it purort to seek the production of documents regaring subjects about
 

which HP ha alrdy produced volumous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Doument Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing 



pursuant to confidentiality objections by thd paries. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request as overly broad in that it is not limted to the tie frame relevant to ths action. HP 

furer objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous insofar as it purorts to
 

the phrse "HP's assessment" and HP 

is incapable of ascertaining by reasonable means the intended meang or scope of the Document 

require HP to ascertin the intended meang or scope of 


Request. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any part to ths action. HP fuer
 

objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks the 

production of documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to ths
 

action, including documents previously produced by HP and AMD to Intel. Intel can review 

these documents without the need to burden and haass non-par HP. 

23. All DOCUMENTS relating to HP's decision to purchase AMD MICROPROCESSORS 
for integration into UP servers, including, but not limited to, all DOCUMENTS relating to 
UP's assessment of AMD's server roadmaps and all DOCUMENTS relating to HP's 
assessment of the purchasing preferences of server customers. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. Hl furter objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks information
 

tht is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrie, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces infonntion responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 



only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purrts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta,
 

and trde secret informtion. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation HP is precluded from producing puruant to confidentiality objections by thd 

paries. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad in that it is not limted to 

the tie frme relevant to this action. HP fuer objects on the grund tht the request is vague
 

and ambiguous insofar as it purrts to require HP to ascertai the intended meang or scope of 

the phre "HP's assessment" and HP is incapable of ascertg by reasonable means the
 

intended meaning or scope of the Document Request. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request on the grounds tht it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and 

expense and purprts to impose an obligation on HP which is greater thn that contemplated by 

the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC insofar as it purorts to seek the production of 

documents regarding subjects about which HP ha aleady produced volumious materials to 

Intel in other litigations. HP furter objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and 

unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admssible evidence relevant and materil to the claim or defense of any pa to 

this action. HP further ohjedf. to this DOGtlment Request as unduly burdenome and vexatious 

insofar as it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and control of 

Intel, a par to ths action, including documents previously produc by HP and AMD to Intel. 

Intel can review thes documents without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

24. From January i, 200 to present, all DOCUMENTS relating to Hp.s 
MICROPROCESSOR and GPU or integated graphics sourcing strategies and purcha~ 



including, but not limited, ("SIC") all DOCUMNTS presented to tbe UP Board of 
Directors or UP executive committee regarding its assessment of INTEL, AM, NVIDIA, 
A TI, and VI perlormance, roadmaps, or assessment of the success of HP's 
MICROPROCESSOR and GPU or integrated graphics sourcing strategies. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE;
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attrney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. IfHP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it will produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 

and trade secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation HP is preluded from producing puruat to confidentiality objections by thd 

pares. HP fuher objects to ths Doument Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discover of admssible 

evidence relevant and materal to the clai or defense of any part to ths action. HP fuher
 

objects to the Document Request on the grounds tht it subjects HP to unreaonable and undue 

anoyance, burden and expee and purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is greter 

than tht conteplate by the applicable Rules of Practice ?f the FTC insfar as it purprt to
 

seek the production of documents regarding sujects about which HP has aleady produced 



volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request 

as unduly burensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks the production of documents alreay in 

the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a part to ths action, includig documents 

previously produced by HP, NVDIA, or AM to Intel. Intel ca review these documents 

without the need to buren and hamss non-par HP. 

25. Al DOCUMENTS from January 1, 1999 to the present relating to the effect of any 
agreements between HP and INEL for the purchase of AN RELEVANT PRODUCT on 
the total number of computer or computer systems sold by HP and the profits earned by 
UP on those sales. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidential. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena it wil produce
 

only inormation tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadverent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Doument Request infa as it pwprt to seek prouction ofHP's confidential, proprieta and 

trde secret inormation. HP fuer objects to the Doument Request to the extent tht it seeks 

inormation HP is precluded from proucing puruant to confdentiality objections by thd 

pares. HP furter objects to ths Doument Request as overly broad and unduly burensome
 



insofar as it seeks irelevant documents that are not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery 

of admissible evidence relevant and rntenal to the claim or defense of any part to ths action.
 

HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is unduly burenome, vague and ambiguous 

inofar as it purrt to require HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of the phrse "the
 

effect of' and HP is incapable of ascertg by reasonable means the intended meang or 

scope of the Doument Request. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly 

burdensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks the production of documents already in the 

possession, custody and contrl of Intel, a par to ths action, including documents previously
 

produced by lI to InteL. Intel can review these documents without the nee to burden and 

harass non-par lI.
 

26. From June 1, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS relating to any delay in the launch 
of any AM or VIA MICPROCESSOR ("SIC"). 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

lI objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormtion 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

exper pnviege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable pnvilege or 

protective doctne. If HP later produces information respnsive to the Subpena, it wil produce 

only inormtion tht is reponsive and not pnvileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such prouction is inadvertent. lI does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege
 

or immunty by vire of indverntly producing suh documents. lI objects to the Document
 



Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing pursuant to 

confdentiality objections by thrd pares. HP fuher objects to the Document Request insofar as
 

it purort to seek production öfHP's confidential, proprietar and trde secet inormation. HP 

fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burensome insofa as it
 

seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discoveiy of admssible evidence 

relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request on the grounds tht it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue annoyance, 

burden and expense and purrt to impose an oblìgation on HP which is greater th that 

contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of 
 the FTC insofar as it purorts to seek the 

production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has already produced voluminous 

materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request infar as it 

purport to impose a burden on HP to produce documents that are outside ofHP's possession, 

custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome and
 

vexatious insofar as it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and 

control ofIntel, a par to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP or AMD 

to Intel. Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and harss non-par HP. 

By way of fuer answer, HP states that it did not and does not manufacture "AMD OR VIA 

MICROPROCESSOR" and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverable inormation about these items, 

it should seek to obtain that inormation frm AM or VIA. 

27. From June 1,2006 to the present, al DOCUMENTS relating to any shortage in supply 
of aoy AMD or VI MICROPROCESSOR. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Doument Request on all of the grunds set forth in its Speific 



Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set forth 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to th Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

tht is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wíl produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document 

Request to the extent that it seks information HP is precluded from producing puruat to 

confdentiality objections by thi paries. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar
 

as it purprt to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta and trade secret information.
 

HP furter objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as
 

it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discover of admissible evidence 

relevant and material to the clai or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue anoyance, 

burden and expense and purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is grter th tht
 

contemplated by the applicable Rules of Prctice of the FTC infar as it purprts to seek the
 

production of documents regarding subjects about which HP has aleady produced voluminous 

materials to Intel in other litigations. HP furter objects to ths Document Request insofar as it 

purort to impose a burn on HP to prouc docents outside ofHP's possession, custody
 

and contrl. HP fuer objects to ths Doument Request as unduly burdenome and vexatious
 

insofa as it seks the production of documents alrdy in the possesion, custody and contrl of 



Intel, a part to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. 

Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and harss non-pary HP. By way 

of fuer answer, HP states that it did not and does not manufacture "AMD OR VI 

MICROPROCESSOR" and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverable infonnation about these 

products, it should obtain that infonnation from AMD or VI. 

28. From June 1, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS relating to any testing by HP of 
any AMD MICROPROCESSOR or system using an AMD MICROPROCESSOR, 
including but not limited to any test relating to performance or battery life. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in ful herein. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks infonnation 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inonnation protected by the attrney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the 
 consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. IfHP later produces inonnation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only infonnation tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged informtion is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by virtue of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuher objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purprt to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietary, 

and trde secret inormtion. HP furter objects to the Doument Request on the grounds tht it
 

subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expe and purrt to impose
 

an obligation on HP which is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC inofa as it purprt to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 



which HP has already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer 

objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from 

producing pursuat to confidentialty objections by thd pares. HP fuer objects to tls
 

Document Request as unduly burenme and vexatious inofar as it seeks production of 

documents alrady in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to tls action,
 

including documents previously produced by HP or AMD to Intel. Intel can review these 

documents without the need to burden and har non-par HP. 

29. From June 1, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS comparing the penormance of a 
system using an AM MICROPROCESSOR with the penormance of a system using aD 
INTEL MICROPROCESSOR. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Doèument Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP further objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks informtion 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only inormation tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by virte of inadvertently proucing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Reques insofar as it purrt to seek production of HP's confidential, proprietary, 

and trade set information. HP fuer objects to the Doument Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to unreaonable and undue anoyance, burden and expe and purrts to impse
 

-_. -,-----



an obligation on HP which is greaer than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC insofar as it purort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about 

which HP has already produced volumious matenals to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing 

pursuat to confidentialty objections by thd pares. HP fuher objects to ths Document 

Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or 

defense of any part to ths action. HP furter objects to ths Document Request inofar as it 

seeks documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths
 

Document Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks documents already in 

the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a part to this action, including documents 

previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. Intel can review these documents without the need 

furter anwer, HP states that it did not and does
to burden and harass non-par HP. By way of 


Intel seeks discoverable 
not manufactue "AMD MICROPROCESSOR" and, therefore, if 


information about ths product, it should obtain that information from AMD. 

30. From June 1, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS relating to HP's consideration or
 
analysis of any manageabilty or security solution from Intel or AMD.
 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation 

tht is confdential. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extet tht it seeks
 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consultig 

exper priviege, the common interest doctre, andior any other applicable privilege or 



protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced: such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request inofar as it purort to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 

and trde secret inormation. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information HP is precluded from producing puruant to confdentiality objections by thd
 

pares. HP fuer objects on the ground tht the reuest is vague and ambiguous insofar as it 

the phrse "HP's
purort to require HP to ascertain the intended meang or scope of 


consideration or anlysis, " and HP is incapable of ascerinng by reasonable meas the 

intended meaning or scope of the Document Request. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and 

expense and purort to impose an obligation on HP which is greater than tht contemplated by 

the applicable Rules of Practice of 
 the FTC insofar as it purort to seek the production of 

documents regarng subjects about which HP ha already produced voluminous materials to 

Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and 

unduly burensome insofar as it seeks documents not reanably calculated to lead to the 

discover of admissible evidence relevant and materal to the claim or defense of any part to 

ths action. HP furter objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdenme and vexatious 

insofar as it seeks documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to
 

this action, including documents previously produ by HP and AMD to InteL. Intel can review 

these documents without the nee to burden and hass non-par HP. 

31. From June 1, 200 to the presnt, aU DOCUMENTS relting to any dierences in end 
customers' willngness to pay for AMD-based HP systems and INTEL-bas HP systems, 



including, but not limited to, all documents relating to any differences in the prices of Intel-
based ("sic") and AMDbased computers sold by HP. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specifc 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client pnvilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert pnvilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne: If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormtion is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege 

or imunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta and 

trade secret information. HP furter objects to this Document Request as overly broad and 

unduly burensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of adissible evidence relevant and materal to the claim or defense of any par to
 

ths action. HP furter objects on the grund that the request is vague and ambiguous inofar as 

it purprt to requie HP to ascertin the intended meang or scope of the phre "customers' 

wilingness;' and HP is incapable of ascernig by reasonable means the intended meanng or 

scope of the Document Request. HP furter objects to the Doument Request on the grunds 

th it subjects HP to unreanable and undue anoyance, bur an expense and purrts to 

impose an obligation on HP which is greater thn tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of
 

Prctice of the FTC infar as it purrt to seek the production of documents regardig subjects
 



about which HP has already produced volumnous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP 

fuer objects to this Document Request on the ground tht the Doument Request is
 

burdensome infar as it seeks documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and contrl. HP 

fuher objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks 

the production of documents already in the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a par to
 

ths action, including documents previously produced by HP or AM to Intel. Intel can review 

these documents without the need to buren and haass non-par HP. 

32. From June 1, 2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS comparing INTEL's and AMD's 
manufactring process technologies. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

tht is confidential. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks
 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpena, it wil produce 

only information tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertnt HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing suh documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request infar as it purrt to seek prouction ofHP's confdentíal, proprieta and
 

trade seret informtion. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grunds tht it
 

subjects HP to unonable and undue anoyance, buren and expens and purrt to impse 



an obligation on HP which is grater than tht contemplated by the applicable R~les of Practice 

of the FTC inofar as it purrt to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 

which HP has already produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded frm producing 

purt to confdentiality objections by third pares. HP fuher objects to tls Document
 

Request insofar as it seeks the production of documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and 

control. HP fuher objects to tls Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

inofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer
 

objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks the 

production of documents already in the possession, custody and control ofIntel, a part to ths
 

action, including documents previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. Intel can review these 

documents without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. By way of 
 fuer answer, HP
 

states that it did not and does not develop "INEL's and AMD's manufacturig process 

technologies" and, therefore, ifInteI seeks discoverable informtion about ths technology, it 

already ha it in its possession, or should obtain that inormtion from AMD. 

33. From June 1,2006 to the present, all DOCUMENTS relating to any concerns about the 
acceptance of AMD-based systems among HP's commercial customers. 

OBJCTION Ai~D RESPONSE: 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein HP further objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seks informion 

tht is confidential. HP fuher objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 



information protected by the attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such prouction is inadvertnt. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege
 

or imunty by vire of inadverently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request insofar as it purrts to seek production of HP's confidential, proprieta and 

trade secret information. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation HP is precluded from producing puruant to confidentiality objections by thd 

partes. HP furter objects to this Document Request inofar as it seeks the production of
 

documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP furter objects to ths Document 

Request as overly broad and unduly burdensme insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably 

calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or 

defense of any par to this action. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grunds
 

that it subjects HP to unreasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purort to 

impose an obligation on HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of 

Practice of the FTC insofar as it purrts to seek the production of documents regarding subjects 

about which HP has alrady produced volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP 

further objects to ths Document Request on the ground tht the request is vagu and ambiguous 

inofar as it purport to reuir HP to ascertn the intended meaning or scpe of the phr 

"accetace of AMD-bas system," and HP is inpable of ascertining by reaonable mea 

the intended meanig or scope of the Document Request. HP furter objects to ths Document 

Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks the proction of documents 



already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, a par to this action, including
 

documents previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. Intel can review these documents 

without the need to burden and hara non-par HP. 

34. Al DOCUMENTS relating to any study or analysis penormed by BAI & COMPANY 
of MICROPROCESSOR pricing by INTL and/or AMD from January 1, 2005 through 
September 30, 2006. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on al of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks inonnation 

that is confidential. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

infonnation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inonnation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inonnation is 

produced, such prouction is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by virtue of inadv~rtently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purort to seek production ofHP's confdential, 
 proprietary and 

trade secret infonnation. HP further objects to the Document Request on the grounds tht it 

subjects HP to uneaonable and undue anoyance, buren and expense and purrts to impose 

an obligation on HP which is grater th tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice
 

of the FTC inofar as it purprt to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 

which HP has alrdy produced voluminous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Doument Request to the extent that it seeks informtion HP is preluded frm producin 



puruant to confidentiality objections by thd pares. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request insofar as it purort to impose a buren on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's 

possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad
 

and unduly burdensome inofar as it seeks documents not reanably calculated to lead to the 

discoveiy of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to
 

ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burensome and vexatious
 

insofar as it seeks the production of documents aleady in the possession, custody and control of 

Intel, a par to this action, including documents previously produced by HP or AM to InteL. 

Intel can review these documents without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

35. All DOCUMENTS relating to the success, performance, sales, customer acceptance or 
satisfaction, or lack of any of the foregoing, of any UP computer system using a VI 
MICROPROCESSOR. 

OBJECTION Ai~D RESPONSE: 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to Aii Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

tht is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Doument Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrine, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpo, it will produce 

only inormation tht is reponsive and not privileged To the extent privileged inormtion Is 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by vire of indverently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request insofar as It purprts to sek the production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 



and trde secret inormation. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to unasnable and undue anoyance, buren and expense and purorts to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of 
 Pratice 

of the FTC inofar as it puirt to seek the production of documents regarng subjects about
 

which HP has already produced volumous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer 

objects to ths Document Request insofar as it purorts to impose a buren on HP to produce 

documents that are outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request as overly broad insofar as it is not limited to the time fre relevant to this 

action. HP furter objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the clai or defense of any par to ths action. HP furter
 

objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous inofar as it purort to require 

HP to ascertain the intended meang or scope of 
 the phrse "success," "performce," and 

"customer acceptace or satisfaction," and HP is incapable of ascertinng by reasonable means 

the intended meag or scope of the Document Request. HP fuer objects to this Document 

Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious infar as it seeks the production of documents 

already in the possession, custody and contrl of Intel, a par to this action, includig 

documents previously produced by HP to InteL. Intel can review these documents without the 

need to burden and harss non-party HP. 

36. Al DOCUMENTS relating or referring to the potential use ofNVIDIA's Scalable Link 
Interace (SLI). or Ai\ß/ A Tls CrossFire technology in or with any HP products including, 
but not limted to, any restrictions on requirements impose on UP regardig such use or 
any discussions regarding Ucensing or enabling SLI or CrossFire.
 

OBJTION AN RESPONSE:
 



HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. IfHP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena it wil produce 

only inormation tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertnt. HP does not waive nor intenø to waive any privilege 

or ímunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing puruat to 

confdentiality objections by thd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document Request inofar 

as it purort to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietar, and trde secret information.
 

HP furter objects to this Document Request inofar as it purport to impose a burden on HP to 

produce documents that are outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects
 

to this Document Request as overly broad in tht it is not limited to the time frme relevant to 

ths action. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it subjecto; HP to
 

uneasonable and undue anoyance, buren and expense and purrts to impose an obligation on 

HP which is grter thn that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC
 

insofar as it purprt to seek the production of documents regardig subjects about which HP ha 

already produced voluminous materals to Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to this 

Doument Request as overly broad and unduly burdensme insfar as it seeks documents not 

renably calculated to lead to the discover of admssible evidence relevant and materi to the 



clai or defense of any part to ths action. HP fuer objects on the ground tft the request is
 

vague and ambiguous insofar as it pirort to requie HP to asertIn the intended meaning or
 

scope of 
 the phrses "potential use" anà "restrctions on requirements imposed on HP," and HP 

is incapable of ascertining by reanable mea the intended meang or scope of the Document 

Request. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdenome, vexatious and
 

seekig to impose an unecessa expense on HP to the extent it seeks the production of 

documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, including documents 

previously produced by HP or AMD to InteL. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request 

insofar as it purort to impose a duty on HP to seach for and produce documents tht are with 

NVIDIA's possession, custody or control as Intel is currently a par to litigation with NVDIA. 

If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determed to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIDIA without the need to burden and harass 

non-par HP. By way of fuher anwer, HP states that it did not and does not manufacture 

"NVIDIA's Scalable Link Interface (SLI) or AMD/ATI's CrossFire technology" and, therefore, if 

Intel seeks discoverable information about items made by these companes, it should obtain that 

information from NVDIA or AMD, who manufactued those products. 

37. AU DOCUMENTS regarding the Common System Interconnect ("CSIIt)/Quick Path 
Interconnec ("QPI"), Peripheral Component Interconnecte Express (ItPCle"), and Direct 
Media Interface (ttDMIIt) interfaces. 

OBJECTION Al'D RESPONSE: 

HP objects to ths Doument Request on all of the grunds set fort in its Speific 

Objections Applicable to All Doument Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to ths Document Reuest to the extent that it seeks information 
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that is confdentiaL. HP furer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces inormtion responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormtion is 

produced, such prouction is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to ths
 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to impose a burden on HP to produce documents 

outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to the Document Request
 

insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta, and trde secret 

inormation. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is 

precluded from producing pursuat to confidentiality objections by thd pares. HP fuer 

objects to this Document Request as overly broad in that it is not limited to the tie fre
 

relevant to ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burdenome insfar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to this action. HP
 

furter objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome and vexatious infar as it seeks 

the production of documents already in the possession, custody and contrl of Intel, including 

documents previously produced by HP, NVIA or AM to InteL. Intel can review these 

documents withut the nee to burden and hass non-par HP. By way of fuer anwer, HP
 

states that it did not and does not maufactue "the Common System Internnect ("CSI")/Quick 

Path Interonnect ("QPI"), Perpher Compnent Interconnecte Express ("PCle"), and Dirt 

Media Interface ("DMI") interaces," and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverble informtion 



about these items, it should obtain tht information from the manufactuers of those products 

without the need to burden and harss non-part HP. 

38. Al DOCUMENTS regarding INTEL's plans for development including, but not limited 
to, INTEL product roadmaps, INTEL product development schedules, INTEL projections 
regarding product releases, any changes to any Intel product roadmaps, and any 
communications with NVIDIA regarding changes to Intel product roadmaps. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks informtion 

tht is confidentiaL. HP further objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. IfHP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document 

Request to the extent that it seeks informtion HP is precluded from producing pursut to 

confdentiality objections by third paries. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as 

overly broad and unduly burdensme insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to 

lead to the discovery of admsible evidence relevant and material to the clai or defene of any
 

part to this action. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overbroad in tht it doe not
 

limit the scope of the reuest to a time frme relevant to the action. HP furter objects to this 

Doument Request infar as it purrts to impose a burden on HP to produce documents
 



outside of HP' s possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as 

unduly burdensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks documents aleady in the possession, 

custody and control of Intel. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and
 

the 
ambiguous insofar as it purort to requi HP to ascert the intended meang or scope of 


phre "INTEL's plans," when such documents would be with Intel's possession, custody or 

control, and can be obtained by Intel without the need to burden or hars non-par HP. 

39. From June 1, 2006 to December 31, 2007, all DOCUMENTS constituting, relating to, or 
reflecng communications between NVIDIA and HP relatig to INEL's plans for product 
development including, but not limited to, INTEL product roadmaps; INTEL product 
development schedules; INTEL projections regarding product releases; and any changes to 
any INTEL product roadmaps, including, but not limited to, INTEL's use of CSI and/or 
DMI bus technology. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set forth 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidential. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrie, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inormation reponsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information tht is respnsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is
 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor inted to waive any privilege
 

or imunity by vie of indvertently proding such documents. HP furter objects to the
 

Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation HP is precluded frm procing 

purt to confidentiality objections by thrd pares. HP fuer objects to ths Document
 

Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome inofar as it seeks documents not renably 



calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or 

defense of any par to this action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly
 

burdensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks the production documents alreay in the 

possession, custody and control of InteL. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly 

burdensome insofar as it purport to impose a duty on HP to seach for and produce documents 

that ar within NVIDIA's possession, custody or contrl and Intel is curently a part to 

litigation with NVIDIA. If 
 the documents sought in ths Document Request are determed to be 

appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIDIA without the need to burden 

and harass non-par HP. 

40. All DOCUMENTS regarding the relationship between Intel and NVIIA, including, 
but not limited to, any attempts between Intel and NVIDIA to collaborate on the 
development of RELEVANT PRODUCTS. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormtion 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information respnsive to the Subpoen, it wil produce 

only informtion that is respoive and not privileged. To the extent privileged informtion is
 

produced, such production is invertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege
 

or immunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to ths
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Document Request as overoroad in tht it does not lit the scope of the request to a tie frme
 

relevant to the action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar as it purrt to
 

impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. 

HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burensome, vexatious and seekig to 

impose an unnecessa expene on non-par HP because, by defition, it seeks documents 

already in the possession, custody and contrl of Intel, and can be obtained by Intel without the 

need to burden or haras non-par HP. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly
 

broad and unduly burdensme insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to 

the discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any part to
 

ths action. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous infar as
 

it purorts to require HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of the phre "attempts 

between Intel and NVDIA to collaborate," and HP is incapable of asertinig by reasonable 

means the intended meang or scope of the Document Request. HP furter objects to ths 

Document Request as unduly burdensome infar as it purprts to impose a duty on HP to search 

for and produce documents that are with NVIDIA's possession, custody or contrl and Intel is 

curntly a par to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents sought in ths Document Request
 

ar detemined to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from ÑV1DIA 

without the need to burden and hass non-par HP. 

41. All DOCUMENTS regarding any failure by NVIA to supply RELEVANT 
PRODUCTS on a schedule or in a manner promised. 

OBJcrlON AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Doument Request on all of the grunds set fort in its Speific
 

Objections Applicale to Al Doument Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 



in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks information
 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it will produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunity by vire of indvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing pursuat to 

confdentiality objections by third paries. HP further objects to ths Document Request as 

overbroad in that it does not limit the scope of the request to a time frame relevant to the action. 

HP fuer objects to this Document Request as it seeks documents outside ofHP's possession, 

custody and contrl. HP fuer objects on the ground that the request is vague and ambiguous
 

inofar as it purport to require HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of the phrse "on a 

schedule or in a maner promise," without definig the paresto such a promise and HP is 

incapable of ascertinig by reaonable meas the intended meanng or scope of the Document
 

Request. HP fuher objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome
 

insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer
 

objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome infar as it purrt to impose a duty
 

on HP to seah for and produce documents tht ar withn NVlDIA' s possession, custody or 

control and Intel is curntly a par to litigation with NViOIA. If 
 the documents sought in ths 

Document Request ar determned to be appropritely discverable, then Intel can obta them 



from NVIDIA without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

42. All DOCUMENTS relating to NVDIA's or AM/ATl's roadmap and any changes to 
those roadmaps, including, but not limted to, any requests for confidential treatment of 
such information and/or that such information to be provided to Intel. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inonnation 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Docwnent Request to the extent tht it seeks 

Infonnation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces infonnation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only inonnation that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inonnation is 

produced, such production is invertent. liP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by virtue of indvertently producing such docwnents. liP fuher objects to the 

Docwnent Request insofar as it purprt to seek production of li's confidential, proprieta,
 

and trde secet inonnation. li fuer objects to the Doument Request to the extent tht it
 

seeks infonntion li is precluded from producing puruant to confidentiality objections by third 

pares. liP fuer objects to th Document Request as overbroad in tht it does not limit the
 

scpe of the request to a tie fre relevant to the action. li fuher objects to the Doument 

Request on the grunds tht it subjects li to unonable and undue anoyance, burden and 

expense and purrt to impose an obligation on HP which is grater th tht contemplated by 

the applicable Rules of Practice of the FTC inofar as it purrt to seek the production of
 



documents regardig subjects about which HP has alrdy produced voluminous materials to 

Intel in other litigations. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request inofar as it purrts to 

impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and contrl. 

HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensme insofar as 

it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence 

relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to
 

ths Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seekig to impose an unnecessa 

expense on non-par HP to the extent it seeks documents alrady in the possession, custody and 

control of 
 Intel, including documents previously produced by HP, NVIA or AMD to Intel. HP 

furter objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome insofar as it purports to impose 

a duty on HP to seach for and produce documents that are withi NVIDIA' s possession, custody
 

or contrl and Intel is curently a part to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents sought in 

ths Document Request are determined to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain 

them from NVDIA without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

43. Al DOCUMENTS regarding integration of GPUs or a memory controller in the 
MICROPROCESSOR or in the same package with the MICROPROCESSOR. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Speific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein HP fuher objec to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

tht is confidential. HP fuer objec to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

infonntion protected by the attorney-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

exprt priviege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 



protective doctre. If lI later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent. lI does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege
 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. lI fuer objects to the 

Document Request on the grounds that it subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, 

burden and expense and purort to impose an obligation on lI which is greater than tht 

the FTC insfar as it purports to seek the 

production of documents regarding subjects about which lI has already produced voluminous 

materials to Intel in other litigations. lI fuer objects to the Document Request inofar as it 

lI's confidential, proprietary, and trade secret information. HP 

contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice of 


purorts to seek production of 


objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks information lI is precluded from 

producing puruat to confidentiality objections by thd partes. HP fuer objects to ths 

Document Request as overbroad in tht it does not limit the scope of the request to a tie frame 

relevant to the action. lI fuer objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of 

admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defens of any par to this action. lI
 

fuer objects to ths Document Request inofar as it purorts to impose a burden on HP to
 

produce documents outside of lI's possession, custody and control. lI furter objects to this
 

Document Request as unduly burensome, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unnecessary 

expene on non-par lI to the extent tht it seeks documents alrey in the possession, custody 

and contrl of Intel, inluding documents previously produced by lI to Intel. Intel is able to 

review these documents without the ned to burden and ha non-par lI.
 

44. AU DOCUMEriìS regarding NVIDIA's CHIPSET business including its decision to 



exit the CIDPSET business. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to thi Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incoiporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidential. HP fuher objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney.client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP furter objects to the 

Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing 

pursuant to confidentiality objections by thd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietar, and trade 

secret inormation. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overroad in that it does not 

limit the scope of 
 the request to a time frame relevant to the action. HP further objects to this 

Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdenme inofar as it seeks documents not 

reaonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and interial to the 

claim or defense of any part to th action. HP fuher objects to t1s Document Request infar 

as it purort to impose a buren on HP to produce documents outside of HP's possession,
 

custody and control. HP fuer objects to t1s Doument Request as unduly burdensome infar 

as it puiport to impose a duty on HP to searh for and produce documents that are within 

NVIDIA's possession, custody or contrl and Intel is curently a par to litigation with 



NVDIA. If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determined to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIA without the need to buren and hars 

non-par HP.
 

45. All DOCUMENTS regarding NVIA's production, marketing, and/or sale of 
QPI-compatible CHIPSETS from April 1,2007 through November 30, 2007. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of 
 the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in ful herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such production is indvertent, HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege or 

imunty by vire of indvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing 

pursuat to confdentiality objections by thrd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document 

Request inofar as it purrt to seek prouction ofHP's confidentil, proprieta, and trde 

seret inormtion. HP furter objects to ths Docent Request as overly broad and unduly
 

burdenome infa as it seeks documents not renably calculated to lea to the discovery of 

adssible evidence relevant and materal to the claim or defense of any part to ths action. HP 

fuer objects to ths Document Request inofar as it purrt to impose a burden on HP to
 



produce documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP furter objects to ths 

Document Request as unduly burdensome inofar as it purort to impose a duty on HP to search 

for and prouce documents tht are with NVDIA's possession, custody or control and Intel is 

curently a par to litigation with NVDIA. If 
 the documents sought in this Document Request 

ar detenned to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them frm NVIDIA 

without the need to burden and harss non-par HP. 

46. All DOCUMENTS regarding NVIIA's investment in GRAPUICS HARDWAR 
products between 2006 and 2007.
 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of 
 the grunds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuher objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormtion 

that is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or iinunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing purant to 

confdentiality objections by third paries. HP furter objects to the Document Request inofar 

as it purort to seek production of HP's confidential, proprieta, and trade seret informtion. 

HP furter objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burensome infar as 

it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discover of admissible evidence 



relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to th action. HP fuer objects to
 

ths Document Request insofar as it purort to impose a burden on HP to produce documents
 

outside ofHP's possession, custody and contrl. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as
 

unduly burdensme inofar as it purprts to impose a duty on HP to searh for and produce 

documents that are with NVDIA's possession, custody or control and Intel is curently a par 

to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determed to 

be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIDIA without the need to 

burden and harss non-par HP. 

47. All DOCUMENTS regarding NVIIA's abilty to continue to produce and/or supply 
SETS compatible with Intel's DMI-bus and/orCUIPSETS without a license to make CHI 


Nehalem-generation microprocessors. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks informtion
 

that is confidentiaL. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces inormation respnsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only informtion that is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of indvertently producing such docwnents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seks informtion HP is precluded frm producing pursuant to 

confdentiality objections by thd pares. HP fuer objects to the Document Request infar 



as it purrt to seek production of HP' s confidential, propneta, and trde secret information.
 

HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome inofar as 

it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence 

relevant and matenal to the claim or defene of any par to this action. HP fuer objects to
 

ths Document Request inofar as it purort to impose a burden on HP to produce documents
 

outside ofHP's possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as 

overbroad in that it does not líit the scope of the request to a time fre relevant to the action.
 

HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome insofar as it purort to 

impose a duty on HP to search for and produce documents that are with NVIDIA's possession, 

custody or control and Intel is curently a par to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents 

sought in this Document Request are determined to be appropnately discoverable, then Intel can 

obtain them from NVIDIA without the need to burden and harass non-par HP. 

48. All DOCUMENTS relating to defects or failures of any NVIDIA product, including but 
not limited to problems involving the overheating of CHIPSETS and GPU products. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set forth 

in ful herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

tht is confdentiaL. HP fuher objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormtion protected by the attorney~client pnvilege, the work product doctnne, the consulting 

expert pnvilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable pnvilege or 

protective doctre. If HP late produces information respnsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce 

only inormation that is reponsive an not pnvileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

prouced, such prouction is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege 



or imunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing purant to 

confdentiality objections by th pares. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar
 

as it puirts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta, and trde secret inormation.
 

HP furter objects to ths Document Request as overbroad in that it does not limit the scope of 

the reuest to the tie frme or the products relevant to the action. HP fuer objects to ths 

Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the 

claim or defense of any part to this action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar 

as it puirts to impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's possession,
 

custody and control. HP further objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome inofar 

as it purports to impose a duty on HP to searh for and produce documents that are within 

NVIA's possession, custody or control and Intel is curently a par to litigation with 

NVIDIA. If the documents sought in this Document Request ar determed to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVIIA without the need to burden and harass 

non-par HP. By way of fuer answer, HP states that it did not and does not manufactue 

NVIDIA products, and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverable inormation about these items, it 

should obtain that inormation from NVIDIA without the need to burden and hars non-part 

HP. 

49. Al DOCUMENTS relating to any limitations on the abilty ofNVIDIA to supply 
quantities ofRELEV ANT PRODUCTS to UP. "
 

OBJON AN RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on al of the grounds set fort in its Speific
 



Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Doument Request to the extent that it seeks inormation 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing puruant to 

confdentiality objections by third pares. HP furter objects to the Document Request inofar 

as it puiorts to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta, and trde secret information. 

HP further objects to ths Document Request as overbroad in tht it does not limt the scope of 

the request to the time frame relevant to the action. . HP fuher objects to ths Document Request 

as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reanably calculated 

to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of 

any par to this action. HP further objects to ths Document Request insofar as it purrt to
 

impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's possession, custody and contrl.
 

HP fuher objects to this Document Request as unduly burensme insofar as it purport to 

impose a duty on HP to searh for and produce documents tht are withi NVIDIA's possession, 

custody or contrl and Intel is curtly a par to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents
 

sought in thi Doument Request ar determned to be appropriately discoverble, then Intel can 

obtan them from Nv1DIA without the nee to buren and harss non-part HP. By way of
 



fuer answer, HP states that it did not and does not manufactue NVIDIA products, and,
 

therefore, if 
 Intel seeks discoverable information about these items, it should obtain that 

information from NVIA without.the nee to burden and hars non~pary HP. 

50. Al DOCUMENTS relating to any comparison or analysis of INTEL's abilty to provide 
non-graphics functionality in CHISETS with NVlIA'S ("sic") abilty to provide non-
graphics functionalty in CHISETS. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-elient pnvilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, .the common interest doctrie, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces inormtion responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only inormation that is responsive and not pnvileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege
 

or imunty by vire of indvertently producing such docwnents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent tht it seeks inormtion HP is precluded from producing purt to 

confidentiality objections by thrd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar 

as it purort to seek production ofHP's confidential, propnetar, and trde secret information.
 

HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overbroad in that it does not limit the scope of 

the request to the time frame relevant to the action. HP furter objects to this Doument Request 

as overly broad an unuly burenome infar as it seeks documents not reasnably calculate 

to lead to the discover of adssible evidence relevant and materal to the clam or defense of 



any par to ths action. HP further objects to this Document Request inofar as it purrt to
 

impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside of HP' s possession, custody and contrl. 

HP fuer objects to this Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seekig to 

impose an unnecessar expense on non-par HP to the extent it seeks documents already in the 

possession, custody and control of InteL. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly 

burdensome insofar as it purrt to impose a duty on HP to seach for and produce documents
 

that ar within NVDIA's possession, custody or contrl and Intel is curently a par to 

litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents sought in ths Document Request are determed to be 

appropriately discoverable, then Intel can obtai them from NVIDIA without the need to burden 

and hass non-par HP.
 

51. All DOCUMENTS relating to INTEL's planned introduction of any discrete GPU 
product, including but not limited to Larrabee. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set forth in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incòrprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation
 

that is confdentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work prouct doctrine, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. IfHP later produces inormation responsive to the Subpoena it wil produce 

only information that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced, such prouction is invertent. HP doe not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by virte of inadverently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to ths 

Document Request as overroad in that it does not limit the scope of the reuest to the tie
 



frame relevant to the action. HP furter objects to the Document Request insofar as it purrt to
 

seek production ofHP's confidential, proprietary, and trde secret inormation. HP fuer 

objects to ths Document Request as overly broad and unduly burenome infar as it seeks
 

documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the discover of admissible evidence relevant and 

material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request insofar as it pwports to impose a buren on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's 

possession, custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly 

burdensome, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unecessary expense on non-part HP insofar 

as it seeks the production of documents already in the possession, custody and control of Intel, 

and therefore Intel can obtain such documents without the need to burden and harss non-par 

HP. 

52. All DOCUMENTS relating to or reflecting communications between UP and NVlDIA 
regarding NVDIA's Compute Unifed Device Architecture ("CUDA"). 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer o~iects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidential. HP furter objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attomey-elient privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later prouces informtion resonsive to the Subpna, it wil produc 

only information tht is reponsive and not privieged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such prouctiun is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 



or imunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is preluded from producing puruat to 

confdentiality objections by thrd paries. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar
 

as it purrt to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, and trde secret information.
 

HP furter objects to ths Document Request as overbroad in that it does not lit the scope of
 

the request to the time frme relevant to the action. HP fuer objects to this Document Request 

as overly broad and unduly burdensome insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated 

to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of 

any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar as it puiports to
 

impose a duty on HP to seach for and produce documents that are withn NVIDIA's possession, 

custody or control and Intel is currently a par to litigation with NVIDIA. If the documents 

sought in ths Document Request are determned to be appropriately discoverable, then Intel can 

obtain them from NVIOIA without the need to burden and harss non-part HP. 

53. From January 1,2006 to present, all documents showing Your ("sic") evaluation of 
CUDA. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grunds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furter objects to th Document Request to the extent tht it seeks informtion 

that is confdentiaL. HP furter objects to the Doument Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctrne, the consultig 

exper privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protetive doctre. If HP later produces inormtion respnsive to the Subpoen it wit produce
 

only inormation that is respnsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged informtion is 



produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request inofar as it purort to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 

and trde secret informtion. HP objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

infomiation HP is preluded from producing puruat to confdentiality objections by thrd 

pares. HP fuher objects on the grund that the reuest is vague and ambiguous insofar as it 

the phrse "evaluation," 

and HP is incapable of ascertining by reasonable meas the intended meag or scope of the 

Document Request. HP fuer objects to this Document Request as overly broad, unduly 

purrt to require HP to ascertin the intended meaning or scope of 


burdensome and vexatious insofar as it seeks documents not reasonably calculated to lead to the 

discovery of admissible evidence relevant and materal to the claim or defense of any par to
 

ths action.
 

54. All DOCUMENTS relating to or reflecting any delay in the release of any NVIIA 
product from the date originally announced by NVIDIA or previously shown on NVIA 
roadmaps. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorpmtes those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks infomiation 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

infonnation protected by the attmey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consultig 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later proces informtion reponsive to the Subpna, it wil produce' 

only informtion that is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged infomiation is 



produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP objects to the Document
 

Request to the extent that it seeks information HP is precluded from producing puruat to 

confdentiality objections by th paries. HP fuer objects to the Document Request insofar
 

as it purrt to seek production ofHP's confdential, proprieta, and trde secret information.
 

HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as overbroad in that it does not limit the scope of 

the request to the time frame or the products relevant to the action. HP furter objects to this
 

Document Request as overly broad and unduly burdensome infar as it seeks documents not 

reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admssible evidence relevant and matenal to the 

claim or defense of any part to this action. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request insofar 

as it purports to impose a burden on HP to produce documents outside ofHP's possession, 

custody and control. HP fuer objects to ths Document Request as unduly burdensome insofar 

as it purport to impose a duty on HP to searh for and produce documents that are within 

NVDIA's possession, custody or control and Intel is curently a par to litigation with 

NVIDIA. If 
 the documents sought in ths Document Request ar determined to be appropriately 

discoverable, then Intel can obtain them from NVDIA without the need to burden and harass 

non-par HP. By way of further answer, HP states that it did not and does not manufactue 

NVIDIA products, and, therefore, if Intel seeks discoverable informtion about these items, it 

should obtain tht information from NVIDIA without the need to burden and haras non-par 

HP. 

55. All DOCUMENTS relating to the bundled or kit pricing to OEMs of Al\lD 
1\IICROPROCESSORS for mobile computer systems with any AMD CHIPSET or 
GRAPffCS HARDWAR, including but not liited to price list, communications on
negotiated discounts, rebate strateg presntation, and OEM usage-restictions guidelines 



OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in fu herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormtion 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

information protected by the attorney-client pnvilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces informtion responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only informtion that is reponsive and not pnvileged. To the extent privileged inormation is 

produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or inunity by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Document Request insofar as it purorts to seek production ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 

and trde secret information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to unreaonable and undue annoyance, burden and expense and purorts to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC insofar as it purort to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 

which HP has already produced volumious materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormation HP is preluded from producing 

pursuat to confidentiality objections by th pares. HP furer objects to this Document 

Request as overly broad in tht it is not lite to the tie fre relevant to ths action. HP
 

fuer objects to this Docuent Request as overly broad and unduly burenme infar as it
 

seks docuents not resonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence 

relevant an materil to the claim or defen of any par to ths action. HP fuer objects to 

----~----;----. 



this Document Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unecessaiy 

expense on non-part HP insofar as it seeks documents already in the possession, custody and 

control of Intel, a par to ths action, includig documents previously produced by HP and 

AMD to Intel. Intel is able to review these documents without the need to burden and harss 

non-part HP.
 

56. DOCUMENTS sufficient to show, from January i. 2006 to the present, the annual 
quantity of mobile computer (e.g., notebooks, 
 laptops) sold by UP containing: 

(a) an AMD MICROPROCESSOR without a discrete GPU 
(b) an AMD MICROPROCESSOR and a discrete GPU 
(c) an INTEL MICROPROCESSOR without a discrete GPU 
(d) aD INTEl.. MICROPROCESSOR and a discrete GPU. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to this Document Request on all of the grunds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set forth 

in full herein. HP fuer objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks 

inormation protected by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctrne, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. IfHP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only information tht is responsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged information is 

produced such production is indvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or imunty by vire of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the
 

Document Request infar as it purprt 
 to seek production ofHP's confdential proprieta, 

and tre secret inormtion. HP furter objects to the Doument Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to unasnable and undue anoyance, buren and expense and purprts to impose
\ 



Practice 
an obligation on HP which is greater than tht contemplated by the applicable Rules of 


of the FTC inofar as it purport to seek the production of documents regarding subjects about
 

which HP has alrady produced voluminous material to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent tht it seeks inormtion HP is precluded frm producing 

pursuant to confidentiality objections by thid pares. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request as unduly burdenome, vexatious, and seeking to impose an unecessa expense on 

non-par HP insofar as it seeks documents already in the possession, custody and control of 

Intel, a par to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP and AMD to Intel. 

Intel is able to review these documents without the need to burden and harss non-par HP. 

57. DOCUMENTS suffcient to show the specific MICROPROCESSORS and specific 
MICROPROCESSORlGPU combinations included within categories (a)-(d) in Request 56, 
including the quantity and price point(s) of HP products sold containing each 
MICROPROCESSOR or MICROPROCESSORJGPU combination. 

OBJCTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorprates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP further objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

that is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

inormation protected by the attomey-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctre. If HP later produces information responsive to the Subpoena, it wil produce
 

only informtion tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormation is
 

produced, suh production is inadvertnt. HPdoes not waive nor intend to waive any privilege 

or immunty by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to the 

Doument Request inofar as it purrt to seek proction ofHP's confidential, proprieta, 



and trade secret information. HP fuer objects to the Document Request on the grounds that it
 

subjects HP to uneasonable and undue anoyance, burden and expense and purort to impose 

an obligation on HP which is greater than that contemplated by the applicable Rules of Practice 

of the FTC insofar as it puirt to seek the production of documents regardig subjects about 

which HP has already produced volumnous materials to Intel in other litigations. HP objects to 

the Document Request to the extent that it seeks inormation HP is precluded from producing 

pursant to confdentiality objections by thrd pares. HP fuer objects to ths Document 

Request as unduly burdensome, vexatious, and seekig to impose an unecessar expense on 

non-par HP insofar as it seeks documents already in the possession, custody and control of 

Intel, a part to ths action, including documents previously produced by HP to Intel. Intel is 

able to review these documents without the need to burden and haras non-par HP. 

58. All DOCUMENTS referring or relating to any errors in the documentation (whether 
printed, delivered on any disc medium, or provided online), user manuals, FAQs, or 
customer support responses (whether oral or online), provided by or on behalf of HP 
regarding any HP product. 

OBJECTION AND RESPONSE:
 

HP objects to ths Document Request on all of the grounds set fort in its Specific 

Objections Applicable to All Document Requests and incorporates those objections as if set fort 

in full herein. HP furer objects to ths Document Request to the extent that it seeks information 

tht is confidentiaL. HP fuer objects to the Document Request to the extent that it seeks 

informtion proteted by the attorney-client privilege, the work product doctre, the consulting 

expert privilege, the common Interest doctre, and/or any other applicable privilege or 

protective doctrne. If HP later produces informtion reponsive to the Subpoen it wil produce 

only information tht is reponsive and not privileged. To the extent privileged inormtion is 



produced, such production is inadvertent. HP does not waive nor intend to waive any pnvilege 

or immunity by virte of inadvertently producing such documents. HP fuer objects to ths 

Document Request as overly broad, unduly burensome and vexatious inofar as it seeks 

irrelevant documents that ar not reonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible 

evidence relevant and material to the claim or defense of any par to ths action. HP fuher
 

objects to this Document Request to the extent that it seeks documents publicly available on 

HP's website. Such documents can be obtaied by Intel without the need to burden and harss 

non-part HP. HP fuher objects to ths request to the extent tht it is so overbroad that the 

burden of responding to the discovery far outweighs its possible benefit to Intel. As such, 

compliance with the Document Request in the Subpoena would be uneasonably burdensome 

and expensive for HP and/or would cause HP to underte an uneasonable investigation. 
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